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A bstract
The discovery and subsequent development of semiconducting materials has been 
a subject area that has seen rapid changes in recent decades. The ability to 
numerically model this behaviour allows the efficient design of many new appli­
cations without the need for expensive test equipment. The system of equations 
modelling the electrical behaviour of a stationary semiconducting device is es­
tablished in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2 discretisation schemes in both one and 
two dimensions are introduced. Existing iterative solution techniques (including 
Gummel’s method) and also a novel continuation scheme are then discussed. In 
Chapter 3 the problem of solving the semilinear equation arising in the calculation 
of the electrostatic potential is addressed. A certain quasi-Newton method which 
computes sequences of upper and lower solutions, and converges quadratically 
from any starting upper and lower solution pair is introduced. In Chapters 4 and 
5 the Lipschitz constant of the fixed point map for a version of Gummel’s method 
is shown to be independent of h in one dimension and grows only logarithmically 
in 1 /h  (as the mesh diameter h —> 0) in two dimensions, provided the meshes 
are refined in a regular manner. Furthermore, in Chapter 4 results are provided 
which show that the computed potential exhibits sharp layers, interior to the 
domain of computation. In Chapter 6 domain decomposition preconditioned it­
erative methods for the types of linear systems arising in Chapter 2 are discussed. 
The effect of this type of domain decomposition technique on a certain class of 
model problems is also considered. It is shown that, in some of these types of
2
problems, it is possible to achieve acceptable convergence without the need to 
precondition. In Chapter 7 implementation issues arising from such an iterative 
method on a massively parallel architecture are examined. Finally, in Chapter 8, 
numerical results for the semiconductor system on the MasPar MP-1 are given.
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Chapter 1
Sem iconductor device m odelling
1.1 Introduction
The discovery and subsequent development of semiconducting materials has been 
a subject area that has seen rapid changes in recent decades. Nearly every as­
pect of modern life is affected by semiconducting technologies. It is the unique 
electrical properties of semiconducting material that make it such a useful com­
ponent in electrical applications. Although these properties are readily used in 
a diverse range of products, the laws which govern these properties make the 
accurate prediction of semiconductor behaviour a highly non-trivial task. The 
ability to numerically model this behaviour (using semiconductor technology in 
the form of powerful computers in the process) allows the efficient design of many 
new applications without the need for expensive test equipment.
1.2 Physical and electrical properties
1 .2 .1  S em icon d u ctin g  m ateria ls
Semiconductors typically start life as single crystals of pure silicon (Si) or ger­
manium (Ge) which are subsequently processed to obtain desired electrical prop­
11
erties. At very low temperatures pure single crystals of semiconductor act as 
insulators. The atoms of silicon or germanium contain 4 outer shell electrons. 
Electrons are negatively charged. Each of these may form a covalent bond with 
any of the neighbouring atoms and hence silicon and germanium form regular 
tetrahedral, diamond-like structures. When the temperature is raised, energy is 
randomly distributed to the atoms and electrons in the lattice. The most ener­
getic electrons, forming the covalent bonds between the atoms, will escape these 
bonds and become free to conduct electricity. Figure 1.1 demonstrates this ef­
fect. The remarkable feature of semiconductors is that the gaps left behind by 
the escaping electrons are free to move within the bonds. These gaps are called 
holes and have a positive charge equal in magnitude to the charge on an electron. 
Hence, although the freed electrons are able to conduct electricity in the spaces 
between the bonds, the holes they leave behind can also conduct electricity, quite 
independently, within the bonds. The net effect is that a semiconductor con­
tains a positively charged cloud and a negatively charged cloud, both of which 
can conduct electricity (at least for a limited time). The electrons and holes are 
collectively known as carriers.
The phenomenon of releasing electrons and holes can be artificially accelerated 
by doping the crystal with impurities. There are two basic types of material that 
can be created in this way.
n - ty p e  m a te ria l. By adding small amounts of pentavalent elements (i.e. ele­
ments with 5 outer shell electrons, like phosphor for instance), extra outer shell 
electrons can be introduced to the lattice. This type of material is negatively 
doped.
p -ty p e  m a te ria l. By adding small amounts of trivalent elements (i.e. elements 
with 3 outer shell electrons, like aluminium for instance), a shortage of outer shell 
electrons can be produced in the lattice. This results in an excess of holes. This 
type of material is positively doped.
12




Figure 1.1: Silicon crystal lattice.
Semiconducting devices are therefore manufactured by doping different re­
gions of silicon or germanium crystals with the appropriate impurities to achieve 
the desired electrical properties.
The thrust of this thesis is concerned with the simulation of the electrical 
properties of semiconducting devices and therefore assumes that the device has 
an existing, known doping profile. We shall now use the example of a simple 
p-n  diode to illustrate the important physical processes which occur within all 
semiconducting devices.
1 .2 .2  S im ple p—n d iode
The simplest of semiconducting devices is a p-n junction. This is a single crystal 
of semiconducting material with a transition from p-  to n-type material. We 
show this arrangement in Figure 1.2. Here there axe metallic contacts attached 
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Figure 1.2: Simple p-n diode,
W ith zero applied potential, the p-n junction gives rise to two types of current. 
D iffusion c u rre n t The large density gradient of electrons at the doping interface 
means that they tend to diffuse from the n-type to the p-  type region. Likewise 
there will be a hole diffusion process from the p-type to n-type material. Since 
conventional current flow is in the direction of hole movement, both the diffusive 
processes give rise to a diffusion current from the p-  to n-type region.
D rift c u rre n t The diffusion process creates an electric field across the junction 
which in turn causes a drift current of the carriers in the opposite directions.
In thermal equilibrium the diffusion and drift currents will balance. This p-n 
junction will exhibit diode properties once a electric potential is applied across 
the contacts. Figure 1.3 illustrates the two possible configurations.
1. F orw ard  b ias The application of a positive potential at the p-contact and 
a negative potential at the n-contact will cause both sets of carriers to converge 
on the transition region in the centre of the device. Here a recombination process 
will take place with the electrons and holes recombining back into the lattice. 
Each time this happens a hole and electron disappear together with the release 
of energy, for example, in the form of heat or light. This will allow large currents 
to flow in the device as recombination requires relatively little energy to occur. 
Clearly, in this configuration, recombination is a very important physical process.
2. R everse  b ias Here a negative potential is applied to the p-contact and a 
positive potential to the n-contact. Hence the tendency is for the carriers to 
move towards their respective contacts. This cannot continue indefinitely, since
14
in order to have a steady flow of holes to the left these must be a supplied across 
the junction from the n-type material. As there are very few holes in the n-type 
material, nominally zero current flows. However, in practice, a very small current 
flows due to the process of generation of holes and electrons taking place at the 
transition region. This generation is caused by thermal energy and hence the 
reverse bias current should increase with temperature. The current should be 
independent of the magnitude of the reverse bias. However, an extremely large 
applied bias will cause a breakdown current to flow. This effect is usually not 
desired in practice.
At the semiconductor metal contacts very large apparent recombination rates 
are required. Hence although recombination/generation rates may be very small 
within the crystal, there is a need for infinite recombination/generation at the 
contacts. Such contacts are called ohmic.
i) Forward Bias ii) Reverse Bias
Large forward current Small reverse current
o *
o - -------- --------- — o
o - - 0 — o
Figure 1.3: Current flow through p-n  diode.
Clearly then, a semiconducting device should be modelled by a drift-diffusion 
system with an appropriate term to model the important physical process of 
recombination/generation. For a much more comprehensive study of the physical 
and electrical properties of semiconducting devices we refer the reader to [68], [55], 
[73]. The mathematical analysis of some of these models is available in [56].
15
1.3 Derivation of the m odel
Semiconductor devices occupy simply connected domains which are subsets of M3. 
They consist of a semiconducting part and in the case of a metal-oxide semicon­
ductor (MOS), one or more thin adjacent oxide domains. Maxwell’s equations 
state
V A  H
V A E  
V.C 
V .£
where we have the convention
E — electric field vector,
C — displacement vector,
H — magnetic field vector,
B — induction vector,
J — conduction current density,
P — electric charge density,
x  € M3 — independent space variable,
t > 0 — time variable.
The electric field and the electric displacement are related by
C =  eE, (1.3.5)
where e is the permittivity of the medium. We assume e to be time independent 
and spatially homogeneous. We shall also regard the material to be isotropic in 
which case e can be regarded as a scalar. We shall use the following physical
r 9 C
J  + ^ i ’










q elementary charge =  1.602189 x 10-19 As,
ev permittivity constant in a vacuum =  8.854188 x 10-14 As/Vcm,
c speed of light in a vacuum =  2.997925 x lO10 cm/s,
K b Boltzmann’s constant =  1.380662 x 10-23 VAs/K.
Poisson’s equation gives
B  = V A A , (1.3.6)
where A  is the vector potential. Inserting (1.3.6) into (1.3.2) we obtain
VA(£ + f ) = ° -  ( 1 -3 7 )
Since a sufficiently smooth, vortex-free vector field, which is defined in a simply 
connected domain, is a gradient field, we have
f) j4
E  = ~ ~  (1.3.8)
for some scalar potential ip. From (1.3.3), (1.3.5) and (1.3.8) we have
6 U - V . A  + A i j  = - p .  (1.3.9)
In order to make (1.3.9) invariant under the Lorentz transformation we set
(1.3.10)
This is known as the Lorentz convention and is adopted in, for example, [48]. 
Hence (1.3.9) becomes
-  i w + =  ~p- (u -u)
If we assume that the speed of light, c, is large in comparison to the propagation 
velocities in the device, then the first term  in (1.3.11) can be neglected. Hence 
we have
eAip =  —p. (1.3.12)
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In the semiconducting region the space charge density can be written as
p  =  q(<p — n +  d), (1.3.13)
where
n — electron concentration, 
p — hole concentration, 
d — doping profile.
The oxide is assumed charge neutral, i.e. p — 0. (1.3.12) and (1.3.13) combine 
to create the potential equation
eA ip = q(n — p — d). (1.3.14)
Now (1.3.1) and (1.3.3) imply
0 = V .J  + j £ .  (1.3.15)
We now split the conduction current density into that caused by electrons, J n, 
and that caused by holes, J p, i.e. J  = Jn + Jp. We also assume the doping profile 
to be time invariant, i.e. dd/d t  =  0. Then using these assumptions together with 
(1.3.13) and (1.3.15), we obtain
- V . J p - 9^ = V . 7 n - g^ .  (1.3.16)
By setting both sides of (1.3.16) to qr we obtain
dn
V .J n - q - ^  = gr, (1.3.17)
dp
V. J p +  q—  = -q r .  (1.3.18)
By inspection of the left hand sides of (1.3.17), (1.3.18), we can see that r can be 
physically interpreted as the difference of the rate at which electron-hole carrier
18
pairs recombine and the rate at which they are generated. The net effect results 
in the appropriate flux of electrons and holes within the device, r is called the 
recombination/generation rate. Generation occurs when r < 0 and recombination 
occurs when r > 0. (1.3.17) is thus the electron continuity equation and (1.3.18) 
is the hole continuity equation.
Current relations We shall give a phenomenological derivation of the current 
relations. The two main sources of current flow in a device are diffusion and drift. 
We denote the diffusion current densities by JpX^  and the drift current
densities by JpT t Hence
Jn =  J t , !  +  J n ' J\  (1.3.19)
Jp = J f i t  + J f * .  (1.3.20)
The diffusion flux densities are proportional to the gradients of the corresponding 
particle concentrations.
=  qD„Vn, (1.3.21)
J f "  =  - q D pVp. (1.3.22)
The signs on the right hand sides are chosen such that the diffusion coefficients 
Dn, Dp are positive.
The drift current densities are defined as the products of the charge per par­
ticle, the corresponding carrier concentration and the average drift velocities vjJ 
and Vp.
J n ' St = - q n v t  (1.3.23)
j i r i f t  =  q p v d  ( 1  3 2 4 )
Drift directions are assumed parallel to the electric field, holes drift in the same 
direction as the electric field and electrons drift in the opposite direction. At
19
moderate field strengths we can assume that the drift velocities are proportional 
to the electric field. Hence
v t  =  -V n E , V dv  =  nPE. (1.3.25)
(1.3.19), (1.3.21), (1.3.23) and (1.3.25) combine to give
Jn = qDnV n  +  qpnnE. (1.3.26)
Similarly we have
Jp =  -qD pV p  +  qfippE. (1.3.27)
Einstein showed the relationship
Dn =  Ut Pu, Dp =  Ut p p, (1.3.28)
where Ut  is the thermal voltage. For a fuller discussion of Einstein’s relations,
(1.3.28), see, for example, [70]. This combined with (1.3.8) and (1.3.26) results
in the electron current relation
Jn =  qPniUr^n — nVtp). (1.3.29)
Similarly we have the hole current relation
Jp =  - q p p{UT'Vp +pVip)- (1.3.30)
Substitution of (1.3.29), (1.3.30) into (1.3.17), (1.3.18) yields the transient con­
tinuity equations. We will be concerned only with the steady state versions of 
these, namely
/inV .(t/rV n  — nV^>) =  r, (1.3.31)
/ipV .{Ut ^ P  +  pV^>) =  r. (1.3.32)
The three equations (1.3.14), (1.3.31) and (1.3.32) governing the electrical
behaviour of a stationary semiconducting device, are very badly scaled. We are
also confronted with the problem that the carrier concentrations, n and p, are
20
typically of the order of 1016m-3. The combination of these two facts makes the 
equations very difficult to solve numerically. Clearly the equations need to be 
scaled in some way. Also we could try to employ a change of variables in order 
to reduce the magnitude of the unknowns in the problem. In the next section 
we shall adopt the so-called quasi-Fermi levels. These are just one of a choice 
of possible variable changes. See [62] or [40, Chapter 3] for a survey of possible 
choices and discussion of their advantages and disadvantages. Furthermore we 
shall scale the governing equations in an analogous manner to [62].
1.4 Scaling and the quasi—Fermi levels
We shall first scale the equations by the value
d := max \d\.
The system then becomes
< ■ ■ « >
H i)-5T (£ ))-£ • "'4S4)
* v -(v ( ! ) +5v ( £ ) ) - ; f e -  ( l , '35»
(1.4.33)—(1.4.35) are then further scaled by the device diameter, I. We write 
ij>(x) := i/>(lx), h(x)  := n(lx), p(x)  := p(lx).
We then redefine
iI> = *I>/Ut , n = n/d, p = p/d, d — d/d.
The scaled equations are then (in terms of the new variables)
— \ 2Atp = p — n + d, (1.4.36)
21
P«V.(Vn — nVVO =  377"! (1.4.37)
dUT
Mf>V.(Vp + pVV-) =  ^ L. (1-4.38)
dUT
In (1.4.36), A =  /_1 y j( tlTT/ qd) is called the Debeye length. We now implicitly 
define the quasi-Fermi levels. Because they have a more restrictive range than 
n or p, they are in some sense more appropriate for the numerical treatment of 
(1.4.36)-(1.4.38). We write
n =  -4 exp(^> — v), (1.4.39)
d
71 *
■ p =  -^ exp(w — ip). (1.4.40)
d
This defines the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels, v and w respectively. Also 
rii is the intrinsic concentration. When a semiconductor is in thermal equilibrium 
there is a dynamic balance between the recombination and generation rates. Thus 
r  =  0 holds and the equilibrium carrier concentrations, rce, pe are related by the 
mass-action law
nepe =  n] .
Hence
Tl'
Vn — nVtp =  — ^ exp(ip — u)Vu, 
d
Tl *
Vp -f pVip =  — s£ exp(u> — ip)Vw, 
d
and the equations, (1.4.36)—(1.4.38), become
— A2 A ip +  8{exp(ip — v) — exp(u; — ip)} =  d, (1.4.41)
— V.(exp(,0 — v)Vv) =  crpvr , (1.4.42)
V.(exp(iu — ip)Vw) =  apwr . (1.4.43)
Here we have written pv = 1 /pn, Pw =  1 / 8 =  fti/d and a  =  /2/n tC/r-
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The boundary conditions for (1.4.41)-(1.4.43) are given at ohmic contacts by 
the Dirichlet criteria
v = w = Vappi/Ur =: a , (1.4.44)
<${ex p(0 — v) — exp(it; — ■0)} — d = 0, (1.4.45)
where Vappi is the applied voltage at the contact. Regions of the boundary that 
are insulated will have Neumann conditions imposed on them.
The choice of modelling function for the recombination/generation rate is not 
clear-cut. In this thesis we shall only consider the Shockley-Read-Hall model 
which (in appropriately scaled form) is given by
ni exp(w — u) — 1 . ,r (0 , v, w) = -------- --------— ------ 7------ r— -  , (1.4.46)
r  exp(u; — ip) -f exp(0 — v) +  I
where r  =  10-6 (see for example [48], [49]).
The drift-diffusion equations (1.4.41)-(1.4.43) are three coupled, elliptic, non­
linear partial differential equations (PDE’s) in gradient form. Having introduced 
the system that we will be studying, we now discuss some of the recent work 
in this field and highlight some of the background to the methods we shall be 
working with.
1.5 Background
In this section we give a brief background to the work presented in this thesis and 
related topics. Since this thesis brings together quite a diverse range of subjects 
from the field of numerical analysis, no attem pt is made here at a complete 
literature survey. We prefer instead to provide overviews of each of the subject 
areas in the relevant chapters.
There are various methods of discretisation for the system (1.4.41)—(1-4.43), 
which governs the steady state electrical behaviour of a semiconducting device. 
There are basically three choices: the finite difference method, the finite volume
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(box) method and the finite element method. Along with the standard finite ele­
ment method, there are several mixed finite element methods which have better 
current conservation properties [11], [10]. Although these approaches are different 
in their origins, they often lead to systems of discrete equations with similar qual­
itative properties. In this thesis we shall be predominantly concerned with the 
finite element method. In many practical applications the engineer is interested 
in the current flowing through through the device. For this reason we consider 
discretisations which in some sense exhibit current conservation properties. Such 
discretisations are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
Once the equations have been discretised, there are many possible schemes 
for iterative solution of the resulting algebraic system. Some of these schemes are 
described in Chapter 2. In the literature, many of these iterative schemes have 
been appraised by carrying out an analysis of the corresponding scheme applied to 
the undiscretised equations (e.g. in most of the analysis of [40]—[43]). In this thesis 
we consider only iterative methods applied directly to the discrete equations, since 
this is what must happen in practice. By far the most commonly used is the one 
due to Gummel [28]. This is nothing more than a nonlinear block Gauss-Seidel 
iteration applied to (discretisations of) (1.4.41)-(1.4.43). Gummel’s method in 
its continuous or discrete form has been well-studied and proved to converge for 
small enough applied bias ([37], [38], [40], [41], [42], [43]). In practice Gummel’s 
method is still used far away from equilibrium, but usually in conjunction with 
continuation in some suitable parameter (e.g. the bias) -  see, for example, [30]. 
Such methods compute solutions for a sequence of parameter values and restart 
with a smaller step size if divergence occurs. Clearly this can require a great 
many linear iteration steps leading to computation times which are much longer 
than those which may be reasonably required by a successful interactive design 
system. For one approach to accelerating Gummel’s method see [64]. Other 
iterative schemes are based on (approximations to) Newton’s method. These, in 
general, exhibit faster convergence than Gummel’s method near the true solution,
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but are more reliant upon an accurate starting value. For examples of these 
types of scheme we refer the reader to [4], [23], [63]. Iterative techniques for the 
semiconductor equations in one and two dimensions are discussed and analysed 
in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
The efficient solution of these discretised problems has also been an area of 
active research over the past decade. This has been driven by the desire to solve 
complicated three-dimensional models on available machines in a reasonable ex­
ecution time. Many of the ideas arrived at by studying the semiconductor equa­
tions have gone into the (scalar) elliptic equation solving package PLTMG ([2]). 
Moreover an entire suite of routines has been written by a consortium involving 
the research team at Rutherford Appleton Laboratories. This is called EVER­
EST and is specifically for the solution of semiconductor problems in up to three 
dimensions (see [22], [21], [29], [53], [31], [32]). The EVEREST package uses a 
continuation technique to solve the nonlinear systems arising from the discretised 
semiconductor equations. An analogous approach is used by PLTMG, which also 
adopts a hierarchical multigrid approach for the solution of the associated linear 
systems. For a background to the multigrid method we refer the reader to [33], 
[3]. Multigrid methods applied to semiconductor equations are given in [58], [16], 
[57], [36].
As an alternative approach, in Chapter 6 of this thesis we will explore the 
possibility of using domain decomposition methods to solve the resulting linear 
systems. The linear systems arising from the continuity equations present the 
greatest difficulties, since the exponential coefficients (which in a typical applica­
tion vary at least between 10±8) cause severe ill-conditioning. With the advent 
of parallel computers there has been much recent work in the field of domain de­
composition. Some of the algorithms date back many years, but it has only been 
with this advancement in technology that they could be efficiently implemented. 
Our method will be an “additive Schwarz” type algorithm (see, e.g. [19], [20], 
[67], [65], [66], [46], [7]). Domain decomposition algorithms can be thought of
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preconditioned iterative methods where the preconditioners are constructed from 
exact or approximate solves for the partial differential equation restricted to sub- 
regions or substructures. For a review of these techniques we refer the reader to 
[72], [18]. Different domain decomposition strategies will perform according not 
only to their theoretical properties, but also to the type of parallel architecture 
that they are implemented on. For this reason algorithms which may appear 
inefficient on one particular type of architecture may perform significantly bet­
ter on another. In [27] and [44] comparisons are made of domain decomposition 
techniques for elliptic PDE’s and their parallel implementations. Although, to 
the author’s knowledge, there is no definitive text on domain decomposition cur­
rently available, both the conference proceedings [24], [12] and their successors 
are good sources for much of the background material relating to the theoretical 
and practical aspects of domain decomposition techniques. In Chapters 7 and 
8 we discuss, in detail, the implementation of particular domain decomposition 
strategies on a massively parallel computer.
Finally in this introductory chapter we prepare the reader for what lies ahead.
1.6 W hat this thesis achieves
We shall firstly introduce discretisation schemes in both one and two dimensions. 
We then describe some of the existing iterative solution techniques (including 
Gummel’s method) and also exhibit a continuation scheme of our own. Numerical 
results are shown to demonstrate the robustness of this technique. This thesis is 
then primarily concerned with the following questions.
• How are the semilinear equations arising in the calculation of the electro­
static potential inside each Gummel iterate to be solved? Because these 
equations may become singularly perturbed, standard Newton convergence 
theory predicts a convergence ball whose radius may be so small as to have
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no practical meaning. In Chapter 3 we propose a certain quasi-Newton 
method which computes sequences of upper and lower solutions, and con­
verges quadratically from any starting upper and lower solution pair. The 
required starting solutions are trivial to find. The convergence is also shown 
to be mesh-independent.
• How is the convergence of the (outer) Gummel iteration affected by re­
finement of the finite element mesh? In Chapters 4 and 5 we show that 
the Lipschitz constant of the fixed point map for our version of Gummel’s 
method is independent of h in one dimension and grows only logarithmi­
cally in 1 /h  (as the mesh diameter h —► 0) in two dimensions, provided the 
meshes are refined in a regular manner.
•  How do we explain the often surprisingly good performance of Gummel’s 
iteration away from equilibrium? By restricting attention to a particular 
variant of Gummel’s algorithm and a model one-dimensional problem, in 
Chapter 4 we are able to provide some results which, without being com­
pletely rigorous, help to explain this phenomenon. Further arguments allow 
us to show that the computed potential exhibits sharp layers, interior to 
the domain of computation, which are known to exist in the solution of the 
continuous problem ([9], [61]).
• How can the linear systems which arise throughout the implementation of 
the algorithm in two dimensions be effectively solved in parallel? In Chap­
ter 6 we shall discuss a preconditioned method which has conditioning in­
dependent of the jumps of the coefficients of the PDE across subdomain 
boundaries, and only growing logarithmically as the fine grid is refined rel­
ative to the coarse grid. Thus the degradation of performance of the inner 
iterates is no worse than that of the outer (Gummel) iterates as the mesh 
is refined. We also consider the effect of this type of domain decomposi­
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tion technique on a certain class of model problems. These axe often used 
as benchmark tests for preconditioning strategies. We have found that, in 
some of these types of problems, it is possible to achieve acceptable conver­
gence without the need to precondition, whereas in others, preconditioning 
is essential for effective solution times. Theoretical results and numerical 
experiments are given.
•  How should this algorithm be implemented on a massively parallel ma­
chine? One range of such machines (e.g. CM2, MasPar MP-1) have a 
large number of processors (typically some multiple of 1024), each with its 
own fast memory. These operate in SIMD lockstep, i.e. at any instant 
all processors are implementing the same instruction. Interchange of data 
between neighbouring processors is usually quicker than exchanges between 
random processors in the array. The slowest communication is between the 
array of processors and the outside world. Such machines naturally lead the 
user to work with a large number of subdomains each of which has a small 
number of nodes. In Chapter 7 we describe implementation issues arising 
from such an architecture, and how we have dealt with them. We develop 
the implementation ideas with the aid of some model numerical examples. 
Finally, in Chapter 8, we give some numerical results for the semiconductor 
system on the MasPar MP-1.
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Chapter 2
D iscretisation and solution  
m ethods
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we shall outline various methods of discretising the semiconductor 
equations in both one and two dimensions. In many practical applications the 
engineer is interested in the current flowing through the device. Hence a discreti­
sation that allows us to readily evaluate the current is considered desirable. We 
shall discuss schemes which in some sense exhibit current conservation proper­
ties. We then proceed to outline some of the existing solution techniques for such 
schemes. Finally we consider one of our own algorithms which provides a robust 
way of obtaining a solution even for large applied voltages. This algorithm is 
based upon the well-known method of continuation.
2.2 D iscretisation in one dimension
We shall first consider the one dimensional problem. After employing the quasi- 
Fermi potentials introduced in Chapter 1, the equations modelling a semicon­
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ducting device in steady-state become
— A20" +  <${exp(0  — u) — exp(tu — 0 )} — d = 0, (2.2.1)
— (exp(0  — n f i / ) 7 — crpvr(xl),v,w) =  0, (2 .2 .2 )
— (exp(u; — 0 )u /) ' +  crpwr(il>, v, w) =  0, (2.2.3) 
on the domain A =  [0,1], subject to the boundary conditions,
v(0) =  a 0 =  tu(0), u (l) = ai = w (l), (2.2.4)
and with 0  chosen to satisfy the zero space charge condition
d{exp(0  — u) — exp(tu — 0 )} — d = 0 at x  =  0, 1.
More explicitly, using (2.2.4),
0 (0) =  sinh-1 j  +  a 0, 0 (1) =  sinh-1 +  <*i- (2.2.5)
We set fa =  sinh- 1(d(0)/2<5) and Pi =  sinh- 1(d(l)/2<$). The parameters 
A,6,pv,pw and a  are those given in Chapter 1. Recall also that d is the (scaled)
doping profile and the function r models the recombination and generation of
holes and electrons in the device.
We can now see heuristically why the solutions of this system may exhibit 
layer behaviour. Consider for example the zero-current case (o;t- =  0, i = 0, 1) 
for a simple p — n diode with equal doping levels. This is modelled by choosing 
d to have the values ±1 in the n, p regions respectively. Then, from (2.2.5),
0  =  ±/?, where P = sinh-1 (1/(26)) (2.2.6)
at contacts in the n, p regions. When the parameter A in (2.2.1) is small, (2.2.1) 
is singularly perturbed. Then 0  changes rapidly in a small region (layer) around 
the interface in d and remains essentially constant (and equal to its contact value) 
in the rest of the domain. When ao?< i^ differ from zero, layers also arise in v,w.
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Singular perturbation theory has been used to explain these phenomena in detail
([49])-
In one dimension our discretisation schemes will be with respect to the mesh
0 =  £o < xi  < . . .  < x n+i =  1. (2.2.7)
Then, for i = 1, . . . ,  n -f  1, we set hi =  (x{ — £;_i). We make the assumption 
that if h = max,- h{ then there exists a constant 71 independent of h such that
hi >71  h for i = 1, . . . ,  n -f 1 (2.2.8)
The condition (2.2.8) is often referred to as quasi-uniformity in the literature.
We now discuss various approaches to discretising (2.2.1)- (2.2.3).
F in ite  d ifference d isc re tisa tio n . We first consider a finite difference dis­
cretisation of (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) with respect to the mesh (2.2.7). This can also be 
interpreted as a finite volume scheme. To motivate the scheme, first observe that 
(2.2.1)-(2.2.3) can each be written in the form
- j '  = f  (2-2.9)
for some j  and / .  (In the case of (2.2.2), (2.2.3), j is the current of electrons and
holes respectively.) Equation (2.2.9) is a simple conservation law and clearly
-  i ( l )  +  j ( 0) =  f 1 f- (2.2.10)
Jo
If we now introduce the mid points x{_i = (xi -j- Xi-1)/2 of subintervals, we can 
integrate (2.2.9) over each “cell” ^i+i] to obtain the “local” conservation
laws
- j { x i+i ) + j ( X i _  1) =  t =  l , . . . , n .  (2.2.11)
X'~h
Then our numerical methods for (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) are discretisations of (2.2.11) 
of the general form
-  Ji+k +  Ji-L = k  fi  , i = 1, . . . ,  n. (2.2.12)
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Here J{_\ is some approximation of j ( x {_i),
hi =  (hi +  hi+1)/2 , * =  l , . . . , n ,  (2.2.13)
and f i  =  /(^ i) , (i.e. we have used a one point quadrature rule rule to approximate 
the right hand side of (2.2.11)).
The scheme (2.2.12) satisfies a discrete version of (2.2.10), obtained by sum­
ming over i :
~ ^n+i +  ~  ^ 2  hi ft-
i=1
This discretisation of (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) will yield a nonlinear system for the un­
known vectors IP, V, W  £ Mn, which approximate the solutions at the interior 
nodes:
Vi = Vi = v(sf), Wt- =  ttf(zx), * =  1, . . . ,  n.
Associated with these nodal values are their piecewise linear interpolants with 
boundary values given by (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) which we denote by # , V, W.  To 
help describe the system satisfied by IP, V , W  it is convenient to introduce the 
following MATLAB style notation [59]. Let IP £ Mn. If /  : JR —> JR, define 
/(IP ) £ Mn by (/(IP ))t- =  /(^* ), i = 1 , . . . , n .  Let diag{IP} be the n x n 
matrix with IP on its main diagonal, and zeros elsewhere. If a, b, c are (column) 
vectors with perhaps different dimensions, then [a; b; c] denotes the column vector 
obtained by stacking a, b,and c one above the other.
It remains to describe how we approximate j .  Firstly (2.2.1) is (2.2.9) with 
j  = A20 ', and /  =  d — 6{exp(0 — v) — exp(w — -0)}. We approximate j ( x {_ i )  by
J ,_ i =  A2(\P, -  V i - ^ / f n .  (2.2.14)
Also (2.2.2) is (2.2.9) with j  = exp(0 — v)v' and /  =  oy)vr(0 , v, u>). We approxi­
m ate j ( x i_ i)  by
<**»>
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(2.2.3) is approximated similarly.
The system obtained by using these approximations to (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) can be 
neatly expressed once we have made the following definition. If 0  is any piecewise 
linear function with respect to the mesh (2.2.7), define
=  T2 /  exp0 , i =  l , . . . , n  +  l.
h i j n - i
Then, let K(Q)  denote the n x (n+2) matrix {Kij : i =  1 , . . . ,  n, j  =  0, . . . ,  n+1} 
given for * =  1, . . . ,  n by:
K ( e ) i ti =  fci(O) +  fc+1(0 ),
^ ( 0 ) , = -  fc(0 ),
K (G )iii+1 = -  ki+1(e) ,
and, for all other i , j  by
£ ( 0 ),; =  0.
Let K(Q)  be the n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix with elements
i f ( 0 )ij =  K ( e ) i j , i , j  =  1 , . . . , n .
Then our finite difference scheme takes the form
X2K(0)[/3o +  a 0; A  +  a a] +  diag{fc}[£(exp(* -  V )  -  exp(W -  9 ) )  -  <f) =  0 ,
(2.2.16)
K ( ¥ -  V)[cto; V; a x] -  <rpvdi<ig{h}r(*, V, W )  =  0, (2.2.17)
K ( W  -  lF)[ao; W ; ttl] +  apwdia,g{h}r{*, V, W )  =  0. (2.2.18)
We now introduce a standard finite element scheme for (2.2.1)-(2.2.3), and show 
that a certain approximation of it also leads to (2.2.16)-(2.2.18).
S ta n d a rd  fin ite  e lem en t d isc re tisa tio n . Recall that our problem, (2.2.1)-
(2.2.3), is posed over the domain A = [0,1]. We begin by introducing the appro­
priate spaces, L2(A) with inner product (•, •) and norm || • | |l2(A) and ^ ( A )  with
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seminorm | • |#i(A) and norm || • ||j/i(A)- If f i 9  € ( ^ ( A ))2 then
(/»$) = f  Jg•Jo
Let Sh(A) be the space of piecewise linear functions on A relative to the mesh 
(2.2.7). Similarly let Efc(A) be the space of piecewise constant functions on A 
relative to the mesh (2.2.7). We define the usual hat function basis
{fa, * =  0, . . . ,  n +  1} where (f>i(xj) =  6{j.
Throughout we identify a vector x  € JRn+2 with the function
n + l
*  =  £  x i h  e  S h(K).
t = 0
We then set
S“(A) = {X  € 5a(A) : X(0) =  * (1 ) =  0}.
The finite element method for (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) would then consist of seeking 
\P,V,W  6 Sh(A) satisfying the boundary conditions (2.2.4), (2.2.5) and such 
that the following three equations
A2(tp', <t>'v) +  (£{exp(!P -  V)  -  exp(W -  tf)} “  d, 4>r) = 0, (2.2.19)
( e x p ( » - V O V ' , ^ ) - ( ^ r ( * , V . » r) . «  =  0, (2.2.20)
(exp(H^ -  4W',<I>'P) + (<rPv,r(9,V,W),4>p) = 0, (2.2.21)
are satisfied for 1 <  p < n. This again yields a nonlinear system for the triple of 
unknowns (# , V, W).  Clearly the first term in (2.2.19) gives rise to the m atrix- 
vector product in (2.2.16). Similarly the first terms in (2.2.20), (2.2.21) also cor­
respond to the matrix-vector products in (2.2.17), (2.2.18) respectively. However 
the standard finite element discretisation of the zeroth order terms in (2.2.1)-
(2.2.3) produces different approximations than those obtained by our finite dif­
ference scheme. For instance, if we consider the vector obtained from the second 
term in (2.2.19), then the ith  element will depend on the (z — l)th , zth and (z+l) th
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elements of V  and W.  This differs from our finite difference discretisation 
where our one point quadrature rule means that the ith  element depends only on 
the zth elements of V  and W . Hence the standard finite element discretisa­
tion of (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) has the general form (2.2.12), but /,• will differ from that 
of the finite difference method.
However we will now proceed to describe an approximate finite element scheme 
where our treatment of the zeroth order terms will again lead to a diagonal 
nonlinearity.
A pproxim ate finite elem ent d iscretisation We begin by introducing the 
trapezoidal rule:
£ f  = y / ( * o )  +  i : V (*0  +  % 1/(* n +1) (2.2.22)
t—1
with hi as in (2.2.13). This rule is exact for any /  € 5* (A) and it induces the 
discrete bilinear form
( f ,g)  = y (/ff)(* o ) +  t  M f g ) ( x i) +  ^ - ( / j ) K + i )
If we use this to approximate the zeroth order terms in (2.2.19)-(2.2.21), we 
obtain
A2( V ,  ^ )  +  (6{ e x p ( « P - y ) - e x p ( H ^  -  V)} -  d, </>p) =  0, (2.2.23)
(exp( -  V)V',  4fr ) -  (<rpvr(<P, V, W ), <f>p) =  0, (2.2.24)
(exp(Wr -  *)W',  4>'p) + (<?Pwr( IP, V, TV), <)>„) =  0, (2.2.25)
for all 1 <  p < n. Note that (2.2.23)-(2.2.25) yields an system identical to
(2.2.16)-(2.2.18).
This approximation is useful in practice, since the zero-order terms are com­
plicated nonlinear functions and the mass lumping produces the simplest possible 
diagonal approximation to them. It is also useful in theory since iterative schemes
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for solving (2.2.23) (with V  and W  fixed) have useful monotonicity properties 
which are not present in (2.2.19).
Furthermore we shall also introduce a special piecewise-constant average for 
the exponential coefficients in the second order terms in (2.2.24) and (2.2.25). 
For any Y  G Sh(A) we define Y  G E/^A) by
exp(F |/j) =  ^  L  exp(—Y(x))dx^  , for each interval (2.2.26)
Then exp(F) is the harmonic average of exp(F) and can be calculated analyti­
cally. This yields an approximate finite element method which seeks (# , V, W)  G 
Sh(A)3 satisfying (2.2.4), (2.2.5) and
A2( V ,  4>'p) +  (*{exp( 9  -  V)  -  exp(W  - * ) } - < * ,  <t>P) = 0, (2.2.27)
(exp( W = V ) V f, %) -  (apvr( 9 ,  V , W), <j>p) = 0, (2.2.28)
(exp( W = 9 ) W ' ,  #p) +  (apwr( 9 ,  V, W),  <f>p) = 0, (2.2.29)
for all 1 <  p < n. This scheme also has certain weak current-conservation prop­
erties, which we discuss in Section 2.3.1. Furthermore, if the zeroth-order terms 
in (2.2.28) and (2.2.29) are assumed to be zero, then the use of this harmonic 
average yields solutions to (2.2.28), (2.2.29) which are exact at the nodes. (This 
is known as the Allen-Southwell exponential fitting scheme in fluid dynamics 
literature and as the Scharfetter-Gummel discretisation in the semiconductor lit­
erature, although in these cases the exactness property is more usually presented 
for the equivalent convection-diffusion equations.) We now prove this result.
L E M M A  2 .2.1 Suppose a : [0,1] i— > M is a given function with 
0 < m < exp(a(x)) < M  < oo, x G [0,1].
Let
— (exp(a)u'y =  0 x G (0,1) (2.2.30)
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with if(0) =  no, u(l) =  ui. Discretise (2.2.30) by the finite element method with 
respect to the mesh (2.2.7), using the harmonic average approximation for exp(a) 
given by (2.2.26). This results in the system
(exp(a)Uf, # )  =  0, * =  1 , . . . ,  n (2.2.31)
with U ( x q )  =  wo, U(xn+1) =  Mi. The solution, U, to this system is exact at the 
nodes, i.e.
U(x{) = u(x{), i =  l , . . . , n .
P roof From (2.2.30) we have
(exp(a)u') =  c =  constant
and hence
u — cexp(—a).
By integrating both sides of this equation over 7t we obtain
fXii(:ct-) — w(xt_i) =  c I exp(—a(x))dx.
Jxi-i
u(
Then summing over i and utilising the boundary conditions satisfied by u gives
»Hhl yxi rl
U\ — uq = c 22  /  exp(—a(x))dx = c exp(—a(x))dx. (2.2.32)
1 dxi-i do
In addition, (2.2.31) implies that for i = 1, . . .  , n
U(xi) - U f a - 1) \  1rxi
/  exp(a|/()
Jxi—i \ n{ j  Hi
£ ,+,exp(«|/j+1) ( ^ ± ^  j -
&t+l
Therefore, for i =  1 , . . . ,  n
^(U(xi) - U ( x i- 1) \   ^ (U(xi+1) - U ( x i ) \
exp(a|/.) ( h  I - e x p (a |/ i+1) I — ----  =  0.
From this it follows that there is a constant k such that for i =  1 , . . . ,  n +  1,
J U i x j - U i x i . ^  1 
exp (a |jj I --------- - ---------- 1 =  k.
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Hence
U{x %) ^ - i )  _  ^ (e x p ^ l/J )-1 =  k (-j- !  exp(-a(x))daA  ,
hi \h{ Jxi-1 }
and so
rxi
U(xi) — U(xi-i) = k exp (—a(x))dx,  * =  1, . . .  ,n  +  1.
JXi- 1
After summing over i and using the boundary conditions we obtain
u\ — uq = U(xn+1) — U(xo) =  k f exp(—a(x))dx (2.2.33)
Jo
Comparing (2.2.32) and (2.2.33) it is obvious that c = k and hence u(zt) =  
U(xi) for all i. I
We now introduce our discretisation of the governing equations in two di­
mensions. We shall consider only the standard finite element method and its
approximation using quadrature on the zeroth order terms and harmonic averag­
ing for the exponential coefficients in the second order terms.
2.3 Finite elem ent discretisation in two dimen­
sions
After the quasi-Fermi change of variables, the equations modelling a 
two-dimensional semiconducting device can be expressed as
— A2 A +  6{exp(tp — v) — exp(u; — i/>)} — d =  0, (2.3.34)
— V.(exp(^> — u)Vu) — <7pvr(il>, v, w) = 0, (2.3.35)
— V.(exp(iu — t/>)Vw) -f <7pwr{il>, v, w) =  0. (2.3.36)
We consider this system on a convex polygonal domain Cl € M 2 with boundary 
dCl, subject to mixed boundary conditions given as follows. At the “Ohmic 
contacts” dCln =  (where the dCl£>. are a finite number of closed nonempty
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subsets of dft), we impose piecewise constant Dirichlet boundary conditions on 
v and w:
= w \dnDi — a i — constant, for each i. (2.3.37)
This corresponds to the imposition of an applied voltage a tC/r at each of the 
contacts Dirichlet conditions for ip at the contacts are then obtained by
requiring that the space charge there should be zero. This is expressed as
<5{exp(z/j — u) — exp(w — ip)} — d = 0, on SCLd , (2.3.38)
or, equivalently,
ip\dnDi =  a* +  sinh-1 ^ ^ for each i. (2.3.39)
On := dQ\dfln  the device is assumed to be insulated. That is we have the
homogeneous Neumann conditions:
dip du dv
—  =  —  =  —  =  0 on dQN. (2.3.40)dn on dn
We shall triangulate 0  and discretise (2.3.34) -  (2.3.36) using linear finite 
elements. To facilitate the domain decomposition methods in Chapter 6, our 
triangulation is obtained by first dividing ft into convex quadrilateral subdomains
or “substructures” 0 ^  such that Q = UtDb) and =  0 when i ^  j .  Each
substructure vertex is assumed to belong to no more than four substructures, and 
the intersection of the closure of any two substructures is either empty or consists 
entirely of a common edge and the two associated vertices. We divide each 
substructure into two triangles to obtain a “coarse grid” with maximum mesh 
diameter H.  We then further refine the coarse grid to form a “fine grid” with 
maximum mesh diameter h. For theoretical purposes we assume throughout that 
both coarse grid and fine grid are conforming, and that as the mesh is refined both 
grids are regular and satisfy an inverse assumption (in the sense of [13, p. 124, 
p. 140]). Again, such meshes are often referred to as quasi-uniform. We also 
assume that the fine grid is of weakly acute type, (i.e. each angle of its triangles
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is no greater then 7r/2). Finally we assume that the points in SCId H 3CIn  (i-e. 
the collision points between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions) are 
vertices of substructures and hence are nodes of both the coarse and fine grids.
We introduce the usual spaces L2(D) with inner product (•, •) and norm 
||-||L2(fi), and H'iSl)  with semi-norm \-\hhq) and norm |H|#i(n). If/,flf 6 (L2(Cl))2 
then ( f , g )  := fn f  • flf, with • denoting the usual dot product on M2. Let Sh{Cl) 
denote the space of all piecewise linear functions on Cl subordinate to the fine 
grid. The usual basis functions for Sh(Cl) are {<j>p} where <f>p is 1 at the pth node 
and zero elsewhere. Let Eh denote the space of all piecewise constant functions 
subordinate to the fine grid. The usual finite element method for (2.3.34) -
(2.3.36) would consist of seeking € Sh satisfying (2.3.37), (2.3.39) and
such that the equations
A2(V«F, V<t>p) +  (6{exp(ff -  V)  -  exp(W -  V)} -  d, <f>p) = 0, (2.3.41)
(exp( V -  V)'VV, V<t>p) -  (<jpvr{ V, V, W),  </>p) = 0, (2.3.42)
(exp(W  -  ^)VW , V ^p) +  {<rpwr{ V, W), <t>p) = 0, (2.3.43)
are satisfied for all nodes p dClo- (Here (•, •) denotes the usual Z2 inner product
of scalar or vector-valued functions on Cl.)
We shall again consider a slightly modified scheme analogous to (2.2.27)- 
(2.2.29). Firstly we shall use “mass lumping” for the zero-order nonlinear terms. 
As mentioned earlier, the diagonal nonlinearity obtained by doing this will be 
exploited in the monotone schemes introduced in Chapter 3.
The mass lumping can be achieved by approximating the usual finite element 
method using the nodal quadrature rule:
f j  «  £ ^ ( r ) £ / ( P r ) .  (2.3.44)
J \i rp O pT
The outer sum is over all triangles T  of the fine grid, the inner sum is over the 
three nodes px of T  and A(T)  denotes the area of T.  This rule is exact when
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/  G Sh(0,) and it is well known that its use in approximating the standard linear 
finite element method for elliptic problems yields no degradation of accuracy in 
the energy norm [13, Theorem 4.1.6]. The rule (2.3.44) may be equivalently 
written
f  f  «  Y , wpf(p)> (2.3.45)jsi p
where the sum is over all nodes p of the fine grid and each weight wp is simply 
one third the sum of the areas of all the triangles which meet at node p . This 
induces the discrete bilinear form
(f ,9)  = '£ , l - A (T ) L X /s ) (p t)  =  £ tO p /(p )j(p ), (2.3.46)
T  PT P
which is easily seen to be an inner product on 5&(ft). We use this to approximate 
the second terms in (2.3.41)-(2.3.43).
Then our finite element method for (2.3.34) -  (2.3.36) consists of seeking 
V, W  G 5^(0) satisfying (2.3.37), (2.3.39) and such that
A2(VS>, V<j>p) +  (<S(exp(<P -  V)  -  exp(W -  9))  -  d, <f>p) =  0, (2.3.47)
(exp( V -  V)S7V, -  {crpvr{ V, V, W), <f>p) = 0, (2.3.48)
(exp(W -  V)VW, V<t>p) +  (apwr( 9 ,  V, W), <j>p) = 0, (2.3.49)
are satisfied for all nodes p dQu- Since <j>p is zero except the pth node, the
zeroth order terms in (2.3.47)-(2.3.49) involve only the nodal values of Vp, Wp, 
i.e. they are “diagonal nonlinearities”.
Our second modification to (2.3.41 )-(2.3.43) is to introduce an averaging tech­
nique for the coefficients in the continuity equations. This is analogous to the 
approximation we make in one dimension. The averaging technique was originally 
published by Brezzi, [11] (see also [10]), for the Slotboom variables. This can be 
viewed as a certain hybrid finite element scheme which exhibits weak current 
conservation properties.
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For any Y  £ Sti(O), we define Y  £ by
exp(Y |t) =  { ——— /  exp(—Y)1 , for each triangle T. (2.3.50)
[ A { T ) J t  J
Clearly (2.3.50) is the two-dimensional analogue of (2.2.26). Hence (2.3.47)- 
(2.3.49) is modified to the following problem. We seek \P,V,W  £ 5*(fi) satisfying
(2.3.37), (2.3.39) and such that
A2( V# ,  V<f>p) +  (£(exp(tf -  V) -  exp(W -  # )) -  d, </>p) = 0, (2.3.51)
(exp( -  V ) W ,  V<j>p) -  (crpvr( tf, V, W \  4>p) = 0, (2.3.52)
(exp(W  -  V<^) +  {apwr{ tf, V, W), </>p) = 0, (2.3.53)
are satisfied for all nodes p 80, d .
Finally in this section we study our proposed two-dimensional scheme, (2.3.51)- 
(2.3.53), in the context of a linear model problem.
2 .3 .1  H ybrid  fin ite  e lem en t m eth o d s and th e  harm onic  
average
This subsection is an aside looking at some of the properties of the harmonic
averaging technique and how its use can be viewed as a hybrid finite element
method. We introduce these ideas with the aid of the linear model problem
-  V.(aVtt) =  /  (2.3.54)
in a convex polygon 0  with mixed boundary conditions
u = g on 8 0 D, 8 0 D ±  </>, (2.3.55)
du
—  = 0 on 8 0 n - (2.3.56)on
We make the following assumptions.
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A l. 0  is triangulated by a regular triangulation, such that at least one node 
lies on 90d-  The resulting space of piecewise linear functions is denoted Sh(0). 
Similarly the subspace of Sh(0) with zero boundary values on 9 0  d  is denoted
m ) -
A2. /  € 1/2(ft)
A3. g =  g\dtiD where g E H 1(fl), (i.e. g is the trace of an H 1(fi) function 
restricted to 9 0 d).
A4. 0 < amtn <  a(as) <  amaa; < oo, x  E ft
Suppose we are interested in approximations to the flux aVu which somehow 
model the conservation law (2.3.54). One strategy is to introduce some (as yet 
undetermined) piecewise constant functions ah,fh € and to consider the (ap­
proximate) finite element method which computes Uh E Sh satisfying Uh =  g on
90,d and
f  ahV u h.V(f) =  /  fh<f>, <f> € Sh, <j> =  0 on dftc. (2.3.57)vfl
Consider the piecewise constant function
J h := ahV u h E (X^ )2 (2.3.58)
which in some sense approximates the flux (aVu). It has certain weak conser­
vation properties with respect to the (discontinuous piecewise linear) particular 
integral of (2.3.54) given on each triangle T  by
J f (x) = -  A i T ) - 1 J ^ y  d y }  { f h\T} , x e T .  (2.3.59)
Clearly then for each T  we have
-  V. J f  = f h on T, (2.3.60)
and
/  J f  = 0 . (2.3.61)
J t
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Hence it follows that for any (f) £ Sh with <f> = 0 on 8Qd
Y  L(Jk  + J f ) . = £  I' J*:V<f, =  Y  f  M .  (2.3.62)
p  J ± p  Y 1 p  J L
Now using divergence theorem and (2.3.60) we obtain
W  { J h +  =  0, (2.3.63)
J dT
where for each T, n  is the unit outward normal to its boundary dT.  Taking 
<f> =  <j)p in (2.3.63) shows the local conservation property that the averages of the 
flux J h + J ; along all edges meeting at any node p is zero.
Furthermore, there is another completely different way of interpreting Jh- 
Observe that the divergence theorem and (2.3.63) imply
/  J h.V<f>=—^ 2 f  {Jf.n}<j), (j> € Sh, <f> = 0ond£lD-  (2.3.64)
p  J  dT
Moreover (2.3.58) and (2.3.61) conspire to give
[  aj;1{Jh + J f } - r  -  [  V u h.T = 0, r e ( S J 2. (2.3.65)
Jn Jn
Equations (2.3.64), (2.3.65) constitute a hybrid discretisation of the mixed re­
formulation of (2.3.54) which seeks a pair ( J ,  u) such that u =  g on OSId , 
(J  +  J j ) . n  =  0 on dfi,N, (•/ +  •//) is continuous on ffc and
- V . ( J  +  J f ) = f ,  (2.3.66)
a ' 1 J  +  a"1 J s -  V u  =  0. (2.3.67)
Then writing this in weak form, replacing a, /  by ah,fh and seeking a solution 
in (E/i)2 x Sh yields (2.3.64), (2.3.65). This hybrid method is different from the 
usual mixed method, where more continuity is imposed on the space where J  is 
sought and less on the space where u is sought. This method is proposed for a 
specific semiconductor equation (slightly different from our applications in this 
thesis) in [11].
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Comparing (2.3.67) with (2.3.65) suggests that we should choose ah € H/i in 
(2.3.65) so that a^1 is a good approximation to a-1. The obvious way to do this 
is to set
a h = * : = x w ) L a'
This is a more general form of (2.3.50), and appears in the hybrid methods of [11] 
(see also [10]). However, there a is only replaced by ah in the first term of (2.3.67). 
Their method then corresponds to (2.3.57) but with a modified right-hand side.
Besides the connection with mixed methods, there axe a number of other 
justifications for employing the harmonic average approximation (2.3.68). Firstly, 
as we saw in Lemma 2.2.1, if the one-dimensional analogue of (2.3.54) with /  =  0 
is solved by the finite element method, then the use of the harmonic average 
yields a scheme which is exact at the nodes. This one-dimensional scheme is 
used in [16].
Secondly, for two-dimensional problems of the form (2.3.54), harmonic aver­
aging of coefficients (along element sides) leads to a piecewise constant approxi­
mation of the flux with accuracy which depends only on the smoothness of the 
flux and of the forcing term /  [50]. Such methods axe appropriate when the 
flux is smoother than a or u, as is (empirically) the case in semiconductor mod­
elling. Related observations are made in the earlier work [1], where the use of the 
harmonic averaged coefficient (in one dimension) is shown to be equivalent to a 
“generalised finite element method” which is found to be more robust to jumps 
in a than the standard method.
Hence we propose to discretise (2.3.54) by (2.3.57) with ah given by (2.3.68). 
In our application (equations (2.3.35),(2.3.36)) ah can be easily computed. For fh 
in (2.3.57) the natural thing would be to use a standaxd average. However, this 
is not feasible in our application because of the complicated form of the zeroth 
order terms . Thus, in our theoretical studies, we approximate the average using
- l
on each T. (2.3.68)
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the quadrature rule (2.2.12):
fh = \ ^ 2 f ( p r )  on each T. (2.3.69)
 ^ PT
It is a moderately easy exercise in finite element error analysis to show that 
method (2.3.57) yields a solution Uh which (as in the usual finite element method) 
satisfies a quasi-optimal H 1-error estimate under the smoothness assumptions 
(A 2)-(A 4) on a , /  and g. For completeness we now include the details of this 
exercise. The standard weak form of (2.3.54)-(2.3.56) is to seek u G Ff1(fl) with 
u =  g on dfto  such that
(aVu, V<j)) =  ( / ,  <^ ), (/> G /^ ( f t) ,  <!> = 0 on dCln- (2.3.70)
The standard finite element method is to find U G £^(17), U =  g on dCln such
that
( a W , V<f>) =  ( /,  4), $ G H x(n), <f> =  0 on dSlD. (2.3.71)
The harmonic average finite element method is to seek U € £^($7), U — g on
8Qd such that
(aW ,V<£) =  (/,<£), ), <f> = 0 on dDD, (2.3.72)
with a given by (2.3.68). Due to assumption (A4) we have
0 <  a^ax $  <  «mi„, * e  IT,
and so
®77iin ^  fl(x) ^  flmax) £ 7^* (2.3.73)
We first need to show that (2.3.71) and (2.3.72) have unique solutions and then 
bound the norm of these solutions. Throughout the following two lemmas, C will 
denote a generic constant, independent of h.
LEM M A 2.3.1 Under the assumptions (A1)-(A4),  the weak formulation 
(2.3.70) and the finite element problems (2.3.71) and (2.3.72) have unique so­
lutions u G U1 G Sh{D) and U2 G 5^(17) respectively. These satisfy the
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energy estimate
m a x { | | u | | / / i ( n ) ,  WU' Wmw,  H ^ H h 1 ^ ) }  <  a m i n ( l l / I U 2( f i )  +  C(amin + amax)\g\Hi(Q}).
P ro o f  Note that u solves (2.3.70) if and only if u =  uQ +  9 with 
uo € # * (0 ), wo =  0 on 8£Id and
(aVw0, V<£) =  ( / ,  <j>) -  (aVg , V<£) for all (f> <E I / 1 (ft), =  0 on dftD. (2.3.74)
Now introduce the space
Hq =  {w € ^ ( f t )  : u =  0 on dftz>},
and equip Hq with the norm ||.||j/i(n). Then (2.3.74) may be written : Find
wo € Hq such that
6(w0, 4>) =  L(<j>), for all <j> £ Hq, (2.3.75)
where
b(u,4>) =  (aVu,V<f>), (2.3.76)
L W  = (/,</>)-%,</>)• (2.3.77)
Then using our assumption (A4), &(.,.) is a symmetric, continuous, elliptic 
bilinear form on Hq with
|6(w,^)| <
and
6(u,u) > f l m i n  I M I j p ( n ) *
Moreover L is continuous with
Oifnax
Then by [39, §(2.1)], the problem (2.3.75) has a unique solution wo with
®min (II/IIl^o) +  O'max
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Hence (2.3.70) has a unique solution u with
®moi
<  a m in(\\f \ \L 2(n) +  C (  Q>max ~H Qmin)
where the second inequality comes via Poincares inequality (see, for instance, [34, 
page 114]). Hence we have the result for the solution of (2.3.70).
We now consider only the problem (2.3.71). The proof for the problem (2.3.72) 
is analogous once remark (2.3.73) has been taken into account. Let G denote the 
interpolant of g as in [69, Theorem 3]. Then
|g — G\hi^)  <  C\g\Hi(Q),
so that
\G\hi(q) <  Cr|<7|j/i(n).
Hence U1 solves (2.3.71) if and only if U1 = Uq +  G with Uq 6 5^(0), 
Uq =  0 on 8Qd and
(aV Itf, V<£) =  ( / ,  <f>) -  (aVG, </>). (2.3.78)
By applying the theory of [39] in Sj(ft) C Hq this problem has a unique solution
Uq with
l l ^ o l l f f ^ n )  ^  a m in(\\f \ \L2(n) +  Qtmax
Hence (2.3.71) has a unique solution U1 G 5^(0) with
l l ^ l l j ^ n )  ^  a m in(\\f \ \L2(n) +  (  ^ max  +  Q"min) | ^ | / f 1 ( f j ) )
<  a m i n ( l l / I U 2 ( f i )  +  C (  Q>max “ I" O'min) | 5 r | i / 1 ( 0 ) ) '
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L E M M A  2.3.2 Under the assumptions (A1)-(A4),  the solution U1 of (2.3.71) 
satisfies the quasi-optimal error estimate
| t i - t f V ( n ) <  ( — )  i n f  \ u -  * | * i ( 0 )  ( 2 . 3 . 79 )\  Cimin J *eSh{U)
$—g On diij)
where u is the weak solution of (2.3.70). If, in addition,
T { ||£ ||i~(T)’ ||£ ||l~(t>} - M ( 2 - 3 - 8 o )
then the solution U2 of (2.3.72) satisfies 
\u ~  U2\Hi{Q) <
C M  21® ®  ( i  _ j _  a min +  a m a x )  ( l - \ - - - - - - - - - - ^  h  +  (  i n f  \u —
dmin '  dmin J \  amintra  '  *G5h( Q)$=g On dQjj
( 2 . 3 . 81 )
P ro o f  By the previous lemma and (2.3.73), both (2.3.71) and (2.3.72) 
have unique solutions U1, U2 respectively with
max draax “I" ®min) |^|H1(fi))*
Moreover for the solution U1 of (2.3.71), using (2.3.70) and (2.3.71), we have
(aV(u -  U1), V<f>) =  0, (f> £ Hq. (2.3.82)
Hence if $  £ 5^(ft), $  =  g on dQp we have , using (2.3.82)
(oV(u — t /1), V(ti — U1)) = (aV(u — U1), V(u — *))
<  draaxW — U'Ih i w Iu — $\h1(Q),
and so
l« -  U1 \2HHn) < ( ^ )  Iu -  Cf11^ 1(0)|tx -  * 1* 1(0),
V  drain '
which proves the required estimate.
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For the solution of (2.3.72) we have
| f i  -  ^ V ( f l )  <  ( — )  i n f  | S  -  * | * . ( Q ) ,
'  ^min '  ^€5/j(n)$=3 on dtlD
where u is the exact solution of the weak problem: Find u £ H 1(fi) with u =  g 
on 8Q,d and such that
(aVu, V<t>) =  ( /, </>), <l> £ H\.
Note that since a is h independent, so is u. Hence by the triangle inequality
~  U2\hhq) < |u — u|/fi(n) +  (  ™ax} inf |u — $|#i(n). (2.3.83)\ a minJ *esh(n) v '
$=3 on dSlp
To prove (2.3.81) we now have to bound |u — u|/fi(n). Assuming (2.3.80), we 
know that u — u £ Hq and
(aVu,V(j>) =  (/,</))
(aVu,Vj>) =  ( / ,* ) ,
for all <f> £ H]. Hence
(oVu — aVu, V<f>) = 0,
for all <j> £ Hq. Hence
(aV(u — ft), V<f) =  ((a — a)Vu, V< )^.
Putting (j) =  u — u and using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies
a m i n \u  ~  — lla  — a || l /oo(ft) |^ |h1( 0 ) |w —
Hence
W  -  « l* > (0 )  <  “ minll3  -  o | | t « , ( n ) l “ lff‘ (0)- ( 2 .3 . 8 4 )
Now we also know by analogy with the previous lemma
(11/llMfi) +  ( ^ min  “I” dmax 
<  Ca"Jn( 1 + draax “I” ^mtn)?
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where the second inequality is by our assumptions (A2), (A3). Thus
W -  uIhhq) < C a^ in(l + ®max ® Hloo (2.3.85)
Now for each T, * 6 T  we have
1
A i T ) - 1 f T a - ' (y )d y  A (T )~ ' fT a - \ x ) d y
JT a~'(x)dy -  f T a~1(y)dy
T  ^ f T a - 1(y)dy f T a~1(x)dy
< A(T)-'a*maJ  S ( a - \ x ) - a - \ y ) ) d y \
J t
< a L J I « - '(* )  -  a - \ . ) \ \L^ T )
<  ( “ ^ V  IW*) ~  a(-)llioo(r)'  ^ min ’
'  Grain '
by (2.3.80) and the mean value theorem. Hence (2.3.85) implies
2
|t/  ^ (1 CLrnax Gmin'jh”
®rain
Thus we also have
if 
au — < CM '^ l~x(1 +  Gmax +  amin)h +  |u — ^lifi(n),rain
and inserting these facts into (2.3.83) we get (2.3.81).
■
Hence the rate of convergence in the energy norm of the standard finite ele­
ment method and the harmonic average finite element method is the same.
Note that our proposed method, (2.3.51)-(2.3.53), differs slightly from the 
one proposed for the model problem (2.3.54) in that we are mass lumping the 
term  r and not calculating its approximate average. This greatly simplifies the 
computation of the right hand side terms in (2.3.52) and (2.3.53).
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2.4 Iterative solution techniques
Before introducing a robust solution method for the discretised semiconductor 
systems, based upon the well-known method of continuation (see, for example, 
[60]), we will discuss some of the popular existing techniques for the solution of 
the systems arising from a discretisation of the semiconductor equations. Any 
of the discretisation methods introduced in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 will result in a 
system of the form
F x ( 9 ,  V ,  W )  := A2(F (0)®  +  K D{0 ) 9 D) +  8g(9,  V, W) = 0 , (2.4.86)
F 2(®, V , W ) : = K ( 9 -  V ) V  +  K d ( 9 -  V ) V D -  apvr ( 9 ,  V, W) = 0 , (2.4.87)
F 3(® , V , W )  := K ( W  -  9 ) W  + K D(W  -  9 ) W D +  apwr( 9 ,  V, W)  =  0,
(2.4.88)
which we wish to solve for the vectors V , W , and where # , V, W  represent 
the piecewise linear interpolants to V, W  respectively. Note that in (2.4.86), 
K d (0) represents the interactions between the unknown nodes and the Dirichlet 
nodes with known values represented by A similar convention has been
adopted in (2.4.87), (2.4.88).
N ew ton ’s M ethod
One immediate choice for the solution of
F  := ( F f ,  F l ,  F l f  = 0 , (2.4.89)
is Newton’s method, i.e. given an approximate solution X k =  ( ^ fcT, V fcT, W kT)T 
we calculated the updated solution by
X M  = x k -  J i X b y ' F i X b ) ,  (2.4.90)
where J ( X )  denotes the Jacobian of F  evaluated at X .  We know by the long- 
established theory of Newton’s method (see for instance [60]), that under appro­
priate assumptions on F  this iteration will converge quadratically to the solu­
tion of (2.4.89), provided one exists and provided our initial guess, X °, is close
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enough to that solution. Unfortunately, in practice, such a starting guess is often 
extremely difficult to find. Also the calculation of J ( X k)~1 at each step proves 
prohibitively expensive. For these reasons a full Newton iteration on (2.4.89) is 
seldom implemented, its use being reserved as a final iterative loop to an approx­
imate method which has already supplied a reasonable solution.
G um m ePs m ethod
By far the most common algorithm currently in use to solve the semiconductor 
system (2.4.86)-(2.4.88) is GummeVs method [28]. There are many variants of 
this scheme, but they all basically consist of iterating a map, the fixed points of 
which provide the solutions of (2.4.89). One such map is:
Q : (V k, W k) ( V t+1,W^*+1), (2.4.91)
defined as follows
Step 1 (Fractional step) Find H!k+1 such that
A2(A'(0)* * +1 +  K d (0 ) 9 d ) + 6 g ($ k+1, V k, W k) =  0. (2.4.92)
Step 2 Find V k+1 such that
K ( $ k+1 -  V k) V k+1 + K D(<tk+1 -  V k) V D -<rPvr ( V k+1, V k, W k) =  0. (2.4.93)
Step 3 Find W k+1 such that
K ( W k -  $ k+1) W k+1 +  K D(W k -  Vk+1) W D + <rPwr ( 9 k+1, V k+1, W k) = 0.
(2.4.94)
This is nothing more than a nonlinear block Gauss-Seidel iteration applied to 
the discretisations of the three coupled PDEs modelling a semiconducting device. 
Alternatively it can be viewed as a decoupled approximate block Newton method, 
where only approximations to the diagonal blocks of the Jacobian axe inverted 
at each step. Each iterate of the Gummel algorithm requires first the solution of
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the (semilinear) electrostatic potential equation (2.4.92), with the quasi-Fermi 
potentials frozen. Using this updated electrostatic potential and the existing 
guesses for the quasi-Fermi potentials, a new electron quasi-Fermi potential is 
found by solving the linearised continuity equation (2.4.93). A new hole quasi- 
Fermi potential is found analogously using (2.4.94) and this process is repeated 
to convergence. Clearly the implementation of this algorithm is far simpler than 
a full Newton iteration scheme. The convergence properties of such an algorithm 
will be studied in detail in Chapter 4 for the case of a one-dimensional device, 
and Chapter 5 for a two-dimensional device.
B lock  N ew to n  m e th o d
The final algorithm that we consider here is something of a half-way house 
between a full Newton iteration and Gummel’s method. This is known as the 
block Newton scheme. This again is an approximate Newton method and involves 
the following iterative process: Given approximate solutions V k and W k, 
calculate the updated solutions by
®*+i =  V *) W k y i V h, W k), (2.4.95)
V fc+1 =  V k -  J2( V k, v \  W k)~1F 2( 9 k, v k, W k), (2.4.96)
W k+1 = W k -  J 3( * ‘ , V*, W *)"^®*, V k, W k). (2.4.97)
Here J1( V k, V k, W k) is the derivative of F \  with respect to evaluated at 
(^rfc, y k  ^W ky  Similarly J2 is the derivative of F 2 with respect to V  and Jz is the 
derivative of F 3 with respect W .  Note that J l9 J 2> J3 are just the blocks on the 
diagonal of the Jacobian matrix J.  Hence this represents an approximate Newton 
method where we have neglected the off-diagonal blocks of the Jacobian matrix. 
In some practical applications this has been seen to converge quadratically. Once 
again, a good initial guess is required for this method, but it has the advantage 
of having three smaller Jacobian matrices to invert rather than the one large one 
present in the full Newton method.
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This iteration scheme is introduced in [4]. In that paper discretisation, scaling 
procedures and the efficient solution of the resulting nonlinear equations are dis­
cussed. The companion paper [23] addresses the physical aspects of the governing 
equations and presents numerical results from various actual device simulations.
2.5 A continuation m ethod in one dimension
We conclude this chapter by describing a continuation scheme which provides 
a robust solution method for the semiconductor equations. We introduce the 
scheme via the following abstract setting. Suppose we have a system of the form
F ( X , k )  = 0 , (2.5.98)
where X  E k E [0,1], F  : Mm+1 i— ► JRm for some m E W, and which 
we wish to solve for k =  1. Then our strategy is as follows. Assume we have a 
solution, X , for the system
F ( X , ki) =  0 , where 0 <  k{ < 1 is fixed.
Then we wish to solve
F ( X ,  ki+1) =  0 where fc,+i =  k{ +  Afc,-. (2.5.99)
We make the assumption that we have a solution when ko = 0. By differentiating
(2.5.98) with respect to k we obtain
J ( X , k ) ^  +  F k( X , k )  =  0,
where J ( X , k )  denotes the Jacobian of F  with respect to X , evaluated at (X , k). 
Hence
^  =  - J ( X ,  k y ' F ^ X ,  k). (2.5.100)
If we now approximate (2.5.100) using one step of Euler’s method and write 
X* =  X(k i)  we obtain X E, where
A ~ X ‘  =  - J i X ^ k ^ F ^ X ^ k i )
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and hence
X E = x ‘ -  A k i J ( X \  ki)~l F k{ X \  ki). (2.5.101)
We then use X E as the starting guess for a Newton iteration for solving (2.5.99). 
If this is found to be diverging after a few iterations, then we reduce step size A k{ 
and start again. This type of continuation scheme is often called a “predictor- 
corrector” method, where we have predicted a starting guess X E using Euler’s 
method and then corrected it to X t+1 by a Newton iteration.
Im plem entation  details
We now apply this idea to the semiconductor equations in one dimension. 
It should be pointed out that the concept is just as easily applied to the equa­
tions modelling a two or three dimensional device, however the coding of the 
algorithm will be a more demanding exercise. We use the approximate finite ele­
ment method, introduced in Section 2.2, to discretise the equations. Recall that 
we require (# , V, W)  € Sh(Q)3 satisfying the boundary equations (2.2.4), (2.2.5) 
and the discrete equations (2.2.23)-(2.2.25) for all 1 <  p < n. Here we will not 
consider the harmonic average method, although the continuation method will 
work equally as well with it. In matrix form the equations may be written: Find 
V , W  € Mn+2 such that
*o — A) +  Q!o5 K) =  a 0 =  Wo 
^ n + 1 =  A  +  a  0 +  k ( a  1 — Qto)? Vn+ 1  =  <*0 +  ^(<^1 — C*o) =  W n+1
and
A2£ ( 0) tf  +  Sg{ , V,W ) = 0 (2.5.102)
K ( V  - V ) V  -  apvr ( V ,V ,W )  = 0 (2.5.103)
K ( W -  V ) W  + apwr ( V , V , W )  = 0 (2.5.104)
where
K(A)i j  = e x p (A )^ '- , i = l , . . . , n ,  j  = 0, . . . , n  +  1,
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{ g {^ ,V ,W )) i  = (exp(V -  V) -  exp(W -  9)  -  d /S , ^ ) ,  i = l , . . . , n ,  
( r (V ,V ,W ) ) i  =  (r( !P,V, l^) ,A) ,  » =  l , . . . , n .
Here we have incorporated the boundary values into the vectors V  and W .  
We can think of the solution vector, X  = (VPT, V T, W T)T, of (2.5.102)-(2.5.104) 
as X  =  X ( k )  where we would like to solve the system for k = 1.
First note that X  (0) is the solution of the zero current problem which collapses 
to: Find £ Mn+2 such that
=  Po +  Q!o5 ^n+l =  fli +
and
A2X (0) *  +  6flr(<M,0) =  0 ,
which is easily solved for ^  by using Newton’s method or the quasi-Newton 
method described in Chapter 3.
Secondly notice that, g  and r  are not explicitly dependent on k , (i.e. dg /dk  = 
d r /d k  = 0. This is very useful when evaluating derivatives with respect to k later. 
Now (2.5.102)-(2.5.104) can be written in the form (2.5.98) where





k(ai  -  a 0)K(W -  V )n,n+i
0 /
+  k(a  i — ao)K(W  — \P)n,n+i
\ €n J
and e n € M n has all entries equal to zero apart from the nth which is equal to 1. 
Then
J ( X ,  k) =  J ( X ,  0) +  k(a  1 -  Qo)
0 0 0
7 ( i P - V )  - 7 ( ! P - V )  0
- 7 {W  -  IP) 0 7 ( W  -  S')
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where 7 (A) € L ( R n), with
Hi =
(ex p (A )< ^ '+1, # )  i = j  = n 
0 otherwise
and





K ( i p  — V ) n,n+i
0 !
+ K ( W  —
\  e " /
From this we see that if we have a code that performs the block Newton 
iteration (described in Section 2.4) on (2.5.102)-(2.5.104), then we already have 
the capability of forming Fk  and the blocks on the diagonal of J.
This algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB for a simple p - n  diode 
model. We assume this to be equally doped about the point x  =  which gives 
rise to a doping profile
- 1, * < §
d =  < 0, x =  §
+ 1 ,  X >  I








1.0359 x 10“12, 
0.025852, 




This results in the parameter values of
A2 =  1.68 x 10-7 ,
6 = 1.22 x 10"8,
P = 18.22,
cr =  3.17 x 10"15.
We also use the values pv =  1/1500, pw =  1/450. The equations (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) 
are discretised with respect to a uniform mesh with an odd number of points 
interior to the domain. This ensures that the point x =  \  is a mesh point. We 
assume that the device is in reverse bias; that is ao =  0 and c*i > 0.
Since we make an approximation in our block Newton approach by neglecting 
the off-diagonal blocks of the Jacobian matrix we do the same in our Euler 
prediction step. At present the three decoupled systems in the Euler step are 
solved using Jacobi iteration. In fact we only perform one step of a Jacobi 
iteration and regard the first iterate as the desired X E.
Once we have predicted X E we then perform a block Newton iteration on
(2.5.99), regarding the iteration as diverging if the changes in the maximum 
norms of V  and W  exceed 100, or too slow if it has not converged after 15 
iterations. In either case we reduce the step size and start the predict-correct 
strategy again. The block Newton iteration is considered converged once the 
infinity norms of the updates to V  and W  have dropped below 10-12. At 
each new step we attem pt to solve for =  1. If this is not successful then 
we repeatedly half the step size until convergence is achieved. In this respect we 
are optimistic at each Euler step, hoping that it will provide a sufficiently good 
starting guess for the block Newton iteration at the desired applied voltage. This, 
ultimately, will reduce the amount of unnecessary work we do.
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 contain results obtained from this implementation with 19 
and 29 interior mesh points respectively. The values 3.87, 19.34, 38.68, 77.36 and 
193.41 of Qi correspond to physical applied voltages of 0.1V, 0.5V, 1.0V, 2.0V
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and 5.0V respectively. In both tables we see that since the zero current equation 
is independent of a.\ then, for fixed h, the number of Newton iterates required 
for its solution is constant.
ai






Number of block 
Newton iterations
3.87 3 1 1.0 9
19.34 3 2 0.25 13
1.0 7
38.68 3 2 0.125 13
1.0 11













Table 2.1: Results obtained with h =  1/20.
Table 2.1 amply demonstrates the robustness of this algorithm. Firstly note 
that for small enough applied voltages, continuation is not really required. Hence 
the case a.\ =  3.87 is solved at the first attem pt. However as the applied voltage
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is increased so we require an increased number of continuation steps. Although 
not apparent from the information in the tables, the block Newton iterations 
converge quadratically once the approximate solution become close enough to the 
true solution. Hence the requirement that the block Newton iterations converged 
within 15 iterates or a new starting guess was obtained, seems a reasonable one. 
Also note how our strategy for selecting AA: has paid off towards the end of the 
continuation process. For instance, in the case where cti =  77.36, we find that 
attem pting to solve for k = 1 at the fourth continuation step is sufficient. This 
has required a much larger value for A k than in the previous 3 steps and without 
our optimistic approach we would probably have taken several more continuation 
steps before solving for the desired boundary condition.
In Table 2.2 we have solved the same set of problems on a finer mesh. Again 
we see the algorithm to be robust. In fact for small applied voltages we see that 
the convergence seems to be (almost) unaffected by the decrease in h. Notice 
how decreasing h has required us to use more continuation steps to solve the 
problems for a\ =  77.36 and 38.68. However, perhaps surprisingly, we still only 
require 9 continuation steps to solve the problem for aq = 193.41. Here again 
our optimistic approach seems to have paid off, since although the values of k 
for which a solution was found have changed, we still see a comparatively large 
value for A A; at the last continuation step.
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Number of zero Number of Values Number of block
Oil current iterations continuation steps of k Newton iterations
3.87 4 1 1.0 9
19.34 4 2 0.25 13
1.0 8
38.68 4 3 0.125 13
0.5625 9
1.0 6

















Table 2.2: Results obtained with h =  1/30.
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Chapter 3 
M onotone quasi—N ew ton  
iteration schem es
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with iteration schemes for the solution of nonlinear 
systems of the form F ( x )  = 0 . The work is motivated by the results on quasi- 
Newton methods in [60]. These schemes inherit the classic quadratic convergence 
of Newton’s method and, in certain cases, the iterates can be shown to converge 
in a monotonic sequence. Unfortunately, the schemes proposed in [60] rely on 
convexity of F  which we do not have when we consider the function arising 
from our finite element discretisation of the potential equation in one and two 
dimensions. Thus we introduce a novel quasi-Newton method with the same 
desirable properties as those described in [60], but with a slightly less restrictive 
demands on F.  Finally we show that this scheme can be successfully applied to 
the solution of the potential equation.
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3.2 Convexity and N ew ton’s m ethod
In this section we summarise some of the results from [60] which provide the 
foundations for the new results introduced in the sections that follow.
Firstly we will set up some notation. Following [60] we let L(lRn,M Tn) denote 
the linear space of linear operators from Mn to Mm and, as a short-hand, let 
L (Mn) denote the the linear space of linear operators from JRn to Mn. We let 
||.|| denote an arbitrary norm on lRn or its associated matrix norm depending 
on context, and let ||.||p be the /p-norm on JRn. Given D, an open subset of 
IRn, we make the usual definition of Gateux-differentiable: we say a mapping 
F  : D C Mn i— ► Mm is Gateux- (or G-) differentiable at a point x  of D  if there 
exists a linear operator J( x)  G L(Mn, M m) such that for any h  G Mn
l im - ||F ( *  +  < f e ) - F ( a : ) - tJ ( i t ) f t | |  = 0 .t—*0 ^
J ( x )  is called the Jacobian of F  and can be identified with an m  x n matrix. 
We write *  >  0 to mean xp > 0 for all p. If x  and y  have the same number 
of components, we write x  > y  if * — y  > 0 . In this case we denote the set 
{<£ : x  <  $  <  y}  by [*,y]. Furthermore, given A , B e L(JRn^Mm) we write 
A < B  if and only if atj < 6tj, i =  1 , . . . ,  n, j  = 1, . . . ,  m.
Following [60] we say x , y  € JRn are comparable if x  <  y  or y  <  x  and that 
a mapping F  : D  C JRn \— ► JRm is order-convex on a convex subset Do C D  if
F(Xx  +  (1 -  X)y) < XF(x)  +  (1 -  A)F(y), (3.2.1)
where * , y  £ D0 are comparable and A € (0,1). If (3.2.1) holds for all 
« ,y  G Do,X G (0,1) then we say that F  is convex on Do- Then [60, page 
448] provides us with the following theorem.
T H E O R E M  3.2.1 Let F  : D C Mn \— > M m be G-differentiable on the 
convex set D q C D. Then the following statements are equivalent.
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F  is order-convex on Do. (3.2.2)
F ( y )  -  F ( x )  > J (x ) {y  — x ) for dll comparable x , y  € Do. (3.2.3)
(J(y)  -  J (x ) ) (y  -  x)  > 0  for all comparable x , y  £ Dq. (3.2.4)
Similarly, F  is convex on Do if and only if  the inequalities in (3.2.3) and 
(3.2.4) hold for all x , y  £ Do-
P ro o f  Firstly suppose (3.2.3) holds and for any given comparable x , y  £ 
Do and A £ (0, 1) set z  = Xx -f (1 — A)y. Then 2 G Do since Do is convex and 
z  = y  +  A(# — y), hence z  is comparable with x  and y. It then follows from 
(3.2.3) that
F ( x ) - F { z )  > J ( z ) ( x - z ) ,
F ( y ) - F ( z )  > J ( z ) ( y - z ) .
Multiplying the first by A and the second by 1 — A and then adding gives 
AF ( x )  +  (1 -  A)F(y) -  F ( z )  > J { z ) ( \ x  +  (1 -  X)y -  z)  = 0
Hence
AF ( x )  +  (1 -  A)F(y)  > F(Xx  +  (1 -  A)y)
So we have shown that (3.2.3) implies (3.2.2). Conversely now suppose that 
(3.2.2) holds and x , y  £ Do are comparable. Then for any t £ (0,1),
F ( t y  +  (1 -  /)*) <  tF{y)  +  (1 -  t )F(x) .
Therefore
F ( y )  -  F ( x )  > ^ ( F ( x  +  t (y  -  x)) -  F (x ))  
and in view of the G-differentiability of F ,  (3.2.3) holds as t —► 0.
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To show the equivalence of (3.2.3) and (3.2.4), first note that if (3.2.3) holds 
then adding
F ( y )  -  F ( x )  > J ( x ) ( y  -  x)  to F ( x )  -  F( y)  > J (y ) ( x  -  y)  
gives (3.2.4). Conversely if (3.2.4) holds then
(V /,(y ) -  V /i(x ))T(j/ -  x)  > 0, * =  1, . . . ,  m for all comparable x , y  £ Do,
where / i , . . .  , / m are the components of F.  The mean value theorem [60, 3.2.2] 
gives us ti £ (0, 1) such that
f i ( y )  ~  /.'(*) =  {Vf i {z l))T{y - x )  i =  1, . . . ,  m
where z % =  * +  t{(y — x). But each z % is comparable with x  and y  so by (3.2.4) 
again
(V/,-(z‘) -  V f i ( x ) ) T(y - x )  = —(V/,-(z*) -  V f i ( x ) ) T( z% -  x)  > 0 i =  1 , . . . ,  m.
T'i
Hence by the last two equations
f i ( y )  -  /»■(*) =  (V /i(z t))T(i/ - x ) >  (V/i(aj))T(y -  x ) i = 1 , . . . ,  m,
and therefore (3.2.3) holds. The proof for convexity is analogous. H
These equivalence results allow us to show some monotonicity results for New­
ton’s method applied to a function F  : D C Mn \— ► Mn. We start by listing the 
assumptions we make on F.
• A1 There exist x Q,y°  £ D such that
*° < y°, [x°, y°] C D, F(x° )  < 0 <  F(y°) .
• A 2 F  is continuous on [x°,y0].
• A3 F  is G-differentiable on [a;0,!/0].
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• A 4 F  is order-convex on [x° ,y0].
•  A5 For each x  6 [sc°, 2/°], J ( x )_1 exists and is nonnegative.
The relevant results from [60] are then captured in the following theorem.
T H E O R E M  3.2.2 (M ono tone N ew ton  T h e o rem , see [60, page 451])
Assume we have a mapping F  : D  C Mn \— ► Mn such that A l—A5 hold. Then 
the Newton iterates defined by
= y k _  J ( y ^ F ( y k), k =  0, 1, . . .  (3.2.5)
satisfy y k \  y  € [aj°,y°] as k —► oo, and any solution of F ( x )  =  0 in [a;0, y°] is 
contained in [x°,y].
Furthermore, if  J  is continuous at y , then y  is the unique solution of F ( x )  =  
0 in [a;0, y 0].
P ro o f  Since F  is order-convex and G-differentiable on the convex set 
[aj°,2/°], then Theorem 3.2.1 with the roles of * and y  reversed shows that
F (y )  -  F ( x )  < J ( y ) ( y  -  * ), x° < x  < y  < y°. (3.2.6)
We first show by induction that
y° > y k~l > y k > F ( y k) > o for all k. (3.2.7)
Let us assume that (3.2.7) holds for some f c > 0, then using (3.2.5) we obtain
„*+! = y k -  j t f ) - l F { y k) < y k
since J ( y k) 1 is nonnegative. Also for any x  6 [*°, y k] we have
* — J ( y k)~1F ( x )  = y k+l - ( y k - x ) + J { y k) - 1{F{yk) - F ( x ) )
< y k+1 -  (y k -  x ) J ( y k)~1J ( y k)(yk -  x )
= y k+1 (3.2.8)
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where we have used (3.2.6) to obtain the inequality. Hence in particular 
x° < x° — J ( y k)~1F(x°)  <  y k+1. Also (3.2.6) with y  =  y k, x  =  y k+1 gives 
us
F(y*+1) > F ( y k) + J ( y k) (yk+1 -  y k)
= F ( y k) +  =  0.
Thus (3.2.7) holds for k +  1. Also, since (3.2.7) holds for k = 0 it holds for all k 
by induction.
It follows that {y k}kL0, as a bounded, monotonically decreasing sequence, has 
a limit y  > x°. Now suppose that z  6 [x°,y°] is a solution of F (x )  =  0 . We 
know that, analogously to (3.2.8),
z  = z  -  J(y°)~1F ( z )  < y 1
and hence, by induction, we see that z  < y k for all k > 0. Therefore z  < y.
Finally if J  is continuous at y , then there exists a matrix E  and an integer 
ko such that P  := J ( y )-1 — E  > 0 is nonsingular and J ( y k)~x >  P  for k > ko. 
Hence for k > ko
y k -  y k+' =  >  P F { y k) > 0
But limjfc^oo^y* — y k+1) =  0 so that lim&-+oo( P F ( y k)) =  0. The continuity of 
F  at y  and the nonsingularity of P  then imply that F (y )  =  0 . It remains to 
show the uniqueness of y  in [®°,y0]. Suppose z  6 [*°,2/°] is any other solution 
of F ( x )  =  0 . We know that z  < y  and hence by (3.2.3)
0 = F ( y ) - F ( z ) >  J ( z ) ( y - z ) .
Nonnegativity of J -1 then gives y  <  z  and hence z  =  y  as required. I
With a further condition on F  we can define a companion Newton iteration 
that provides a sequence of iterates which are monotonically increasing to the
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same limit y. To do this we require the following concept. Given a mapping 
F  : D C Mn i— ► Mm, we say that its Jacobian, J ,  is isotone on Do C D if
J(x )  <  J(y)  whenever sc <  3/, x , y  £ Do-
We now make the assumptions
• A 6 J  is isotone on [a?0, 2/0].
•  A7 J  satisfies the Lipschitz condition
\ \ J ( x ) - J ( y ) \ \ < ^ \ \ x - y \ \ ,  for all as,y  € [as0, y°].
W ith this in mind we state the following corollary to Theorem 3.2.2.
COROLLARY 3.2.3 Suppose we have a mapping F  : D C Mn 1— ► M n
such that A l —A5 hold. Moreover, suppose A6 holds then the sequence
x k+1 = x k — J ( y k)~1F ( x k), k = 0 ,1 ,. . .  (3.2.9)
satisfies x k S ' y  as k —* oo where the sequence ** generated by (3.2.5).
Also, if  in addition J  satisfies the Lipschitz condition A7 then there is a 
constant c such that
\\yk+l- x M \ \<c\ \yk - x k\\2, fc =  0 , l , . . .  (3.2.10)
P ro o f  Recall that the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 shows that
F( y )  -  F ( x )  < J ( y ) ( y  -  x) ,  x ° < x < y < y ° .  (3.2.11)
We first show by induction that
x° < x k- 1 <  x k < y k, F ( x k) < 0 . (3.2.12)
Suppose this holds for some k >  0, then since J ( x ) ~1 >  0 for all a: € [x°, j/°]
x k+1 = x k -  J ( y k)~1F ( x k) > x k.
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Secondly by the properties of J , Theorem 3.2.2, (3.2.9) and (3.2.11) we have
y k > y k - J ( y k) - 1F ( y k) = x M  + (yk - x k) + J ( y k) - ' ( F ( x k) - F { y k))
> +  (yk -  x k) -  J {yk)~l {J(yk)(yk -  **)) =  x M ,
and hence by (3.2.11) with y  =  x k+1, x  = x k
F ( x k+1) < F ( x k) +  J ( x k+1)(x k+1 — x k)
= F ( x k) + J ( x k+1)(—J ( y k)~1 F ( x k))
< F ( x k) + J ( y k) ( - =  0,
where we have used the fact that J  is isotone to obtain the last inequality. Hence 
j . t+1 <  x k+l _  J ( y k) - ' F ( x k+1)
=  y k+1 -  (y k -  x k+1) + J ( y k)~1( F ( y k) -  F ( x k+1))
< y k+1 -  (yk -  x k+1) + J ( y kr lJ ( y k)(yk -  x k+1) = y k+1.
Hence we have proved (3.2.12) for k +  1 and since it holds for k =  0, (3.2.12) 
holds for all k by induction.
Now { x k}%L0, as a bounded, monotonically increasing sequence, has a limit 
* 5; V- For any x  E [x k, y°] we have
x - J ( y k)~1F ( x )  = x k+1- { x k - x )  + J ( y k)~1( F { x k) - F ( x ) )
> x k+1 ~ ( x k - x )  + J ( y k)~1J { x ) ( x k - x )
> x k+1 - ( x k - x )  + J ( y k)~l J { x k){xk - x )
> x k+1 — (x k — x)-\- J ( x k)~1 J ( x k) (xk — x)  =  **+1
where we have made extensive use of the fact that J  is isotone with a nonnegative 
inverse. In particular, if z  E [«°, y°] is any solution of F ( x )  =  0 then
z  — z  — J(y°)~1F{z )  > x 1
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and hence by induction z  > x k for all k. Therefore x  < z  < y.  Since J  is isotone 
on [ a ; 0 ,  y°] then J ( yk) < J(y°) and hence by the nonnegativity of the inverse we 
have
0 < P :=
and hence
X k+1 - x k =  - J ^ b y ' F i x 1*)
> - P F ( x k) >  0,
and
y k - y k+' =  J ( y k) - ' F { y k)
> P F ( y h) > 0.
Nonsingularity of P  and continuity of F  then give F ( x )  = F ( y )  = 0. So if 
z  € [*°, y°] is any solution of F (x )  = 0 then by our argument above x  < z  < y  
and
0  =  F( y )  — F( z )  > J ( z ) (y  — z)  and 0  =  F ( z )  — F ( x )  > J ( x ) ( z  — x).
Whence z  > y  and z  < x.  and therefore x  — z  = y  as required. Finally, to 
prove ( 3 . 2 . 1 0 ) ,  suppose that A 7  holds. Then J  is continuous on [ a ? 0 ,  j / ° ]  and, 
since J ( x)  is nonsingular, there exists a such that || J(x) '  _1|| <  P, x  e  [x°,y0]. 
It then follows, by the generalised mean value theorem [ 6 0 ,  3 . 2 . 1 2 ] ,  that
||y *+i _  ,.*+111 =  ||j,* _  x k _  J ( y k) - \ F ( y k) -  FC**))!! 
<  PW J ( y k) { yk -  x k) -  ( F ( y k) -  F ( * ‘ ))|| <  f r W y k -  x k\\2
and we have shown the quadratic convergence property. H
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3.3 A new quasi—New ton scheme
In this section we discuss a novel quasi-Newton scheme. This was brought about 
by the need to relax the order-convexity constraint (A4) which played such an
im portant role in the results obtained in Section 3.2. This criterion is not met
by the nonlinear equation resulting from a finite element discretisation of the 
potential equation and so a new scheme is proposed which requires only criteria 
that hold in the case of the potential equation. We introduce the scheme and its 
properties in abstract form in this section and then in the sections that follow 
we verify that any assumptions we have made hold for the potential equation 
discretised by the finite element method in both one and two dimensions.
We begin by stating our new set of assumptions for F  : D C Mn i— ► W 1.
• B1 There exist x ° ,y °  G D  such that
*° <  V°, [*°, V°] C D, F(x° )  < 0 <  F(y°).
• B 2 F  is continuous on [x°,y0].
• B3 F  is G-differentiable on [x°,y0].
• B4 For any comparable x , y  G [x°,y°] there exists a mapping A ( x , y )  G 
L(Mn, M n) such that, if x  < y  then,
F( y )  -  F ( z )  -  A ( x , y ) ( y  -  z)  < 0 < F ( x )  -  F ( z )  -  A ( x , y ) ( x  -  z),  
for all z  G [x,y].
• B5 For any comparable x , y  G [«0,i/0], (A(a;,2/))-1 exists and is nonneg­
ative.
Hence the order-convexity assumption A4 has been replaced by the weaker as­
sumption B4.
Then for k = 0 ,1 , . . .  we define the quasi-Newton iterates as follows
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x k+1 =  x k -  (A ( x k, y k))~l F ( x k), (3.3.13)
yk+i = y k _  ^A ( x kt (3.3.14)
Firstly it should be noted that for each k , (3.3.13) and (3.3.14) can be performed 
in parallel. Secondly it transpires that we can show the scheme (3.3.13), (3.3.14) 
converges monotonically to some x , y  € [*°, y°] with x  < y.  Moreover, under a 
further assumption on F  we can show that x  = y.  These results are given in full 
in Theorem 3.3.3 the proof of which is expedited by the following two lemmas.
L E M M A  3.3.1 Assume we have a mapping F  : D C JRn i— ► JRn such
that B 1 -B 5  hold. Let {a:fc}£L0, {2/fc)£ o  be defined by (3.3.13), (3.3.14)'. I f  
x° < x k < y k — f or some k, then for any z  € [xk, y k]
x k+l < z  -  (A( xk, y k))~1F (z )  < y k+1 
P ro o f  First note, by (3.3.14)
z  -  ( A ( x k, y k))~kF ( z )  = y ‘+1 -  (yk -  z)  +  (A{xk, y k) ) -1( F{ yk) -  F (z ))
< y k+1 -  (y k -  2 ) +  (A( xk, y ‘ ) ) -M (a!t , y k) (yk -  z)  
= y k+1
where the inequality follows from B4. This proves the right hand inequality. The 
left hand inequality is obtained analogously. H
L E M M A  3.3.2 Assume we have a mapping F  : D  C JRn i— > JRn such that 
B 1 -B 5  hold. Let { x k}‘j?=1, { y k}<j(L1 be defined by (3.3.13), (3.3.14)- Then for all 
k >  0
x 0 < x k < y k < y° (3.3.15)
F ( x k) < 0 <  F { y k) (3.3.16)
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y k+1 < y k (3.3.17)
x k < x k+1 (3.3.18)
P ro o f  First note that if (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) hold, then (by B5, (3.3.13) 
and (3.3.14)), so do (3.3.17) and (3.3.18). Also note that a;0 and y° satisfy 
(3.3.15) and (3.3.16). Hence the result is true for k = 0. Now suppose that the 
result holds for some k > 0. We need to show that (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) hold for 
k +  1. Putting z  = x k in Lemma 3.3.1 yields
x k+1 = x k -  (A ( x k, y k))~1F { x k) < y k+1.
Hence we have x°  <  x k < x k+1 < y k+1 <  y k < y°. On the other hand, putting 
x  = x k, y  = y k, z  = x k+1 in B4 we obtain
0 <  F ( x k) -  F ( x k+1) -  A ( x k, y k) (xk - x k+1)
= - F ( x k+1) +  F ( x k) -  A { x k, y k) (A(xk, y k))~1F ( x k)
= - F { x k+1)
Thus F ( x k+1) < 0 . Similarly we can prove that F ( y k+1) > 0 , and the result fol­
lows by induction. H
We now assume further that
• B 6 There exists a constant M  such that, for all x , y  € [*°,2/°],
• B 7  For all x , y  € [*°, |>°], x  < y,  there exists a z  € [x,y\  such that
F ( y )  — F ( x )  = J ( z ) ( y  — x)  and J(z)  is nonsingular.
Note that B7 is a mean value property for F.  This does not imply order- 
convexity of F  as the examples in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 will show. We can now 
prove the convergence of the quasi-Newton method.
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T H E O R E M  3.3.3 Assume we have a mapping F  : D C Mn ■— ► Mn such 
that B l —B5 hold. The sequences { y k}kLi defined by (3.3.13), (3.3.14)
converge to limits x , y  respectively with x , y  G [x°,y°] and x  < y . Also if  z  is 
any solution of F ( x )  = 0 in [x°,y°] then x  < z  < y . Now, if B 6 holds, then 
F ( x )  =  0 =  F (y )  and furthermore, if  B7 holds, then x  = y  which is the unique 
solution of F ( x )  = 0 in [x° ,y0].
P ro o f  By Lemma 3.3.2, {»‘ }r=1 C [*°,2/°] is a bounded monotonically 
decreasing sequence. Hence
y k \ y € [ x ° , y 0].
Similarly it follows that
Lemma 3.3.2 also implies that x  < y.  Now observe that if z  is any solution of 
F ( z )  =  0 then, Lemma 3.3.1 with k =  0 gives
x 1 < z  < y 1.
Continuing by induction shows that x k < z  <  y k for all k and hence x  < z  < y .
We now show that F{x )  =  0 =  F(y) .  To do this use B 6 and the definition 
of y k+1, to obtain
l|F(»*)l|o0 = | |A(ie*,» * ) ( » * —* 0, as k —> oo.
Hence, by continuity, F ( y )  = 0 . Similarly F ( x )  = 0 . If we now assume that B7 
holds then we have
0 =  F ( y )  -  F ( x )  =  J ( z ) ( y  -  *)
where z  G [x,y\  C [x°,y0]. Hence by our assumption x  =  y  as required. I
With a further assumption on the matrix A ( x , y )  we can show that the new 
scheme also converges quadratically. This is done with the following corollary.
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C O R O L LA R Y  3.3.4 If, for any x,  y  <E [sc0,*/0] with x  < y , there exists 
7 ,a  € M such that
ll-A (* .» )-^ (* )ll ^  7 | |* - » I I  for all * € [ * ,» ] ,  
P ( * , » ) _1|| <  o,
then there is a constant c such that
P ro o f  By (3.3.13), (3.3.14) we have
||y *+i _  =  ||y t  _  x * _  A { x \ y k) - l ( F{ yk) -  F ( * k))||
<  \\A(xk, y k)-'\\ \\A{xk, y k)(yk - x k) - ( F ( y k) - F { x k))\\
< a\ \ (A(xk, y k) - J ( z ) ) ( y k - x k)\\,
for some x 6 [xk, y k) by B7, and hence
||y M-i _  **+>11 <  a~i\\yk -  x k\\2 
as required. B
3.4 The potential equation in one dimension
We now show that the potential equation in one dimension, discretised by the 
finite element method described in Chapter 2, does not satisfy an order-convexity 
property A4 on any suitable set of vectors. Hence the results in Section 3.2 
cannot be applied. However, we will then construct a mapping A(x,  y)  : Mn x 
Mn i— ► L(Mn) which satisfies the criteria B 1 -B 7  laid out in Section 3.3. Hence, 
using this mapping in the quasi-Newton scheme (3.3.13), (3.3.14) the convergence 
results in Section 3.3 will hold.
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Firstly we define the set
B{A) =  {(V, W)  £ 5a(A) x 5fc(A) : a  < V, W < a} . (3.4.19)
where
a  =  m axa4-, a  = min a.; (3.4.20)t=0,l — *=o,i
Then recall from Chapter 2, given any (V, W)  £ -B(A), our finite element discreti­
sation of the potential equation in one dimension is to find & £ 5^(A) satisfying
(0) =  f30 +  ao, <F(1) =  f t  +  ari
and
( \ 2 <&', <f>'p) + (<5{exp(fl' -  V) —exp(W  — <P)} -  d,(j>p) = 0 (3.4.21)
for all 1 <  p < n. Now write M*, V , W  for the vectors of values of \Pt V ,W  at the
interior nodes of our mesh (2.2.7) and let be the vector (/?o +  # 0, A  +  a i)T 
representing the Dirichlet data. Let d  be the vector with dp = d(xp), 1 <  p < n 
and, considering V  and W  to be fixed, define
flf(^) =  diag (6{exp(*£ — V) — exp(W  — *P)} — d)
where hi is given by (2.2.13).
Then (3.4.21) may be written as the problem of finding the solution & to 
= 0  where
F ( ¥ )  =  A 2( K V  +  K d V d ) +  g( V)  (3.4.22)
Here K  is the stiffness matrix representing coupling between nodes interior 
to A whereas K p  represents the coupling between each of the interior nodes and 
the two Dirichlet nodes, xQ = 0, x n+i = 1. Obviously K  is just the stiffness 
m atrix arising from the finite element approximation to the Laplacian with a 
Dirichlet condition at each end. Before proceeding, let us consider this problem
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with Dirichlet data taken to be unity. Store this data in the vector 1 p. The
exact solution is the vector 1 which is unity at each of the interior nodes. Hence
we have the relation
K 1 + K d 1d =  0 . (3.4.23)
The system (3.4.22) has Jacobian
J ( ^ )  =  A 2K  +  ^diag{/i}diag{exp(^ — V )  +  exp(W  — \P)}
=: A 2K  +  (3.4.24)
where g $ is the (diagonal) Jacobian matrix of g. Firstly set
x° = a  + m insinh- 1(d(z)/2<$), (3.4.25)
xGA
y° = a  +  max sinh-1 (d(x)/2 6), (3.4.26)
xeA
then define
x° = £01, x°D = x ° l  d ,
y°  =  y ° h  y°D =  y°iD .
Clearly x° < y°  and using (3.4.22), (3.4.23)
F{x°)  = \ 2( Kx °  + K DV D) + g { x 0)
= A2K d ('&d -  x°D) +  g{x°).
Since > x°D and K& contains only non-positive entries, the first term is 
non-positive. Also since (V , W ) E #(A ), we have
g(x°)  = diag{h}(£(exp(a;0 — V )  — exp(W  — « 0)) — d)
< diag{fa}(26sinh((:r0 — a ) l )  — d) < 0 .
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Hence F(x°)  <  0 , F(y°)  >  0 is proved similarly. Thus we have a convex set 
D0 := [sc°, y°] with
x° < y°  and F(x°)  <  0 <  F(y°)
Hence we have verified that B 1 holds for F  defined by (3.4.22). Recall that, by 
the remarks made in Chapter 1, in most practical device simulations x° < 0. If 
this is not the case then in fact F  is order-convex on [sc°, x/0] and the monotone 
method of Theorem 3.2.2 can be applied to the potential equation. However when 
x° < 0 consider F  given by (3.4.22) and let V  =  W.  Then for any x ,  y  £ [a;0, y°] 
such that
x  < y  <  0
we have
( J(x )  -  J ( y ) ) (x  - y )  =  ( » , ( * )  -  s*(y))(as -  y)
=  6diag {ft} diag {cosh(a; — V) — cosh(y — V )} (x — y)
But x  — V  < y  — V  < 0  and hence cosh(a? — V )  > cosh(y — V) >  0. Therefore
J ( y ) ) ( x - y ) < 0 .
Hence, by Theorem 3.2.1, when x° < 0, F  is not order-convex on Do =  [«°,2/°] 
and unfortunately the monotone Newton theory of Section 3.2 does not follow. 
The assumption that x° < 0 is in no way restrictive, since for all realistic device 
models d will be negative in some part of the domain. However, now consider 
the following quasi-Newton method. W ith our start iterates x °, y°,  for k > 0 set
x k+1 = x k -  (A (x k, y ^ y ' F i x 1*) (3.4.27)
y M  = y k _  y* ))-1F ( y k) (3.4.28)
where
A ( x k, y k) := m a x { J ( x k) , J ( y k)}. (3.4.29)
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(The maximum in (3.4.29) is taken elementwise.) As we shall now see, this 
satisfies the conditions B 2—B7 of Section 3.3 and hence converges.
T H E O R E M  3.4.1 The sequences { jc* } ^  and defined by (3.4-27) and
(3.4-28) converge to the same limit z  which is the unique solution of F ( x )  = 0
in [x° ,y0]. Furthermore there exists a constant C, independent of h and k such
that
\\yM  -  **+1||2 <  C||y* -  x h\\\ (3.4.30)
P ro o f  The proof that the scheme (3.4.21), (3.4.22) converges to a unique 
limit merely involves verifying the assumptions B 2—B 7 of Section 3.3 for this 
particular quasi-Newton method. Firstly note that it is trivial to show that 
B 2 , B3 hold for this particular F.  Secondly the matrix K  is positive definite 
and symmetric. In addition it has non-positive off-diagonal elements and is 
irreducible. For any vector J(\P) also has this property. Hence by [71, page 
85, Corollary 3] both K  and J ( ^ )  are nonsingular and
K - 1 > 0, J ( ^ ) - 1 > 0. (3.4.31)
Hence by (3.4.29), for any x , y  E [*°,y°], and therefore for any comparable 
x , y  E [aj°, y°], A ( x , y )  is nonsingular and (A(aj,2/))-1 > 0, and we have shown 
B5 holds.
Now note, by (3.4.24) we can write
A ( x , y )  = A2K  + g y y\  where g ^ y) =  m ax{giS/( x ) ,g 9 (y)}.  (3.4.32)
Now, for any x , y  E [aj°, y°] with x  < y  let z  E [«, y], then using the mean value 
theorem and the fact that gy  is diagonal,
F(y) ~  F (z ) -  A { x , y ) ( y  -  z)  = g(y)  -  g ( z )  -  g ^ v\ y  -  z)
= (9i(v) -  g*v))(y -  z )
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for some rj £ [x,y\.  Note that g^(rj) is diagonal and is a convex function
of rji, hence
9v(v)a  < mcix{gy(x)ii ,gy(y)i i} = {g^y))u-
Therefore the left-hand inequality of B4 follows. The right-hand inequality is 
proved analogously. Hence B 1 -B 5  hold and the monotonicity results of Lemma 
3.3.2 follow. Also for any x , y  £ [a?0, 2/0], using (3.4.29) we obtain the trivial 
bound
I W « , y ) I U  <  A ’ l i f f i u  +  l l ^ # ) I U  
< A’llXlloo + l l f l ^ l U ^ A f
where it should be noted that M  is independent of k. Hence we have shown B 6 . 
Now note that for any x , y  £ [aj°, j/0] with x  < y  we have
F ( y ) - F ( x )  = \ 2K ( y - x ) + g ( y ) - g ( x )  
= > ? K ( y - x ) + g < t { z ) ( y - x )  = J ( z ) ( y - x )
for some z  £ [x , t/], and therefore B7 holds. Hence it follows that the convergence 
properties of Theorem 3.3.3 hold for the quasi-Newton scheme (3.4.27), (3.4.28).
Now to derive the convergence estimate (3.4.30), use (3.4.31), (3.4.32) and 
the fact that g^  is a nonnegative matrix, to obtain
( \ 2K ) - 1A ( x k, y k) = I  + (X2K ) - 1g if yk) > I.
Then using the fact that B5 holds, it follows that
(A2K ) - 1 > ( A i x ^ y 11) ) -1 > 0. (3.4.33)
Now note that K  and A  are symmetric matrices and hence so are there in­
verses. Furthermore all the eigenvalues of K -1 and A-1 will be real. Now, for 
any symmetric matrix P , let /imax(P) denote its largest eigenvalue. Then since
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A ( x k, y k) 1 is positive definite and symmetric we have, by the Rayleigh Quotient 
Theorem
, , ,  k * T(A (* \y * )_1) i
UmaM * ,0 ) = ma-X r J   f = - f -
for some x.  Since A ( x k, y k)~1 is also positive, the Perron-Frobenius Theorem 
[26, page 118] implies that we can choose *  to be nonnegative. Hence, using
(3.4.33) and the Rayleigh Quotient Theorem applied to (A2K) ~1 it follows that
X 1 X  X 1 X
Hence
| |A ( * \y *)-‘ ||2 <  I I ( A ^ n u  =  \ - 2\ \K -%  < C \ - 2h - \
with C independent of h, where the last inequality has come from our assumption 
(2.2.8) and the result given in the Appendix A.I. Therefore
||y *+i _  x k+1 ||2 =  ||y t _  x k _  (/!(**, y* ))-1(F(y*) -  F(as*))||j
=  |\ { A { x \ y k) ) - l [A(xk, y k)(yk -  **) -  (F(y*) -  F(**))]||2
< ||(A(®*,y*))-1||j||A(a!*:,»*)(y* -  «*) -  (F(y*) -  F(«*))||
<  ||(j4(ajfc, 11|21|(j4(scfc, jffc) -  J(u))(y* -  ®*)||2
< A-*k-l ||A(«*,y*) -  J(.»)||2||y* -  **||2
for some rj £ [xk, y k]. Now A ( x k, y k) — J(rj) is a diagonal matrix and an easy 
application of the mean value theorem yields
\ (A{xk, y k) -  J{v))a\ < 6\hi\ |(exp(7,- +  V-) +  exp(Wt- -  7t-))(y* -  s*)| (3.4.34)
where 7  £ [xk, y k] C [aj°,2/0]. Recall that each h{ is simply half the sum of the 
lengths of the intervals which meet at node i and hence hi < Ch for each i. 
Also since (V, W)  £ B ( A) and since x°  and y° are independent of h , we have by
(3.4.34)
|| A ( x k, y k) -  J ( tj)||2 < C6h\\yk -  x k\\2
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and so
| |w* + i _ a.* + i | |2 <  C7|[»* -  **111,
with C independent of h and k , as required. H
Hence, by careful refinement of the procedure used in the proof of Corollary 
3.3.4, we have shown quadratic convergence which is also independent of the mesh 
size h. Mesh independence results for classical Newton’s method for general non­
linear systems have appeared in recent literature, see for example [17]. However, 
as is usual for Newton’s method, these results depend on good estimates for the 
inverse of the Jacobian near the root. Such estimates are not needed for the anal­
ysis of Gummel’s method which we give here. Indeed it is not clear whether such 
estimates can be obtained for our complicated PDE problem containing several 
small parameters.
3.5 The potential equation in two dimensions
In a similar manner to the previous section, we now show that the potential 
equation in two dimensions, discretised by the finite element method described 
in Chapter 2, does not satisfy an order-convexity property. We then go on to 
define a quasi-Newton scheme that satisfies the assumptions B l—B7 and hence 
exhibits the convergence properties of Section 3.3.
We define the appropriate set in which (V, W ) lie as follows.
B(Q) = {(V, W)  £ S h ( Q )  x S h ( Q )  : a < V , W  < a } .  (3.5.35)
where
a  =  max a;;, a — m ina; (3.5.36)
i  i
and c t i  are the applied voltages appearing in (2.3.37). Then as in Chapter 2, 
given any (V, W)  £ we seek #  £ ^ (H )  satisfying (2.3.39) and such that
A2( V V ^ p) +  (6{exp( & — V )  — exp(W — \P)} — d, <j>p ) = 0 (3.5.37)
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at all nodes p SjL dO,D- Again write V , W  for the vectors of values of \P, V, W
at the nodes on Cl\d£lD and write d for the vector of values of at the nodes
on dClo- Lot d  be the vector with dp =  d(p) for each node p, and, (considering
V  and W  to be fixed,) define
g r ^ )  =  diag {«;} (^{exp(,®r — V") — exp(W  — ^ )}  — d )
where w  is the vector of weights from the quadrature rule (2.3.45). Then (3.5.37) 
may be written as the problem of finding the solution ^  to F { 9 )  =  0 where
F ( ¥ )  =  A 2( K *  +  K DV D) + g ( ¥ ) .  (3.5.38)
Here K  is now the stiffness matrix representing coupling between nodes of Q,\dClD 
and K p  represents the coupling between nodes on df lo  and Cl\dflD as before. 
Arguing as in Section 3.4 we have the relation
K 1  + K d 1 d =  0 . (3.5.39)
where I d is the vector with value unity at each node of diId and 1 is the vector 
with value unity at each node in Ct\d£lD- Similarly we can write the Jacobian of 
(3.5.38) as
J ( ^ )  =  A 2K  +  <5diag{n;}diag{exp(1®r — V )  +  exp( W  — *£)}
=: A2K  +  g 9 (V),  (3.5.40)
where again g ^ is the (diagonal) Jacobian matrix of g.  Setting
x° = a  + m insinh- 1(d(aj)/2<f>), (3.5.41)
and defining
y =  a  +  maxsinh (d(x)/26),  (3.5.42)
xen
«.0i _0-|X  =  X 1, X D  =  X 1 D-> 
0   Oi -.0 _ Oi
2/ = 2 / 1 ,  V d  =  V 1 D -
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then arguing as in Section 3.4 it is easily shown that we have a convex set Do := 
[x°,y°] with
x ° < y °  and F (x°) <  0 <  F (y°)
Hence we have shown B 1 also holds for (3.5.38). F  is only order-convex if x° > 0. 
Since x° < 0 occurs often in practice it is unrealistic to assume F  is order-convex.
However, now consider the following quasi-Newton method. With our start 
iterates x°,  y°,  for k >  0 set
x k+' = x k -  ( A { x \  2/fc) ) - 1F ( * fc) (3.5.43)
y k + 1  _  y k  _  (A(xk, y k))~1F ( y k) (3.5.44)
where
A ( x k, y k) := max { J ( x k) , J ( y k)}. (3.5.45)
(The maximum in (3.5.45) is again taken elementwise.) Before proving any con­
vergence results about the scheme (3.5.43), (3.5.44) we state and prove the fol­
lowing lemma which will help us derive the properties of the stiffness matrix 
K .
L E M M A  3.5.1 Consider any triangle T  of our fine mesh, described in Chap­
ter 2, with nodes Let fa  i =  1,2,3 be the usual hat basis functions
based on N i , N 2 ,Ns.  Consider
(V & ,V ^ ) |r  =
Let E{ be the edge opposite AT,-, hi be the perpendicular distance of N { from Ei 
and let ~fij be the angle between the normals to Ei and Ej acting in to T . Then
( V * ,  Vfc)l T =
i  j
P ro o f  Since fa N j)  = Sij we have
V<^ i _L Ei for all i. (3.5.46)
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Now since the distance of TV,- from Ei is defined to be hi and since 0,- =  1 at TV,-, 
0 on Ei, we have by (3.5.46)
V(j>i =  - r U i ,  
hi
where ri, is the unit normal to Ei. Then
( V * , V ^ ) | r  =  JT - g ~ ( rii.ri;)
= cos( 7 . i ) r r : ^ ( ? ') ,
X j
as required. H
We now give the theorem which provides the convergence results for our quasi- 
Newton scheme applied to the discrete two-dimensional potential equation.
T H E O R E M  3.5.2 The sequences and defined by (3.5.43)
and (3.5.44)) converge to the same limit z  which is the unique solution of F ( x )  =  
0 in [x° ,y0]. Furthermore there exists a constant C , independent o fh  and k such 
that
\\yM  -  x k+%  < C\\yk -  x k\\l
P ro o f  Again the proof consists of a verification of the assumptions (B2-  
B7) made in Section 3.3. We begin by noting that B 2, B3 are trivial to obtain. 
Now consider the stiffness matrix K  arising from a finite element discretisation 
of the Laplacian with zero Dirichlet condition on df)#. For this we have
K a  =  /  V * .V fc  =  £  /
J rjt J T
where the sum is over all triangles containing both TV,- and Nj. When i ^  j  we 
either have TV,-, Nj are two vertices of the same triangle, connected by an edge, or 
T V ,, TV j are not common to any triangle. Clearly in the second case
J  V(j>i.V<j>j =  0 for all T
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and hence Kij =  0. In the first case TV,-, Nj may be vertices of one or two triangles. 
In either case, providing the triangulation is weakly acute, Lemma 3.5.1 tells us 
that
J  V(j>i.V(f)j  < 0
and hence <  0. Also K  is clearly symmetric and positive definite, since for 
any vector *
X T K x  =  ^ 2  ( ^ x j <l>j ^ x i <l>i )
j,i£dQD
= ( V X , V X )  where X  = Y , xj<f>j
j
and hence x TK x  > 0 with equality if and only if V X  =  0 which occurs if and 
only if X  =  constant. Then using the zero Dirichlet condition on this occurs 
if and only if X  =  0, i.e. if and only if x  =  0 .
So K is positive definite, symmetric and Kij <  0 when i ^  j .  Hence by 
[71, page 85], K  is a Stieltjes matrix which is also irreducible, hence K  is an M- 
matrix. Since, for any vector }&, J ( is just K  plus some additional nonnegative 
terms on the diagonal, we have that J(\P) is an M -matrix as well. Therefore by 
[71, page 85] again we know that K  and J ( 1$r) are nonsingular with
K ’ 1 > 0, J i * ) ' 1 > 0.
Hence by (3.5.45), for any * , y  € Do, A ( x , y )  is an irreducible M -matrix which 
is therefore nonsingular with A ( x , y ) - 1  > 0, and we have shown that B5 holds. 
The verification of B4 is analogous to that in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1, as is the 
trivial bound in B 6 . Hence the scheme (3.5.43), (3.5.44) converges monotonically 
to the unique solution z.  It remains to show the quadratic convergence. To do 
this we use analogous arguments to those in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 along 
with the fact that
\ \ K - % < C h - 2
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which is obtained, for example, from [39, Section 7.7] and that the weights wp 
from the quadrature rule (2.3.45) can be bounded as wp < Ch 2 for each node p.
m
R em a rk  3.5.1 It has recently been pointed out to us (F. A. Potra, private 
communication) that the basic convergence properties of x k, y k proved above 
are a consequence of the much more general theory in [17]. However neither the 
a priori bounds derived in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, nor the mesh-independence of 
the convergence proved in Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.5.2, are in [17] and so we have 




G um m el’s map in one dim ension
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we shall discuss the convergence of the discrete versions of Gum­
mel’s decoupling algorithm for the systems modelling a device in one dimension. 
In Chapter 3 we have introduced a one-dimensional scheme which allows us to 
solve the discretised potential equation. Our method of studying the coupled 
systems will be adaptions of the results found in [37], [40]. We will set the Gum- 
mel iteration up as a map on a certain set and then use the contraction mapping 
theorem to show that the scheme converges to a unique fixed point in that set. 
This shows essentially linear convergence for small enough applied voltages.
However we will then restrict our attention to a p-n  diode in reverse bias. 
We have found in practice that a slight variant of Gummel’s iteration for this 
problem converges even for large applied voltages. In an attem pt to understand 
this behaviour we will present some new results which, without being completely 
rigorous, shed some light on what is happening within this iteration.
Finally in this chapter we present some further results for the reverse bias 
diode which show that the computed potential has a sharp interior layer which 
mirrors that known to exist in the solution to the undiscretised system (see, for
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example [9], [61], [47]).
4.2 General one—dimensional device
Firstly we shall set the recombination rate to zero throughout the device. Re­
call from Chapter 2, our approximate solution to (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) is defined to be
(<F, V,W )  G *S)i(A)3 satisfying
V(0) =  a 0 =  fF(0), V (l) =  ot\ =  W{  1) (4.2.1)
*F(0) =  ao +  /30, ^(1) =  +  Pi (4.2.2)
and such that
A2( tf', <f>'p) +  (6{exp( -  V) -  exp(W  -  9)}  -  d, <j>p) =  0,
( exp (¥ = V )V ' ,4 tp) = 0,
(exp(W~^lP)W', (j)'p ) =  0,
for 1 < p < n. Notice that here we are using the harmonic average approximation
for the coefficients in the continuity equations. The results given in this section
also hold for the standard finite element method, the proofs requiring only mi­
nor modifications. We shall return to the standard finite element scheme when 
analysing the case of large applied voltages in Section 4.3.
Following our definition of Gummel’s map in Chapter 2 we shall iterate the 
map ( V, W)  i— ► ( V, W)  defined as follows
A2(V,<i>’p) +  (6{exp(<P — V)  -  exp(W -  *)} -  d , ^ )  =  0, (4.2.3)
(exp( — V ) V \  %) = 0, (4.2.4)
(exp(lV -  V ) W \  =  0, (4.2.5)
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for 1 <  p < n .  We will demonstrate the convergence of the map Q : (V, W) \— ► 
(V , W)  defined by (4.2.3)-(4.2.5), with the generation of #  considered as a frac­
tional step. This is done via the contraction mapping theorem in the set B ( A) 
defined by (3.4.19) in Chapter 3. We equip B ( A) with the norm
l l ( V , ^ ) | | B ( A) =  | | F | | w . (A)  +  l l ^ l | H >(A)-
Firstly recall from Chapter 3, given any (V, W)  £ B ( A) we can use (3.4.27), 
(3.4.28) to solve the discretised potential equation defined by (4.2.3) to obtain 
4? £ ]Rn such that the piecewise linear function $  associated with ^  satisfies 
& £ E (A) where
E{A) := { < ?€  S K(A) : x° <  «P <  y0}
and x °, y° are defined by (3.4.25), (3.4.26) in Section 3.4. We now embark on 
constructing the appropriate contraction constant for the mapping Q. In the next 
two results, ( V \ W l), * =  1,2 will denote two arbitrary elements of B (A). For 
each *, will be the corresponding solutions of (4.2.3), and ( V \ W l) will be 
the corresponding solutions of (4.2.4), (4.2.5), with all solutions satisfying the 
appropriate Dirichlet boundary conditions.
L E M M A  4.2.1 For each M  > 0, there exists a constant C independent of h 
such that, for all ( V \  W 1), (V 2, W 2) £ B{A),
< C \ \ ( V \ W 1) -  (V 2, W 2)\\b{a)
provided max{|ao|, |<*i|} < M.
P ro o f  Given ( V \ W l) £ B (A), i — 1,2, ip1 satisfies (4.2.2) and
A2( (^ ') ',  <£') +  (6{exp(^  -  V 1) -  exp(W i -  <F2)} -d,<j>) = 0,
for all <^> £ Hq(A). Subtracting the case i = 1 from i =  2 and putting <f> = ip2 —ip1 
yields
A2( ( # 2 -  i 1 ) ' ,  ( & 2 -  W 1) ' )  +  S (e x p ( i2 -  V 2 ) -  exp(W 2 -  i 2)
—exp( i 1 -  V 1) +  exp(W1 -  i 1), i 2 -  V 1) = 0.
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We now write this as
A2( (# 2 -  tf1)7, ^ 2 -  tf1)7) +  6(tu  W2 -  W1) = - S ( t 2, V2 - # 1)2 iT/1' r2 iTrl '
where
t i  =  (exp(^2) — ex p (^ 1))exp(—V 2 ) +  (exp(— iP1 ) — exp(—3'2))exp(W 2),
and
t2 =  (exp(—V 2 ) — exp(—V 1))exp(\P1) +  (exp(W1) — exp(W 2))exp(— U^1). 
Next note that, by the mean value theorem,
( t u i 2 - # 1) =  (exp(77 — V 2 ) (  i 2 — i 1 ) +  exp(VF2 — y ) ( i 2 — 3 ^ ) ,  i 2 — i 1) > 0  
where 7/,/i are functions which lie between &1 and \P2. Hence
x2( ( i 2 -  i 1) ' ^ # 2 -  3?1)7) <  - 6 ( t 2, i 2 -  i 1). (4.2.6)
Also, by the definition of the quadrature rule (2.2.22),
»+l l „ _
S  T  0 2(2;i)(i ' 1 -  3'2)(zi) +  *2(*i-i)(4' 1 -  ®,2)(®i-i))
i = 1 
n + 1
<  *^11 ^ 211 Loo (A) II “  ^ r l ||L 00(A)
i=l
< ||<2||H1(A)II^2 -  ^llH'(A)- (4.2.7) 
Now since (V*, W %) G B ( A ) ,  G E ( A )  and by the mean value theorem we have
II*2||h >(A) =
||(exp(—V2) -  exp(-V '1))exp(iJ'1) +  (exp(VF') -  exp(M/2) )e x p ( -^ 1)||//1(A) 
=  ||exp( -  r i i V 1 -  V 2) +  exp(/t -  ^ ( W 1 -  W2)||ff, (A)
<  CdlV1 -  y 2||„ 1(A) +  H ^ 1 -  i r 2||H1(A)), (4.2.8)
where 7/ is a function lying between V 1 and V 2, and // is a function lying between 
W 1 and W 2 . Therefore by (4.2.7), (4.2.8) and Poincare’s inequality we have
| ( f 2 , &  -  ^ ) l  <  C\\(V \  W 1) -  ( V 2 , W 2)\\b(a)\V 2 -  ^ ( A ) .
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So finally by (4.2.6),
l ^ 2 -  <  CIKV1, W 1) -  (V 2, W 2)\\B W \ i 2 -  < P V (A),
which gives the required result. 9
We now use the result of Lemma 4.2.1 in the following theorem to obtain our 
contraction constant.
T H E O R E M  4.2.2 The solutions V*, W %, i — 1,2 satisfy
(V*, W {) € B(A).
Also, for each M  > 0, there exists a constant C independent of h such that
\ \ (V \  W *) -  (V 2, W 2)||b (A) <  C max{|Ql|, W *) -  (V 2, W2)||B(A),
for all (V1, W x), (V2, W 2) 6 B{A), provided max {|o^o|, |< i^|} <  M.
R e m a rk  4.2.1 Note that the contraction constant, C m ax{|ai|, |ao|}, is indepen­
dent of the mesh size, h. Hence if the mapping is a contraction for a particular 
mesh and boundary conditions then we are guaranteed that it will remain a 
contraction for all subsequent refinements of that mesh provided the boundary 
conditions are not altered. As we shall see in Chapter 5, this is in contrast to what 
we can prove in the two-dimensional case where the bound on the contraction 
constant is (weakly) mesh dependent.
P ro o f  We first show that a < V 1 <  a , (the results for W l is analogous), 
so that [ V \  W %) 6 B(A).  We let a  denote the element of Sh(A) which takes the 
value a  at every node of the mesh (2.2.7). Clearly a' =  0 so by (4.2.4) we have
(exp( r  -  -  a)’, = 0 (4.2.9)
for all interior nodes p. Now let x  6 Mn denote the vector of values of V* — a  at 
interior nodes of our mesh and x p  denote the ordered pair (a  —a, 0) representing
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the values of V % — a  at the Dirichlet end-points. Then we see that (4.2.9) is in 
the form
[K K d ] = 0
V XD
where K  is the stiffness matrix obtained from a piecewise linear finite element 
discretisation of (4.2.9) and K d represents the coupling between the Dirichlet 
nodes and the interior nodes in our problem. It is easily verified that K ~ l > 0 
and K d contains only non-positive entries, see for instance [71, page 85, Corollary 
3]. Hence, since x d  < 0 , we have
x  =  —K  K d^ d <  0.
Hence V % <  a. The proof that V 1 > a  is analogous.
We now prove the bound stated in the theorem. Consider
(exp(&1 -  V ! ) (y 2 -  V 1) \ { V 2 -  V 1)')
= ((exp( W1 -  V 1) - e x p ( # 2 -  V 2))(V2) ' ,{V2 -  V 1)')
+ (exp(S'2 -  V 2)(V2)’, ( V 2 -  V1)') -  ( e x p ^ 1 -  V1) ^ 1)', (V 2 -  V 1)').
By (4.2.4) the last two terms vanish since V 2 — V 1 6 5°(A). Hence, using the 
fact that (V1, W 1),(V2,W 2) € B ( A) and <P\ <P2 e  E (A), the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality gives us
C \V 2 -  V 1^  < ||exp(lP1 -  V ')-ex p (< P 2 -  ||ioo(A)11^ 2 (A)|K2 -  V1^ ) ,  
and hence
l^ 2 -  V 'V (A ) <  CllexpC-pi -  VI) -  exp(<f2 -  V 2) | | L o o ( A ) | V V ( A ) . ( 4 -2 - 1 0 )
We now bound each of the terms of the right hand side of (4.2.10) in turn. Firstly 
note that on each interval a;,-], i = 1 , . . . ,  n +  1
exp(lfrl — V 1) — exp(\P2 — V 2)\
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=  h{ {j f  e x p ^ 1 -  if1)} 1 -  { j f  exp(V2 -  !f2)} *
=  h I Xf,{exp(V2 -  »f2) -  exp)!71 -  if1)}!
{//( exp(V"1 -  4/1)}{// . exp(V2 -  O'2)}
< Ch~' f  | exp(V2 -  <f2) -  exp(F ' -  if1)!
J  Ii
< C ||exp(V 2 -  i 2) - e x p ( V '  -  ^ 1)|U00(/,)- 
Hence by the mean value theorem we have
|| exp^ 1 -  V ^ -e x p ^ 2 -  V2)||ioo(A) < C{|| i' - ^IlLoofA, +  || V1 -  V2||ioo(A)}.
Thus, using the fundamental theorem of calculus and Lemma 4.2.1, we obtain 
the inequality
l l e x p ^ ' - K 1) —e x p ^ - l ' 2) ! ! ^ )  <  C ||(V 1,1V1) - ( V 2,W 2)||b(a). (4.2.11)
This bounds the first term on the right hand side of (4.2.10). Considering the 
second term, recall that V 2 is defined by (4.2.4) with V  — V 2 and & =  \P2. For 
i =  0,1, define wt to be the solution of the weak problem: Find it, € ^ ( A )  with 
Ui(j) =  6{j for j  =  0,1 and such that
(exp(\P2 — V 2)u\, </>') =  0, for all <j> 6 i f 1(A), <j> = 0 at x =  0,1.
Let U{ £ Sh(A) be the usual finite element approximation of if,-. Then by standard 
theory, these finite element problems are well-posed and the solution is stable 
in the energy norm, i.e. |t/*|jyi(A) <  C, with C independent of h. Then by
uniqueness and linearity, V 2 =  Z)i=o a iUi, and hence we obtain the bound for the 
second term of (4.2.10):
\V2 \hx{\) < ^  C 'm ax{|a0|, |<*i|}, (4.2.12)
t
with C independent of h and a t for each i . Combining (4.2.11) and (4.2.12) in 
(4.2.10) gives the required result. H
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Hence we have shown, using a conservative scheme, that Gummel’s method 
for a one-dimensional device converges provided the applied voltage is sufficiently 
small. However, in practice, we have found decoupling strategies that are ob­
served to converge even for large applied voltages. In an attem pt to understand 
this behaviour we now present some arguments for a model diode problem. The 
discussion is not entirely rigorous but will hopefully give the reader a feel for why 
some of these schemes behave so well in apparently extreme conditions. For con­
venience we will consider only the standard finite element discretisation (2.2.19), 
(2 .2 .20), (2 .2 .21).
4.3 p—n diode with large applied voltage
We now consider our one-dimensional model for a simple p-n  diode under reverse 
bias conditions. We have found in practice that a certain variation of Gummel’s 
method (to be defined below) converges for this configuration even for large ap­
plied voltages. To explain this convergence, we first need to introduce the concept 
of machine precision. This is defined to be the smallest positive number, emp with 
the property that the logical expression,
1.0 <  1.0 +  emp,
is evaluated as true on the machine in question. We shall regard single machine 
precision to be
emp =  1.49 x 10-8 ,
which is the square root of the double precision available in MATLAB on a Sun4.
We discretise the the equations on a uniform mesh containing n points interior 
to A and hence with interval length h = l / ( n  1). A simple one-dimensional 
p-n  diode consists of a negatively doped interval coupled to a positively doped 
interval. These are the n-  and the p^regions respectively. There is an extremely 
narrow interface between the two regions which we approximate by a point. We
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shall_ label this point v. We assume that the point 1/ occurs at the mesh point 
xpf, where 2 < N  < n — 1. Again we assume that there is zero recombination. 
Discretisation by the standard finite element method leads to the problem: Seek 
(# , V, W) e  Sh(A)3 satisfying
A2(tf ', <f>'p) +  (6{exp( - V ) -  exp(W  -  W)} -  d, <f>p) =  0, (4.3.13)
(exp(# — V)V',  (j/p) =  0, (4.3.14)
(exp(W -  V) W',  (f>'p) =  0, (4.3.15)
for 1 <  p < n.
For simplicity, in this section we assume that the diode has equal doping of 
electrons and holes either side of an interface which occurs at x =  v. It follows 
that the doping profile, d =  — 1 for x  E [0,1/), d = +1 for x € (&S 1] and d(v) =  0. 
Furthermore we assume zero applied voltage at the left hand end of the device. 
This leads to the boundary conditions
1/(0) =  0 =  W(  0), V(l)  = a  = W(  1),
¥ ( 0 )  =  - / ? ,  » ( l )  =  /8  +  a ,
with a  >  0 and where
P =  sinh-1(l/2£).
By “large applied voltage” , we mean values of a  such that
2/3 < a < exp(2{3) x (emp)/2 (4.3.19)
If we take the parameters given in [62] which are for a silicon device of length 
10-3cm at room temperature then A2 =  1.68 x 10-7 , 8 =  1.22 x 10-8 and ft =  
18.22. W ith this value of /3 and emp as given above, we see that (4.3.19) is roughly 
the range,





This corresponds to an applied voltage between IV and 1.3 x 106V. The upper 
bound is therefore not restrictive as the device would melt long before the applied 
voltage reached 106V.
Now we write #  =  V  =  Vifc and W  =  Wifc and recall the
MATLAB style notation introduced in Chapter 2.
If 0  is any piecewise linear function with respect to our uniform grid, define
ki(Q) =  -^2 J  exP(@)> * =  1, . . . , n +  1. (4.3.20)
Then, let A”(0 ) denote the n x ( n  +  2) matrix given for i =  1 , . . . ,  n by:
K(e)i, i = *,-(0 ) +  fc+1(e ) ,
£ ( 0 ),
f f (0 )w+l = - fe f l(0 ) ,
=  f°r o tte r i , j .
Let i f ( 0 )  be the n x n symmetric tridiagonal matrix with elements
(4.3.21)
K ( Q) i j  =  K( Q) i j ,  i j  =  1 , . . . , n.
Clearly K(O)  is the matrix introduced in Section 2.2, but here we have a fixed 
mesh size h. Using this notation (4.3.16)-(4.3.22) can be written as: Find 
V , W  € M n such that
X2 K(0)[—(3; p  +  a] +  h[S(exp(® -  V )  -  exp( W  -  * ) )  - d \  = 0, (4.3.22)
K ( $ -  V)[0; V ;a] = 0  




d{ =  d(xi) = (4.3.25)
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Then (4.3.22)-(4.3.24) form a coupled nonlinear system in (iRn)3 which we 
rewrite collectively as
F ( W , V , W )  = 0, (4.3.26)
where
F  = {F u F i , F 3)t ,
and i^i, F 2 , and F 3 are the left hand sides of (4.3.22) (4.3.23), and (4.3.24) 
respectively.
We now consider the following decoupling strategy for (4.3.22)-(4.3.24) which 
is a variation on Gummel’s method. In practice, this strategy is observed to 
converge even for large applied voltages. We shall explain this convergence below.
• Step 1 Define the starting vectors V°, W °  £ 1Rn, by
V? =
0, i =  l , . . . , A T - l  
Q, * =  N,  . . . ,72
(4.3.27)
, 0, i = 1, . . . ,7V 
W f  = { (4.3.28)
a , i =  N  +  1 , . . .  , n
• Step 2 With V°, W °  fixed, (4.3.22) is a nonlinear system
F 1 ( V , V ° , W ° )  = 0 (4.3.29)
for unknown ^  £ M n. Construct lower and upper solutions, X °, Y °, and
then use the quasi-Newton method introduced in Chapter 3 to iterate to
the unique solution, of (4.3.29).
•  Step 3 With and using starting values V  =  V 0, W  =  W °, 
perform Gummel’s iteration on (4.3.23), (4.3.24), i.e., for k > 0, iterate:
K ( * * -  V*)[0; V k+1 ;a] = 0, (4.3.30)
K ( W k — \P*)[0; W k+1; a] = 0, (4.3.31)
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This iteration (which can be performed as two parallel steps ) preserves 
certain classes of functions for all a > 0. (Lemmas 4.3.3 and 4.3.4) Using 
empirical arguments we show that it is convergent for large a. Denote the 
limit functions by (V*, W*)
• Step 4 are now close to the true solutions in the sense that
the residual V*, W*)  is zero to within (single) machine precision.
We now proceed to give arguments (some rather heuristic in their nature) 
which explain why this scheme is successful. We start by producing tight bounds 
on the solution, of (4.3.29). This is done by constructing lower and upper 
solutions, X °, V°, to (4.3.29). The results in Chapter 3 then tell us that by using 
the quasi-Newton method described therein we will obtain a solution which 
lies between X ° and Y°.
In order to produce good bounds on 'Hf*, let us introduce the “characteristic 
equation”
£ ( 0  - e )  + h(26smh(l3 -  e) -  1) +  ^ ( a  +  fi) =  0, (4.3.32)
which is to be solved for t. It is useful to first consider some properties of the
solution e. We do this in the following lemma
LEM M A 4.3.1 The solution e of (4-3.32) satisfies
0 < e <  2/3 +  a
P roof Clearly 0 < e < 2/3 +  a  if and only if
/ ?> /?  — e >  — fi — a. (4.3.33)
We first prove the left hand inequality in (4.3.33). Assume for a contradiction 
that / ?< /?  — e, then by (4.3.32) and the definition of /?, (4.3.18),
0 > ^ / ?  +  /i(26sinh (/?)-l) +  ^ - ( a  +  /?)
=  | J ( a  +  2/ ? ) > 0,
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which is a contradiction. Hence P > (3 — e.
Now for the right hand inequality in (4.3.33). Suppose that P — e < — /3 — a. 
Then (4.3.32) again gives
0 < ~ ^ ( P  +  a ) +  h ( 2 6 s m h ( - P  -  a )  -  1) +  ^ ( a  +  /?)
= —/i(2^sinh(a +/?) +  1) < 0, 
and since this is once again a contradiction we have /?—e > —/?—a. I
Considering our model problem with statistics given by [62], we see that e is 
in fact very small. In Table 4.1 we give some computed values of e for suitable 
large values of a. These results were obtained using a MATLAB code which 
performs Newton’s method on (4.3.32). The values of a  correspond to physical 
applied voltages of 5V and 20V respectively.
h
e





7.71 x 10~3 
1.74 x 10-2 
3.12 x 10~2 
4.92 x 10"2
2.75 x 10"2 
6.29 x 10"2 
1.12 x lO"1 
1.85 x 10"1
Table 4.1: Typical values of e
With e as in Lemma 4.3.1, consider the following vectors which we shall show 
to be lower and upper solutions for (4.3.29). Let
X° =  I
K° =
~P ; =  1 , . . . ,A T -1 ,
(a -  e)/2 S. II
P + a  -  e i = N  + 1,. . .  ,n .
—ft + £
r—41HII• eo
(a  + e)/2 II
• N




Note that these are much more sophisticated upper and lower solutions than 
those proposed in Chapter 3, and demonstrate the sudden jump in in the 
vicinity of xpf.
L E M M A  4.3.2 The vectors X °  and Y °  defined by (4-3.34) and (4.3.35) are 
lower and upper solutions for (4-3.29) with V °  and W °  defined by (4.3.27) and 
(4-3.28) respectively.
P ro o f  In this proof we shall freely use the inequality proved in Lemma 
4.3.1. We first show that X °  is a lower solution. For i =  1 , . . . ,  N  — 2,
( F ^ X 0, V°, W°))i = /i[26sinh(—/?) +  1] =  0.
For * =  N  +  2 , . . . ,  n,
(F !(X ° , V°, W %  =  h[2<5sinh(/? -  e) -  1] <  h[28smh(/3) — 1] =  0. -
Also
( F i ( X ° , V°, W °))jv-i =  y  ( - /?  -  +  h[S(exp{-fi) -  exp(/?)) +  1]
=  +  < 0 -
Moreover
(F i(X ° , V°, W°))jv =  h [ 6 ( e x p ( ( a - e ) / 2 - a ) - e x p ( - ( a - e ) / 2 ) }
=  h[S(exp((—a  — t ) / 2 ) — exp((—a  +  e)/2)] <  0.
Finally
( F i ( X ° ,  V°, IF°))iv+1 
=  y  (/3 +  «  -  « -  ( ^ 2~ ^ )) +  M % XP(/? -  e) -  ex p (-(£  -  e)) -  1]
= _  e) +  -  e) -  1] +  +  a ) =  0,
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by (4.3.32). Hence X ° is a lower solution. The proof that Y °  is an upper solution 
is very similar. H
Hence by Theorem 3.4.1, the resulting obtained from Step 2 of our iteration 
satisfies
X °  < V* < Y ° .  (4.3.36)
We now consider Step 3 of our iteration. By our earlier comments we know 
that e is small and so X °  and Y °  are almost equal. Hence to simplify the analysis 
of Step 3 (and Step 4) we shall replace the true solution, by the approximation 
defined by
-/? , * =  1 , . . . , J V - 1
Vi = < a /2 , * =  TV, (4.3.37)
(3 +  a , i = N  +  1, . . .  ,n.
Note that by (4.3.34), (4.3.35), X ° ,  Y °  almost coincide with when e is small. 
To analyse the iteration (4.3.30), (4.3.31) let us introduce the following sets:
K  = { V  e  M n + 2 :0 = Vo < V 1 < . . . < V n < V n + 1 =  a}  . (4.3.38)
=  {V € K  : Vi =  a  to machine precision, i =  TV,. . . ,  n} . (4.3.39)
K™ =  { W  € K  : Wi =  0 to machine precision, i =  1 , . . . ,  TV} . (4.3.40)
Also, define
dVi = V i - V i - 1. (4.3.41)
We now consider solving (4.3.30) and (4.3.31) with replaced by given in 
(4.3.37). Using the notation defined by (4.3.20), we may write (4.3.30) as
k i ( W -  V k)dV k + 1 -  ki+i( *  -  V k)dV?g  = 0 , i = 1 , . . . , n,
where #  is the piecewise linear interpolant of M*. Alternatively we can write
d V t f _  H 9 - V k) y 
d V f + 1  k t + i ( 9 -  V k) ' ~ q"
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Similarly (4.3.31) can be rewritten as
W - V )  w 
d W k+1 ki+1( W k - Q r ) '  q' ’
These reformulations of (4.3.30) and (4.3.31) help in the following lemma.
LEM M A 4.3.3 The mappings V h -» V h+1 and W k -> W k+1 are invariant 
on K .
P ro o f  We give the proof for V k —* V k+1. The other part is similar. 
Clearly by (4.3.20), ki > 0 for all i. Hence q(  > 0 for each i. Therefore (4.3.42) 
implies that ^ d V k+1, i =  1, . . .  ,n  +  l j  are all of the same sign. Since Vq+1  = 0 
and V kt i  = a  > 0 we conclude that d V k+ 1  > 0 for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n +  1. Hence 
V k+1 G K.  ■
By taking account of the effect of machine precision we can say more:
LEM M A 4.3.4 The computer implementation of the mapping V k —*■ V k+1 
leaves K^ invariant. Similarly the computer implementation of the mapping 
W k —► leaves invariant.
P ro o f  Let V k G K%. We will show that V k+1 G K%. The other part is 
analogous. Recall that (4.3.30) can be written in the form (4.3.42) and for any 
piecewise linear function 0  consider
=  /~2 /  exP(0 ) ^  =  ^
exp(0z) -  exp(0z_i)
exp(0i) 1 — exp(0;_i -  0j) 
h 0 i — 0*_1








The properties of <p are discussed in the Appendix A l. Similarly
exp(0,+i) -  exp(0t)
ki+1(0 ) =  Jx + exp(S)dx  =  ^h 2 
exp(0t) exp(0i+i -  0 t) -  1
0 i+i —
0*'+l — 0 i
exp(0t)
p (0 0 i+i).
Hence, for * =  1 , . . . ,  n, we have from (4.3.42)
v  _  ¥>(~d®»)
qi v m + i Y
(4.3.45)
Set 0  =  #  — V k. Then using the fact that V k £ and the definition (4.3.37) 
of S', we have
dOi  =  - d V k, i  =  l , . . . , A - l ,
d®N — /3 +  A^T_i — q /2j
OQn +i = P + oc/2,
^0{ — 0, i =  A" T 2 , . . . ,  n T 1.
Hence substituting in (4.3.45) we have
q j  =  v(dV?) lv (-dV?+l), i = 1 , . . . ,  N  -  2,
«JLi =  ¥ > ( ^ _ i )M /?  +  -  a /2 ),
=  ¥>(-/? ~  Viir-i +  +  a/2),
9n+i =  ¥>(-£ -  a/2), 
9,  ^ =  1, i = N  + 2 , . . . , n .
From this we know that
8 V,k+l =  d V k+\, for * =  N  + 3 , . . . ,  n + 1. (4.3.46)
Also, since <p(x) < exp(z) for any x and by the monotonicity of <p proved in 
Lemma A.2.1, we have
/? + a /2 \v < ¥(-(3  +  a / 2) 
0/v ^
<p(P +  a / 2 )
< exp(-/? +  a /2 )
exp(/? +  a /2 ) -  1
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=  exp(—P +  a /2 )exp(—/? — a / 2 ) ' ( 3 a / 2
1 — exp(—fi — a / 2)}
=  ( 0  +  a/2 )exp(—2/?)(l -  exp(-2/?))_1
< 2exp(—2 /3)((3 +  a /2 ), 
since a > 2/3 and /? =  18.22. Also
] < j ^ -  <*«>
Hence for i = A"+  3 , . . . ,  n - f 1, we have by (4.3.42), (4.3.46), (4.3.47) and Lemma 
4.3.3,
d v ^  =  d v k\ \  <  J - L ^ d v f c ]
< T + W ^ M ~ 2 m  + a ^ dv^ +1
< 2aexp(—2(3) =  0 to machine precision.
It follows that V f +1 = a  to machine precision for i = A , . . . ,  n and hence
y k +1 ^ ag reqUjre(J |
Clearly V ° , W °  defined by (4.3.27), (4.3.28) satisfy V°  € K%, W °  € A f .  
Therefore Lemma 4.3.4 and mathematical induction show that the sequence gen­
erated by (4.3.30), starting with V °  defined by (4.3.27), satisfies {v*}  C • 
Similarly {W *} 3 C K™. We now make the assumption that the sequences
{ v k}r=0, { w k}£o so produced converge to some limits which we denote V* € 
K va , W d K ™ .
Finally we consider the residual produced when we evaluate Fi(\If, V*, W*).  
In Theorem 4.3.5 we will see that F i evaluated with our approximate solution 
and the actual solutions V*, W *  is effectively the same as F i { 9 ,  V°, W °).
T H E O R E M  4.3.5 V*, W*) = V ° , W ° )  to (single) machine
precision.
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P ro o f  For ease of notation we will write ~  to mean equality to machine 
precision. Firstly note that
Fj(«, V \  W ) -  Fi(®, V°, W°)  =
ft[<5(exp(* -  V*) -  exp(W* -  *)] -  h [ S ( e x p(«  -  V°) -  exp(W° -  «)].
Now observe that for 1 < i <  N  — 1,
exp (^  — V*) < exp(—/?) =  1.22 x 10 < empi
exp(*P — V°) =  exp(—(3) =  1.22 x 10 8 < emp.
Hence
(exp(*  -  V*) -  exp(W* -  *))< ~  - ( e x p ( W  -  «))<
=  —(exp(W ° — ®)),- 
~  (exp(*  -  V°) -  exp(Wr0 -  «*))<,
where the equality in the second line comes from Lemma 4.3.4. Also for
iV +  1 < i < n we have
exp(W* — *1?) < exp(—(3) =  1.22 x 10-8 < emp, 
exp(W ° — ^ )  =  exp(—/3) =  1.22 x 10~8 < emp.
Therefore
(exp(«  -  V )  -  exp(W* -  «))< ~  (exp(«  -  V )),-
=  (exp(*  -  V 0)),- 
~  (exp(¥  -  V°) -  exp(W ° -  *)),-.
Finally
(exp(*P — V*) — exp(W'* — =  (exp('®r — a) — exp(—^ ) ) n
= ( e x p { V - V ° ) - e x p ( W ° - * ) N.
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Hence
F i( t f , V *, W*) ~  F i(^ , V°, W°),
as required. I
R e m a rk  4.3.1 It remains to point out that in the majority of cases, is 
identical to $  at most of the nodes of the grid and only differs slightly at the 
rest. Hence, in view of the fact that F 1( 9 ' , V ° , W ° )  =  0 and by the result of 
the previous lemma, the residual V*, W *)  is zero to machine precision
for the types of mesh and applied voltage that we have discussed in this section. 
Hence, as is often the case in practice, if a computer were to use this residual as 
a stopping criterion then it would accept 'P*, V*, W* as the true solutions.
As we have stressed early, this is by no means a rigorous argument. A complete 
analysis of this algorithm would , we feel, be a much harder undertaking. However 
the above results give the reader a feel for why such a process works so well in 
practice. We now continue to present some more detailed results on the shape 
and structure of the solution to (4.3.29).
4.4 Further shape results for the potential
We now give qualitative and quantitative results for the solution, *!?*, of the dis- 
cretised potential equation with V , W  set to our initial guesses V°, W °  defined 
by (4.3.27), (4.3.28). We provide a qualitative description of the shape of and 
a quantitative estimate of the width of the internal layer in at x =  xn  =  /z. 
These are refinements of the estimates established in Lemma 4.3.2 and provide 
numerical versions of the singular perturbation results in, for example, [9], [61], 
describing the behaviour of ^  in the undiscretised system (4.2.1)-(4.2.3). The 
results of this section will also further justify the approximation (4.3.37), made 
in Section 4.3.
We no longer restrict ourselves to a uniform grid, returning instead to the
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system discretised by the finite element method with respect to the mesh (2.2.7). 
Again mass lumping is employed in handling the nonlinear term. Hence we wish 
to find G JRn such that
\ 2 K (0)[ - fc  ; /? +  a] +  diag{fc}[£(exp(# -  V°) -  exp( W °  -  « ) )  -  d\ =  0,
(4.4.48)
where K ( . ) ,d  are defined by (4.3.21), (4.3.25), but now
kt(0) = —, * = l , . . . , n  +  l,hi
and h  6 Mn is the vector with components defined by
h{ =  (hi hi+i)/2 , i — 1 , . . .  ,n.
Our first result describes some qualitative properties of the solution of
(4.4.48). Let \P* denote the piecewise linear interpolant to [—/?; /? +  a], then
we have the following result.
T H E O R E M  4.4.1 \P* is strictly monotone increasing on [0,1], convex on [0, zjv] 
and concave on [a:jv, 1],
R e m a rk  4.4.1 xn  =  v is the breakpoint of d as defined in Section 4.3.
P ro o f  As a notational convenience, write
J ’. i  =  (4.4.49)
where := —/?, := |9 +  a. Then, recalling the definitions of V°, W °,
(4.4.48) may be rewritten as
jr . 1 -  j ;  1 =  
1 + 2  2
hi[26 +  1], i =  1, . . .  , 7 V  — 1,
hN6 [exp($N - a ) -  e x p ( - ^ ) ] ,  i = N,  (4.4.50)
hi[26sinh(\I/* — a) — 1], i = N  +  1 , . . . ,  n.
We shall first establish that
JX > 0, (4.4.51)
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r n+l_ >  0. (4.4.52)
To obtain (4.4.51), suppose J? < 0. Then =  —/?. Also if iV > 2,
2
(4.4.50) with i = 1 implies
J t - J l <  h\[18sinh(—/?) +  1] =  0.
2 2
Hence J t  — J t  <  0, and so =  — ft. Then continuing this argument
2 2
inductively shows that «/#_! < 0 and
v*N <  v *n- i  <  • • • <  =  - P -
Now (4.4.50) with i = N  gives
Jn +± ~  J*n - \  -  hN^[exp ( - ^  -  a) -  exp(/?)] < 0, 
and hence J ^ +i < * ^_ i < an(i so
which, recalling (4.3.34), contradicts (4.3.36). So (4.4.51) follows. A similar 
argument by contradiction establishes (4.4.52).
Now we use (4.4.51), (4.4.52) to prove the result. Observe first that (4.4.51) 
implies > — /?, and , by (4.4.50), we have when N  > 2,
J t - J l >  hi [2<5 sinh(—/?) +  1] =  0.
2 2
So J t  > J t  > 0, and ^  Continuing inductively shows
2 2
J L k > J U >  0, i =  l , . . . , 7 V - l .  (4.4.53)*-r 2 2
Similarly, starting from (4.4.52), and using (4.4.50) for t =  n , . . . ,  JV +  1 yields
J L  > >  ^ 4.1 >  0, • =  n , . . . ,  JV +  1. (4.4.54)
2 "*'2
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It follows clearly from (4.4.49), (4.4.53) and (4.4.54) that \P* is strictly monotone 
increasing. To see that \P* is convex on [0,£jv], observe that for any i such that 
1 < i < N  — 1, we have
0 < £ ( * ?  -  **_,) < -  «J), (4.4.55)hi h{+i
by (4.4.53). Rearranging (4.4.55) gives
^  W + 1  -  9 U ) ,  (4.4.56)
where the right hand expression is the straight line joining to \P*+1 evaluated 
at the point X{. Then, since \P* is piecewise linear, (4.4.56) shows that is 
convex on [xt_i, xt+i]. As (4.4.56) holds for all i =  1 , . . . ,  N  — 1 we conclude that 
\P* is convex on [0, £jv]- The concavity of on [rcyv? 1] follows similarly from 
(4.4.54). ■
The next result gives a quantitative estimate of the width of the interior layer 
at x =  xn  =  v- First we introduce the constant
Ki  =  26 cosh ^ l  +  (3 x  1(T16). (4.4.57)
£ i  =  <
Then define 
' A 2 / ( ^ + A ) ,  i  =  l , . . . , A T ,
A2 /(hihi), i = N  +  1,. • • ,n.
(j{ =  (1 +  2 =  1 , . . . ,  n.
T H E O R E M  4.4.2 Suppose the mesh (2.2.7) satisfies
max{£^_i,£Ar+i} < 1/(2/? +  a). (4.4.58)
Then the solution of ( .^J^ .J^ 8) satisfies
y*N-i < sinh-1((£j/v_i(2^ +  a) -  l)/26), (4.4.59)
i
+  i =  2 , . . . ,  JV — 1, (4.4.60)
j=2
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n + i  >  “  +  sinh-‘ ((l -  £N+1(2/3 +  a) ) / 2 S), (4.4.61)
X
0 < P +  a -  if!*N+i < (3 J J  (TN+j i =  2 , . . . ,  n -  N.  (4.4.62)
3 = 2
R em a rk  4.4.2 Theorem 4.4.2 demonstrates the severe interior layer which can 
arise in near the point = v. If, for example, we have a uniform grid 
with 100 subintervals, then h =  0.01, £,• =  1.68 x 10-3 , and (4.4.58) is satisfied 
provided a  € [0,558] This equates to a maximum physical voltage of 14.4V. Then 
(4.4.59) shows < —16.98 and (4.4.60) shows that ’FJv-i» * =  2 , . . . ,  IV — 1 is 
greater than, but very close to, —(3. In fact, for i — 4 , . . . ,  IV — 1, is equal
to —j3 at least up to the fifth decimal place. A similar argument using (4.4.61),
(4.4.62) shows is less than, but very close to /? +  a , i =  1 , . . . ,  n — N.
Of course this layer might be resolved by steeply grading the mesh (2.2.7) 
near v. However our goal here is to examine the basic theory of convergence of 
iterative schemes, and in the first instance we need to consider meshes which do 
not necessarily resolve the layer completely, since this is more likely to be the 
case when real two-dimensional problems are solved in practice.
P ro o f  We shall prove (4.4.59), (4.4.60) only. Similar arguments prove 
(4.4.61), (4.4.62). First by (4.4.50) with i = N  — 1 we have
A2 / n  -  _  n - i  ~ n _ 2\  =  sinh('I'^_1) +  1),
\  h N - 1 /
and since $*N_i > ^ - 2  by Theorem 4.4.1, we have
A2 >  Ew-i(2tf sinh(*S,_i) +  1).
Hence since $f*N — — ^0 =  2/? +  a , we have
— = ----- (2/? -f a) > 28 s in h ( ^ _ 1) +  1,
f l N i l N - 1
from which it follows that
< sinh_1((£iv-i(2/^  +  a) -  l ) /26),
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and we have (4.4.59). Now it follows immediately that as long as (4.4.58) holds 
then < 0. Hence —(3 < \k)v-i < 0 anc  ^ therefore, by Theorem 4.4.1,
0 < 0 +  < 0 +  * ; ,_ ! <  0, i =  2 , . . . , T V - l .
So, to prove (4.4.60), we need only show that
0 + *'N-i < <TN-i{P + 9 N - i+1), •’ =  2 , . . . ,  JV — 1, (4.4.63)
and then use a simple induction argument. To obtain (4.4.63), consider the 
“truncated system” defined by
f ( 9 ) j  =  A*(tf (0)[-/9, * ,  +  ^(2<Ssinh(^) +  1), j  =  1 , . . . ,  JV -  i,
(4.4.64)
where ^ (0 )  denotes the first TV — i rows and TV — i -f 2 columns of if(0). This 
system, which is to be solved for the unknown ^  6 MN~l is, by (4.4.50), just 
the first TV — i equations in (4.4.48), with taken as the boundary value
on the (TV — i)th equation. The same argument as that used in Theorem 3.4.1 
shows (4.4.64) has a unique solution, which must be (\PJ,. . . ,  Now let
p be the solution of “the characteristic equation”
— r — p +  hN- i (2 6 s in h ( -p )  +  1) -   ^N-i+i  =  °-UN-i+l /l7V-i+l
Then since — /? < it follows easily that
(4.4.65)
Now consider the vectors X °, Y °  € 1RN~% given by
x °  =  -/? , =  j  =  i , . . . ,  tv — z.
then following the procedure in Lemma 4.3.2, it is easily shown that 
JP ( X ° ) <  0 < T ( Y ° ) ,  and arguing as in Theorem 3.4.1, X °  and Y °  are lower 
and upper solutions for (4.4.64) and so
< y % - i  =  - p -  (4 .4 .66)
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But now we can use Lemma 4.4.3 below, with e =  A2/ (^ 7v-i+i^Ar-*) =
7 =  -^ N -t+ i to show
P > P ~  X  ~  ‘X 2 / £ N - i , (4.4.67)
with
x  =  (eN- i/ K 1 ) ( l + e N- i/ K 1) -1(0 + 9 ^ i+1)
< { e s - i l K x W  + V ^ )
< ( s N - i / K ^  < eN-iP. (4.4.68) 
So combining (4.4.66)-(4.4.68),
P + ^ N - i  < P - P
<  X  +  X 2 / e N - i  
=  x( l  +  X / £ N - i )
<  < T N - i ( f i  +  ^ N - i + l )
Hence (4.4.63) is proved and the result follows. H
The following technical lemma was used in Theorem 4.4.2
L E M M A  4.4.3 Suppose 0 < 7 < P, e >  0, and let p be the solution of the 
equation
ep +  (26sinh/> — 1) =  £7 . (4.4.69)
Then
P ~ X ~  X2/e < P< P ~ X ,  (4.4.70)
where x  =  (£/ ^ i ) ( l  +  i )_1(^ — 7 ); and Ki defined in
R e m a rk  4.4 .3  If e is small compared to /? — 7 , then p is close to p.
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P ro o f  Observe first that a simple argument by contradiction shows that 0 < 
p < (3. Hence by (4.4.69), the mean value theorem and the monotonicity of cosh 
on ]R+ ,
ep  =  26(sinh P — sinhp) -f £7 
< Ki((3 — p) +  £7 .
Hence,
( 1  +  e / K i ) p  <  (3 +  ( e/Ki )~f ,
= (1 + e/ K 1 ) P - ( e / K 1 ) ( 0 - i ) ,
and so
P <  P — X-
That is we have proved the right hand inequality in (4.4.70). To obtain the left 
hand inequality in (4.4.70), use the monotonicity of sinh and the mean value 
theorem to obtain
26 sinh p <28  sinh(/? — x) =  26(sinh ft — x  cosh v) =  1 — 26X c°sh Vi
with P — x  < V < P'  Hence (1 — 26 sinh p) > 26x cosh 77, and by (4.4.69), we have
£{p ~  7) >  26% cosh 77. (4.4.71)
Now since
r j > P - x > P > 0 ,
we can use (4.4.71), the monotonicity of cosh on JR+ and the mean value theorem 
again to obtain
e(p  -  7 ) > 26x cosh (p -  x)  = 26x(cosh p - x  sinh <),
with P — x  < C < P‘ Hence,
ep >  £7  +  x K i  ~  X2
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=  £ 7  +  e(l +  e / # i )  1 ( / ? - 7 ) ~ X 2
=  ep-eie/K^l  + e / K ^ W - ^ - x 2 
=  e ^ - e x -  X2,
which yields the left hand inequality of (4.4.70). I
4.5 Num erical experim ents
We conclude this chapter with a discussion of some numerical experiments which 
vindicate the results obtained in the Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. All of these 
experiments are conducted on a model for a p-n  diode. We choose this to have
an equal doping of holes and electrons about the centre point x =  That is, the
doping profile, d, takes the value -1 on [0, ^), +1 on (^,1] and d(^) =  0. Note 
that, in terms of the nomenclature in Section 4.3 this corresponds to v =  We 
use the statistics proposed in [62]. This results in the parameter values of
A2 =  1.68 x 1(T7,
8  = 1.22 x 10~8,
0  = 18.22.
In all cases, the mesh we use may be refined from a uniform mesh to provide 
resolution about the doping interface. The mesh is initially defined by an odd 
number, n, of interior nodes. This fixes the uniform mesh with step length 
h = l / ( n  +  1), and ensures that x =  |  is a node of that mesh. We then have the 
option to successively refine this mesh. If we so wish, we are then asked for the 
number of intervals away from the centre point that we would like to be bisected 
with a new mesh point. We may repeat this process up to ten times. Hence if 
a mesh was defined with n =  9 and having successive refinement distances of 3 
then 2, we would generate a mesh with hmax =  Tj, hmin = ^  and with nodal
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values
r 1 2 5 3 7 4 17 9 19 5 21 11 23 6 13 7 15 8 9 1
I ’ TO’ TO’ 20’ TO’ 20’ 10’ 40’ 20’ 40’ 10’ 40’ 20’ 40’ 10’ 20’ 10’ 20’ 10’ 10’ J
All computations are performed in MATLAB.
E x am p le  4.5.1 In this example we iterate the map defined by (4.2.3)-(4.2.5) 
for the p-n  diode described above.
OL 0 «1 n Refinement distances hmin hmax Its to convergence
0.39 0.00 9 none 1/10 1/10 7
0.39 0.00 19 none 1/20 1/20 7
0.39 0.00 29 none 1/30 1/30 7
0.39 0.00 39 none 1/40 1/40 7
0.39 0.00 49 none 1/50 1/50 7
0.39 0.00 7 2,3,4,2 1/10 1/160 7
0.00 0.39 9 none 1/10 1/10 7
0.00 0.39 19 none 1/20 1/20 7
0.00 0.39 29 none 1/30 1/30 7
0.00 0.39 39 none 1/40 1/40 7
0.00 0.39 49 none 1/50 1/50 7
0.00 0.39 7 2,3,4,2 1/10 1/160 7
0.00 3.89 19 none 1/20 1/20 17
0.00 3.89 29 none 1/30 1/30 32
0.00 3.89 19 5 1/20 1/40 34
0.00 3.89 9 5,5 1/10 1/40 34
0.00 3.89 7 2,3,4,2 1/10 1/160 39
0.00 386.82 19 none 1/20 1/20 39
0.00 386.82 9 5,3 1/10 1/40 60
Table 4.2: Results for Gummel’s map.
Table 4.2 details the number of Gummel iterates required for convergence.
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This is done for several values of a 0 and a i  and for various shapes of mesh. 
Convergence was assumed when the infinity norm  of the updates to both  V  and 
W  was less than  10 8. The boundary conditions correspond to physical voltages 
of 0.01V, 0.1V and 10V respectively.
As shown by Theorem  4.2.2, we see mesh independent convergence when 
max{|ao|? |a i|}  18 sufficiently small. Observe th a t this is the case for both reverse 
bias (c*o <  # i)  and forward bias (ao >  <*i) configurations of the diode. Notice also 
th a t as the reverse bias voltage is increased, convergence is m aintained although 
now it appears to be somewhat mesh dependent. This phenomenon could not be 
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Figure 4.1: Converged solutions, n =  7, refinement 2,3,4,2.
In Figure 4.1 we include a plot of the converged solutions for the case o:o =  0, 
a i  =  3.89, n =  7 and refinement distances of 2,3,4 and 2. This illustrates nicely 
th e  grading we have achieved in the mesh. Moreover, although this is not quite
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the scenario in Section 4.4, we see the distinctive shape properties of that were 
discussed therein. In particular, we see that the potential is monotone increasing, 
convex on [0, and concave on [^, 1] as predicted by Theorem 4.4.1. Also observe 
the extremely sharp layer in the potential at the doping interface. Furthermore, 
the potential attains its boundary values throughout most of the domain, which 
we would expect from Theorem 4.4.2.
Exam ple 4.5.2 We now use the algorithm (4.3.27)- (4.3.31) outlined in Section 
4.3 to solve our model diode problem with large reverse bias voltage. Here we 
restrict ourselves to a uniform (unrefined) mesh as we have done in Section 4.3. 
Table 4.3 shows us that the algorithm converges even when the applied voltage 
is very large. The convergence criterion for the potential equation was that 
the infinity norm of the quasi-Newton correction to ^  was less than 10-11. The 
continuity equations were considered solved when the infinity norm of the updates 
of each iterate was less than 10-5 .
Iterations to convergence
Reverse bias voltage n Potential equation Continuity equations
100V 9 4 34
100V 19 5 39
100V 25 5 41
250V 9 4 36
250V 19 5 47
250V 25 6 66
Table 4.3: Results for algorithm in Section 4.3.
We also note that the convergence of the quasi-Newton iteration for the po­
tential equation is mesh independent as demonstrated in Chapter 3. Again the 
convergence of the linear continuity problems is slightly mesh dependent. Figures 
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 are plots of the converged solutions #*, V* and W* for an applied
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voltage of 100V and mesh with n =  19.
Figure 4.2: Converged #*, n =  19, 100V applied voltage.
Figure 4.3: Converged V*, n = 19, 100V applied voltage.
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Figure 4.4: Converged W *, n =  19, 100V applied voltage.
The shape results proved in Theorems 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and Lemmas 4.3.3, 4.3.4 are 
reflected in these plots. Figure 4.2 shows th a t \P* is monotone increasing, convex 
on [0, |]  and concave on [ |,1 ]  as predicted by Theorem  4.4.1. It also shows an 
extrem ely sharp layer at the doping interface (x =  | ) .  Furtherm ore, appears 
to (alm ost) a tta in  its contact values in either interval which is in accordance with 
Theorem  4.4.2. We also see from Figure 4.2 th a t our approxim ation given by 
(4.3.37) seems reasonable. Figure 4.3 shows th a t V * is monotone increasing and 
atta ins its right hand boundary value for i =  T V ,. . .  ,n  — 1. Hence V * £ as 
shown in Lem ma 4.3.4. Similarly, Figure 4.4 shows th a t W* £ K ™.
In practice we have found this a very useful algorithm  for constructing starting 
guesses to  a decoupled Newton iteration of the  full system w ith recom bination 
included. These starting  guesses are very good in the sense th a t, in all the cases 
we have tried, they are close enough to  the full solution to  allow the Newton 
iterates to  converge in their custom ary quadratic fashion.
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Chapter 5
G um m el’s map in two dim ensions
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the convergence of the two-dimensional analogue of one 
of the schemes studied in Chapter 4. That is, we consider Gummel’s decoupling 
algorithm applied to the system modelling a two-dimensional semiconducting 
device. Here again, our method of studying the coupled system is an adaption 
of the results found in [37], [40]. We will set the Gummel iteration up as a map 
on the appropriately defined set and again use the contraction mapping theorem 
to show that this scheme converges to a unique fixed point in that set, provided 
the applied bias across the device is sufficiently small. However, unlike Chapter 
4 where we showed that the Lipschitz constant was independent of h , here we 
will show that it may grow logarithmically with h (as the mesh diameter h —► 0). 
Again we shall require that the mesh is refined in a regular manner.
The resulting linear systems axe now far from trivial to solve, and the efficient 
implementation of a solution technique is considered in the ensuing 3 chapters. 
Hence all numerical results are reserved until Chapter 8.
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5.2 Convergence of Gum m el’s iteration
Recall from Chapter 2, our approximate solution to (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) is defined to 
be (# , V,W) £ Sh(tt)3 satisfying
V\dnDi = W\dnDi =  ai =  constant, for each ?, (5.2.1)
~ 2 )  = * ^°r eaC^ *’ (5.2.2)
and such that
A2(V tf, V0p) +  (<5{exp(tf -  V) -  exp(W -  tf)} -  <*, =  0, (5.2.3)
(e x p ftf^ Y )  VV, Vcj>p) -  (apvr( tf, V, W), (j>p) = 0, (5.2.4)
(exp(VK -  ¥ )V W ,  V<j>p) +  (apwr{ tf, V, W),  <j>p) =  0, (5.2.5)
are satisfied for all nodes p OCId - Recall also that we have made the assumption 
the mesh is both regular and satisfies an inverse assumption.
We begin by making the simplifying assumption
r =  0, (5.2.6)
where r is the recombination rate in (5.2.4),(5.2.5). This assumption is for theo­
retical purposes. It allows us to employ a discrete maximum principle to bound 
the solutions of (5.2.4), (5.2.5). It is made by all the other convergence analyses 
of Gummel’s method of which we are aware ([38], [40]—[42]). It can be physically 
justified to some extent in the case where the device is a p-n  diode in reverse 
bias, but in general the recombination/generation rate is an essential part of the
physical model and is significant in size at least in part(s) of the domain Cl. It
remains an open question to repeat the present analysis without the assumption
(5.2.6). Also notice that we are making the harmonic average approximation to 
the coefficients in (5.2.4), (5.2.5). The results given in this chapter hold equally 
for the standard finite element method.
=  OLi +  sinh- l
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In this section we will discuss the convergence of the map
g - . { v , w ) ^ ( v , w ) , (5.2.7)
defined as follows.
Step 1. (Fractional Step) Find $  G Sh satisfying (5.2.2) and such that 
A2(V W, V</>p) +  (6{exp( & — V) — exp( W — &)} — d, <f>p ) =  0, p £  dQD. (5.2.8) 
Step 2. Find V  satisfying (5.2.1) and such that
(exp(# — V )V V ,  V<j>p) =  0, p (5.2.9)
Step 3. Find W  satisfying (5.2.1) and such that
(exp(W -  V )V W ,  V(j>v) =  0, p £  d$lD. (5.2.10)
Following [37], [40] we do this using the contraction mapping theorem in the 
set B(Q)  defined by (3.5.35) in Chapter 3. We equip B(Ct) with the norm
ll(V, W )||s (n) =  {||V||Hi(n) +
with respect to which B(ft) is a complete metric space.
Firstly recall from Chapter 3, given any (V, W) £ B(Q)  we can use (3.5.43), 
(3.5.44) to solve the discretised potential equation defined by (5.2.8) to obtain W, 
such that the piecewise linear interpolant #  associated with satisfies £ E(Q).
Recall from Chapter 3
E(Sl) := { #  € S h(Sl) : x° < 9  < y0} ,
where x°,y°  are defined by (3.5.41), (3.5.42) in Section 3.5.
In Theorem 5.2.2 below we will demonstrate the Lipschitz continuity of Q. 
We shall show that its Lipschitz constant is less than 1 provided a  and a , defined
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by (3.5.36), are sufficiently close to zero when h is fixed. (A result analogous to 
this is also obtained in [40], but with a different choice of variables.) Here we 
shall also show that the Lipschitz constant of Q grows only logarithmically in h 
as the mesh is refined.
The first step, given in Theorem 5.2.1, is to examine the continuity of the 
fractional step (5.2.8). Then in Theorem 5.2.2 we examine the continuity of steps
(5.2.9), (5.2.10). In the next two results, (F*,IF*), i — 1,2 will denote two 
arbitrary elements of B(fi). For each i, \P% will be the corresponding solutions 
of (5.2.8), and (V \ W %) will be the corresponding solutions of (5.2.9), (5.2.10), 
with all solutions satisfying the appropriate Dirichlet boundary conditions. Our 
methods of proof are adapted from [40], with changes necessary to handle the 
different set of variables used here, as well as to deal with the approximations 
due to mass lumping and harmonic averaging. In addition, through the use of a 
discrete Sobolev inequality, we are able to obtain the behaviour of the Lipschitz 
constant of Q with respect to h.
Throughout the following proofs, C will denote a generic constant which is 
always independent of h, but may depend on other parameters as stated.
T H E O R E M  5.2.1 For each M  > 0, there exists a constant C which is inde­
pendent of h such that
I!?1 -  ^ V ( n )  < C M V W V 1) -  (V2, W2)||B(n,, 
for all (V1, IF 1), (V 2, IF2) £ B(£l), provided max{a, a} <  M.
P ro o f  . By Theorem 3.5.2, given (V \ W * ) £ B(tt),  for i = 1,2, there is a 
unique satisfying (5.2.2) and
A2( V r ,  V<£) +  (£{exp( &  -  V') -  exp (IF* -  #*')} -  d,<f>) =  0
for all test functions <j> € Sh which vanish on dfip. Subtracting the case i =  1 
from the case i = 2 and putting (j> =  \P2 — &1 yields
\ 2( V ( V 2 -  ^ ) , V ( i 2 -  & ) )  +
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■£{exp( <P2 -  V 2) -  exp(W2 -  i 2) -  exp( i 1 -  V1) +  exp(VK* -  if1), i 2 -  i x) 
=  0.
We rewrite this as
A2(V(lP2 -  if1), V(!P2 -  if1)) +  6(tu  i 2 -  IP1) =  -6{U,  !P2 -  IP1), (5.2.11)
where
ti =  {exp(Ujr2) — exp(lfr1)} exp(—V 2) +  {exp(—#*) — exp(— # 2)} exp(W2), 
t 2 = ex p (^ 1){exp(—V 2) — exp(—V1)} +  exp(—^ 1){exp(W1) — exp(W2)}.
It is easily shown by the mean value theorem that
{tu  ~  V2) > 0. (5.2.12)
Now by the definition of the discrete bilinear form, (2.3.46), and the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality,
|<t2, ip2 -  -p 1)! <  -  ^ l l w r j
T
< f e ^ O O I N l L m }  * 1l l l .( r )} 1/(*-2.13)
Now using the fact that (V*, W %) G B(Ct) for each i and the bounds on which 
follow from Theorem 3.5.2, we have
IM I t» ( n  <  c { | | v 2 -  v 'H i . p ,  + 1| w2 -  w ^ l lw x )} .
But since V 2 — V 1 G Sh we can use a standard inverse inequality (see, for example 
[13, Theorem 3.2.6]):
ll^2 -  n i w x )  <  C A ( T ) - ' / 2\\V2 -  V>|U,m .
Using an identical bound for ||W 2 — we obtain
||t2||ioo(x) <  C A ( T ) - ' ' 2{\\V2 -  V i ^ x ,  +  ||V^2 -  f ^ l k p , } .
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Hence
- ^ C n iN lL m  < 2C2 {||V 2 -  v'\\lm + \\w> -  w'\\lm} .
Thus, recalling that C is a generic constant,
X>(T)|MIL(D  ^ C7{||Va- v 1||ia<0) + || w2-w '\\ l(st)}
T
< C7||(V2, W 2) — (V1,W'I) ||^ (0). (5.2.14)
By a similar but easier argument,
YuAT)\\i2-  ^IlLcn < c T ,II
T  T
= c \ \ $ 2 -  < c \ i 2 -  (5.2.15)
where the final step uses Poincare’s inequality. Substituting (5.2.14), (5.2.15) 
into (5.2.13) yields
|<<3) i 2 -  ^ > | <  C ||(V 2, ^ 2) -  ( V \  W 1) ^ ) ! * 2 -  ^ . ( n ) .  (5.2.16)
Now (5.2.11), (5.2.12) and (5.2.16) yield the required result. H
T H E O R E M  5.2.2 The solutions V \  W l, i = 1,2 satisfy
(V \W * )  e  B(Q).
Also, for each M  > 0, there exists a constant C independent of h
Wiv^w1) -  (v2,w2)\\B(n) <
C m ax{|a|, |a |} (l -  log(/0)1/2||(V \ W 1) -  (V 2, ^ 2)||B(n), (5.2.17) 
for all (V1, W 1), (V 2, W 2) 6 B(£l), provided m ax{a,a} <  M.
P ro o f  To show that (V \  W %) £ B(Cl) we show that
a  <  V* <  a.
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The corresponding result for W* is analogous. For this argument let a  denote 
the element of Sh which takes the value a at every node on fiU 80, . Clearly then 
V q  =  0. So by (5.2.9),
(exp( ¥  -  Vi)'V( V* -  a), V<j>p) =  0, * =  1,2, (5.2.18)
for all p dO,D- Letting x , xd  denote the values of V* — a  at nodes in $l\d£lD 
and on diId respectively, we see that (5.2.18) is in the form
K x  +  K d x d =  0,
where K  represents the coupling between the nodes on Cl\dO,D induced by the 
bilinear form in (5.2.9), whereas K d represents the analogous coupling between
the nodes on f1\8Q,d and dQo- By the assumed properties of the meshes, we
know that K _1 > 0 and that K d contains only non-positive entries. Then, (since 
<  0), we have
x  =  —K ~ x K d x d <  0.
This proves V* < a. The proof of V % > a  is analogous.
To prove the bound (5.2.17) we proceed again as in [40, Chapter 4]. Write
(exp(i 1 -  V ' ) V { V 2 -  V1), V (V2 -  V 1))
= ({exp( — V"1) — exp( i 2 — V 2)} VV 2, V ( V 2 -  F 1))
+  (exp( W2 -  V 2) VV 2, V ( V 2 -  V 1))
-  (exp(^1 -  V 1) V V \  V(V2 -  V1)). (5.2.19)
By (5.2.9), the last two terms on the right-hand side of (5.2.19) vanish. Hence, 
using the fact that (V1, VF1), (V2, W 2) € 2?(fl) and Theorem 3.5.2, the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality gives us
C ^ - V 1^  <  || exp (S*1 -  F 1)—exp( &  -  V*)||L. (0) | ? V (0) I ^ - ^ I h h q , .
and hence
IV2 -  <  C|| exp( r  -  Vi) -  exp( V2 -  V »)||i„ (0) |V2|H1(n). (5.2.20)
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We shall bound the two terms on the right-hand side of (5.2.20) separately. 
Considering the second term, recall that V 2 is defined by (5.2.9) with V  — V 2 
and IF =  \P2. For each i, define ut- to be the solution of the weak problem: Find 
U{ € H 1(fl) with Ui\dnD] = for each j  and such that
(exp(#2 — V2)Vu;, V</>) =  0, for all </> £ H 1, <j> = 0 on dCtD. (5.2.21)
Let Ui € Sh be the usual finite element approximation of iq. Then by standard 
theory, these finite element problems are well-posed and the solution is stable 
in the energy norm, i.e. < C, with C independent of h. Then by
uniqueness and linearity, V 2 = Y^ia iUi, and hence we obtain the bound for the 
second term of (5.2.20):
\ v 2\tfi(n) <  ^  Cmax{\a\,  |a |} , (5.2.22)
t
with C independent of h and ct{ for each i .
Considering now the first term of (5.2.20), we claim that it can be bounded
by
l l e x p ^ - F 1) —exp(tf2 - V * ) | |iTC(n) <  C{||<P1-< ? 2||Loo(n) +  ||V1- V 2||loo(fl)}.
(5.2.23)
This can be proved by observing that on each triangle T,
| exp( W1 — V 1) — exp( — V 2)\
=  A(T)  |{ / r exP(F 1 -  (P1) } '1 -  { jf  exp(V2 -  -f2) } '1!
_ , l ( r )  I Jr{exP (^ 2 -  & )  - e x p ^ 1 -  ff1)}!
{/r exp(yi -  #*)}{& exp(V* -  <P2)}
<  C A { T Y l (  |exp(V2 -  i 2) -  exp(Vrl -  S'1)!
J t
< C\\ exp(V2 -  i 2) - e x p ( F 1 -
Now using the mean value theorem, the bound (5.2.23) follows.
In order to make use of Theorem 5.2.1 and to prove that the map Q is a 
contraction, we would like now to bound the right-hand side of (5.2.23) in terms
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of the i /^ f t )  seminorms of &1 — \P2 and V 1 — V 2. The Sobolev embedding 
theorem would allow us to do this if the norms on the right-hand side of (5.2.23) 
were in LP(Q) for some p < oo, but this embedding fails when p =  oo. However 
there is a discrete Sobolev inequality which yields a mesh-dependent bound in the 
case p = oo. This bound is well known in the domain decomposition literature 
(e.g. [19, Lemma 2]), and it states that if X  E Sh with X  =  0 at any point on 
ft, then
IIXIIl. , 0) <  C (l- lo g (fc ))1/2m H1(n).
Using this we obtain from (5.2.23) and using Theorem 5.2.1,
|| exp( i 1 -  V1) -  exp( i 2 -  F 2)||ioo(n)
<  C( 1 -  l o g ( A ) ) l / , l l ( V \  W1) -  {V\ W 2) | | B (n ) , 
with C independent of h. Using this and (5.2.22) in (5.2.20) yields
\v2 -  V,1|tfi(s>) < £7ma*{|a|,|ts|}(l -  log(A))I/3||(V1,lV1) -  (F 2, W2)||B(!J).
An analogous bound is obtained for |W 2 — W 1\jji(Q), completing the proof.
■
The following corollary is obtained using the contraction mapping theorem.
C O R O LLA R Y  5.2.3 With r = 0, GummeVs method (5.2.8) -  (5.2.10) con­
verges for each fixed h provided max{a, a} is sufficiently small.
This section shows overall that the convergence of Gummel’s method only 
degrades, at worst, logarithmically with h as the mesh is refined. Each iterate 
of Gummel’s method requires the solution of a large sparse system of equations. 
All these systems are symmetric positive definite, but (especially in the case of
(5.2.9), (5.2.10)) they are very poorly conditioned due to severe layers in the 
exponential coefficients. In the following chapter we describe parallel methods of 
solving these systems. The rate of convergence of one of these methods degrades
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only logarithmically as the mesh is refined, and its performance is independent 
of jump discontinuities across substructure boundaries of the coefficients of the 




Dom ain decom position m ethods
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we are concerned with the massively parallel solution of the sym­
metric positive definite (SPD) linear systems arising from Gummel’s method 
applied to the two-dimensional device problem. We do this by the conjugate gra­
dient method (CGM) using domain decomposition as a preconditioner. Domain 
decomposition ideas lead to extremely natural algorithms on massively parallel 
computers for the solution of elliptic problems [7], [19], [67], [20], [65], [66], [5], [6], 
[46]. Our method is essentially one of those proposed in [66], this is an additive 
Schwarz method (see for example [19], [20], [67], [65], [66], [46], [8]).
We will focus our attention on the linear problems arising from the electron 
and hole continuity equations in Gummel’s method. These problems suffer very 
severe jumps in the coefficient function appearing in the second order operator. It 
is for these sorts of problems that the ensuing theory is most powerful. However it 
should be pointed out that the linear solves required at each step of the new quasi- 
Newton method outlined in Chapter 3 can also be achieved by these techniques.
The steps in the iteration proposed in (5.2.8)-(5.2.10) which are specifically 
for the continuity equations lead to the solution by finite elements of a sequence
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of linear PDE problems each of which is in the form: Find u £ H 1^ )  satisfying 
Dirichlet boundary conditions on dClj) and such that
(aVu, V<£) =  (/,<£), (6.1.1)
for all test functions </> 6 H 2(fl) which vanish on drip. Here a and /  are known 
functions which may suffer severe jumps across layers interior to the domain 
Cl. We assume that the coefficient function a is bounded above and below by 
positive constants. Note that, by Theorem 5.2.2, the linear problems resulting 
from Gummel’s map (5.2.7), satisfy this assumption.
For convenience we shall assume zero Dirichlet conditions on dClp. Then the 
finite element method with mass lumping applied to (6.1.1) gives rise to a system 
which may be written:
K x  = b. (6.1.2)
Here x  denotes the solution vector to be found and
Ap, =  (aV^p, V ^9), (6.1.3)
bP = ( /,  (6.1.4)
where {<j)p} are the usual basis functions for Sh(Cl), being one at the pth 
node and zero elsewhere. Here p, q range over all fine grid nodes in Cl\dCl]j. The 
introduction of non-zero Dirichlet conditions on dClo just yields a different right- 
hand side in (6.1.2). Note that here we have used the quadrature rule (2.3.44) 
in order to mass lump the right hand side of (6.1.2). This is purely for the 
convenience of comparing this model problem to our discretised linear problems
(5.2.9), (5.2.10) originating from a semiconductor model. The use of this mass
lumping has no other significance in the following analysis.
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6.2 Basic domain decomposition technique
Recall the decomposition of Q into substructures ffhl that was introduced in 
Section 2.2. When working on a machine with a large two dimensional array 
of processing elements it will be convenient to label the substructures as a two 
dimensional array, which then yields an obvious mapping from the substructures 
to the array of processing elements. However, in principle there need be no 
assumption of a natural ordering of the fiM. The version of the domain decom­
position technique we shall employ involves local elimination of nodes interior to 
the substructures. To describe it we will introduce the following notation.
• dfiM =  boundary of
• p(*) =  d Q ^ \d ^ ln  =  those parts of the substructure boundaries on which a 
Dirichlet condition is not present.
• n£° =  nodes of the fine grid which lie on
.  n* =  u n i 0.
•  11# =  nodes of the coarse grid which lie on r*‘*.
.  n w =  u ,n $ .
For any set of nodes Af  a nodal v ec to r on Af  is a vector with a unique 
entry for each node. The set of all nodal vectors on Af  is denoted [Af] and the 
dimension of that space is denoted \Af\.










^ °  =  < /,^ )o (o , (6.2.8)
In the above p, q range over all fine grid nodes in 0  U 8Qn  and the subscript 
on the inner products denotes that they are taken over the substructure U 
rW, i.e. (6.2.5) is just (6.1.2) written in “subassembly form”. It is helpful to 
interpret (6.2.5) in a slightly different way. Remove from the rows and 
columns corresponding to nodes which are outside U (these are all zero 
of course). Similarly modify and Then (6.2.5) still holds, but should 
be interpreted to mean “extension to vectors on all the nodes in Cl U 80, n  by 
padding with zeros and then summation”
Then (as in [65] and [66] for example), for each *, we can partition the vector
into a part containing its values at nodes in and a part con­
taining its values on This induces a partition of the whole solution vector
x  into a part a?/ of nodal values interior to substructures and a part x b  € [IT*,]. 
We can partition the right hand side vector b in the same way. W ith obvious 
notation we can also partition the matrix into blocks with rows and columns 
corresponding to interior or boundary nodes of Then (6.2.5) may be written
E
K {']I I K (0IB
if(0








( 6 . 2 . 9 )
Since the interior nodal values of each substructure are independent of those 
of any other substructure we can eliminate them, as shown in Theorem 6.2.1 
below. First introduce the Schur complements
IB I I IB' (6 .2 .10)
TH EO REM  6.2.1 x  solves (6.2.9) i f  and only if, for each i, x ^ \ x ^  solve
the system:
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E  S ( ' >XB = E  {fcB -  K l f t i t ' b ?}, (6-2.11)
t t
and
K f l x f  +  =  b f .  (6.2.12)
P ro o f  Suppose x  solves (6.2.9). Then observing (6.2.9) at nodes on T, 
and using the definition of gives
E  (6-2-13)
i t
Also observing (6.2.9) at internal nodes of any substructure 17^ gives (6.2.12) 
which implies
.(0  _  »*')-V >  _  »-(•■)*(•■)X I ~  ^ 1 1  ° I  ^ 1 1  n I B X B  •
Now substitution for x f i  in (6.2.13) yields (6.2.11).
Conversely, suppose x  solves (6.2.11), (6.2.12). Then rearranging (6.2.11) we 
have
E  + * M )  = E 6b-
» t
Using (6.2.12) gives
E (K !f*S"+44l) = E tS’
i i
But this is just (6.2.9) observed on T. Moreover (6.2.12) is just (6.2.9) observed 
on the interior of each so the result follows. I
Now we can think of (6.2.11) as an equation for the unknown values of x B- 
We could write this system as
S x B =  cB. (6.2.14)
As suggested in [65], [66] we shall solve (6.2.14) by the conjugate gradient 
method (CGM). For this algorithm it is well-known (see, for example, [39, page 
134]) that
I * - *  l l s < 2  / = ------ II* - *  ||s, (6.2.15)
y /< S )  + 1_
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where \\y\\s — (Sy, y)^,  x k is the fcth iterate of the CGM and x  solves (6.2.14). 
Here k(S)  is the condition number of the matrix S  and is defined to be
k(S) = \\S\\ US"1!!. (6.2.16)
If we now take the case || • || =  || • ||L2(n) and n° te fact thatt S  is symmetric, 
positive definite (SPD) (shown later in Lemma 6.2.3), then for our applications 
(6.2.16) is equivalent to
< s ) = (6-2-17)
In (6.2.17), Amoz(5) represents the maximum eigenvalue of S  and Amtn(5) is the 
minimum eigenvalue of S. (Recall that since S is SPD, all its eigenvalues will 
be real and positive.) Hence our first concern if we are to use the CGM to 
solve (6.2.14) is that we have not increased the conditioning of our problem by 
reducing to the Schur complement system. The following three lemmas show that 
the condition number of the Schur complement matrix S  is no worse than that 
of our original stiffness matrix K.
L E M M A  6.2.2 I f  A  is positive definite and symmetric n x n and i fb  € Mn, 
define the quadratic functional
ip(p) = p TA p  +  2 bTp.
Then
m ' ™ v ( p )  =  v(p°),
peJti
where p° is the unique solution to Ap° +  6 =  0.
P ro o f  Let p° be the unique solution of Ap°  +  6 =  0. Then
<p(p) =  P T A p  + 26Tp,
=  (P -  P°)TA(P ~  P°) +  2(6T +  p° TA)p -  p° TA p °,
= (p -  p°)TA(p -  p°) -  p° TAp°,
> - p 0TV ,
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with equality if and only if p  =  p°.
L E M M A  6.2.3 For all x B E [II/J
x tb S x b =  m m [ x j , x B]
x j
=  [x °i T , x b ]
K  n  K ib X I
KJb K bb X B






F j B K b b X b
where
Kux°j +  K i b Xb =  0. (6.2.18)
P ro o f  For any x j  
x t K x  =  [x J , x tb ] --
---
1
•"i •»» £ to
i
Xl
KJb K b b X b
=  x j K n X j  4- 2x %KJb x i  +  * b K b b &b
Hence by Lemma 6.2.2 with A  =  K n , and b = K i b Xb
min x t K x  = -x°f t K I i x °i  +  x % K b b & b , 
where K u x J +  KibXb = 0. Therefore 
m in x t K x  =  K IBx B)TK n { - K j j  K IBx B) +  x b K B b x b ,
m s 7
=  x %(Kbb -  K jBK j } K IB) x B,
=  X g S x B■ M
R e m a rk  6.2.1 Even though the underlying PDE may be much more general 
than Laplace’s equation the vector x® determined by (6.2.18) is usually called 
the discrete harmonic extension of x b -
Observe that Lemma 6.2.3 implies that since K  is SPD then so is S. If we 
now denote the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix A  by Amax(A) and similarly
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the minimum eigenvalue by Am;n(A) then the previous two lemmas give us the 
following result.
L E M M A  6.2.4 Amm ( K ) <  A m in  ( S ) <  Ajn a x  (5) <  Amax{K)
P ro o f  The middle inequality is obvious. Let x b  be an eigenvector of S  
corresponding to its maximum eigenvalue, Amax(5), and let XgXs  =  1. Then
A max{S) = X%SxB, 
by Lemma 6.2.3. Hence in particular
x i
x b
for all x /,









A m a x  (S) ^  A m a x (K).
Conversely choose x b  to be an eigenvector of S  corresponding to its minimum 
eigenvalue, Ami-n(S), and let x ^ x b  = 1. Now
A m m (£ )  =  3C B ^ ^ B i
*
x B
where Knx*} +  K i b Xb =  0. Hence
Xmin(S) >
[*/ T* / + 1]
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*rr°* /
It immediately follows that
k(S) < k(K)
In the next section we will show that, in some special circumstances, S  can be 
spectacularly well conditioned compared to K.  However, in general the condition 
number of 5  has been observed to grow with the number of degrees of freedom 
in [nh] and with the jumps of the coefficients across substructure boundaries.
For convenience we suppress the subscripts in (6.2.14) and write it as
S x  = c, (6.2.19)
which is to be solved for x  £ [lift]. This is done by CGM. The kernel of this 
algorithm (the matrix-vector products S z  for any z  £ [lift]) are then naturally 
parallelised by the domain decomposition: To compute them simply break z  up 
into parts multiply these by the corresponding and then add together 
the contributions from neighbouring substructures across each substructure edge. 
S  itself is never assembled. On massively parallel machines with thousands of 
processors it is then natural to assign a substructure to each processor so that 
this process is as parallel as possible. In this context then S  can still be a very 
large matrix. For example suppose Q is a square is divided up into m  x m  equal 
substructures, each of which is divided up by a uniform grid with n x n interior 
nodes, then the number of degrees of freedom associated with K  is 0 ((m n )2), 
whereas the number associated with S  is still 0 ( ( m 2)n). When rrt is say 0{  102)
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and n is say 0(10*) both problems involving K  and S  are “large” . By the remarks 
at the end of the last paragraph it then becomes imperative to find a good 
preconditioner for S. This is where the domain decomposition approach is at its 
most powerful: Not only does it yield fast matrix-vector products, but also allows 
us to define massively parallel preconditioners in a very natural way. We solve
(6.2.19) by the preconditioned conjugate gradient method (which is introduced 
in Section 6.4) to get x ^  for each i and then retrieve x f i  from (6.2.12). By 
Theorem 6.2.1, this algorithm gives the solution to (6.2.9).
Before introducing the preconditioned conjugate gradient method we will in­
vestigate the aforementioned special circumstances in which S  is far better con­
ditioned than K.
6.3 Special cases
In the following two examples we will show that in special cases the condition 
number of S  is independent of the coefficient function a in (6.1.1). The first 
example was inspired by a comment in [7, page 1104], while the second example 
was investigated following some unexpected numerical results.
6 .3 .1  T w o equal su bd om ains
Consider the problem
-V.(aVu) =  /  in Q =  [0,1] x [0,1], 
u =  0 on dfi, (6.3.20)
where
a =  <
fci, y > 0.5, 
k2, y < 0.5,
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where ki and k2 are positive constants. Firstly we divide the domain into two 
equal substructures, namely fI^  =  (0,1) x (0.5,1), =  (0,1) x (0,0.5).
ftW
a =  k
ft<2) 
a = h
Figure 6.1: Mesh and node numbering for two equal subdomains.
We then discretise the problem by the finite element method over the uniform 
grid shown in Figure 6.1 with (for convenience) n x (2n +  1) unknowns. Let us 
write for the unknowns interior to x for the unknowns interior to
for the unknowns on T := f tMf inf2) and label the unknowns as in Figure 
6.1. Then, exploiting the symmetry in the mesh, the resulting linear system, 
K x  = 6, in the case k\ =  k2 =  1 can be expressed as
K n  0 K ib 
0 K n  K ib 








Using this notation, we can then write the general case of arbitrary k i ,k2 as
k \ K n  0 k iK is
0 k2K n  k2K is  
k ,K fB k2K jB U ^ K bb
’  * ( » )  ' ’  '
= { ,(2)
* < 3> 6 (3)
(6.3.22)
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As above, let S  be the Schur complement obtained by eliminating the un­
knowns a;!1), from this system. The MATLAB results in Table 6.1 then show 
that, for fixed n, the condition number of K  increases as the ratio max{&i, &2}/min{&i, fc2} 
increases (in fact it seems to increase linearly with this ratio), while the condition 
number of S', perhaps surprisingly, remains constant.
h k2 k(K) k(S)
l 1 13.9282 4.5788
l 10 58.7365 4.5788
l 100 545.210 4.5788
l 1000 5417.88 4.5788
Table 6.1: n =  5.
In order to explain this behaviour, recall the definition of the Schur comple­
ment matrix S  to obtain
s  = ( h  + k^ K B B - [ k lK jB,k 2K jB] ' (fc ltf//)-1 0 k\KiB
0 (k2K II)~1 _ k2KiB
=  { k l \ k2)KBB -  {h  +  h ) K j BK j } K IB,
= ( A ± M {Kbb  _  2K jBKJi K i b ) =
where S  is the Schur complement matrix obtained by applying the same process
a
to (6.3.21). Therefore A is an eigenvalue of S  with associated eigenvector y  if 
and only if (ki +  At2)A/2 is an eigenvalue of S  with corresponding eigenvector y. 
Hence
/ q\   ^maa;(S)   (&1 “i" ^2)^max(S)/2   ,
K( } ~  U S )  "  (*, +  h ) X min(S)/2 ~  ^ h
Therefore the condition number of the Schur complement matrix for the problem 
with arbitrarily chosen k\ ^  k2 is independent of ki and fc2.
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6 .3 .2  Four equal su b d om ain s — checkerboard configura­
tio n .
We now consider the problem (6.3.20) with Cl divided into four equal substruc­
tures. These are
=  (0,0.5) x (0,0.5), 
n (W ) =  (0,0.5) x (0.5,1), 
q (n e) _  (o.5,1) x (0.5,1), 
q (se) _  (0.5,1) x (0,0.5).
Then let the coefficient function a be given by 
a(x)  =
k \ , a o r  a: € n<s£), 
fca, x  € or x  G
where k\ and &2 are positive constants.
The problem is then discretised by the finite element method with respect to 
the mesh containing n x n nodes in each subdomain as shown in Figure 6.2.
The nodes are numbered as shown in Figure 6.2 and then the vector of nodal 
unknown values a?, can be partitioned as
fn-NW1 _ N EJ _ SE1 —N 1 E1 C ^ S 1 \Tx  = [x , a: , a? , x  , a? , a; , x  , x  , x  ) .
For example, x NW represents the nodal values interior to Q,(NW\  x N represents 
nodal values interior to the interface of QlNW) with and x °  is the nodal
value at the intersection of all four subdomains. Then in the case ki =  k2 = 1 we 
may represent the problem stiffness matrix, K,  as
K  =




X S E  




Figure 6.2: Mesh and node numbering for four subdomain problem.
Here, again exploiting the symmetry in the mesh, we have the following block 
structure for the components of K.
K u  =
K ib =
Kn  0 0 0
0 K u  0 0
0 0 K n  0
0 0 0 K n
K}b 0 0 K ib 0
K)b K}b 0 0 0
0 K h  0 0 K }
0
I B  ”  ”  XXI B
0 0 K jB k }b
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K b b  =
K \ b ^
0 K BB
n B B  ^ B B
K bb 0 0
K%b 0 0
t / ’2 j s  3t  JS 3 t^BB n BB ^BB




As a guide to our choice of notation here let us remark, for example, that K n  
represents the coupling between the interior nodes of any of the four subdomains. 
As another example, K BB represents the coupling between the interior nodes of 
any of the four interior substructure edges with the centre node.
Analogously, in the general case ki ^  k2 we have




k iB  =
k \ K n 0 0 0
0 h K n 0 0
0 0 k1 K n 0
0 0 0 k2 K n
kiK}B 0 0 kiK]B 0
k2 K}b 2^ K jB 0 0 0
0 kiK]B 0 0 K jB
0 0 0 k2K]B k2 K}b
ksB  =


























Now let S  be the Schur complement matrix obtained by eliminating the vari­
ables x NW, x NE, x SE and x sw from this system. The MATLAB results given
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in Table 6.2 show that, for fixed n, the condition number of K  increases linearly 
as the ratio max{&i, k2}/mm{ki ,  k2} increases while the condition number of S  
still remains constant.
h k2 k{K) K(S)
1 1 13.928 6.8239
1 10 36.470 6.8239
1 100 317.67 6.8239
1 1000 3148.7 6.8239
Table 6.2: n =  2.
In order to prove that the condition number of S  remains independent of ki 
and k2 we must investigate the eigenvalues of S.  Firstly, in order to expedite the 
following analysis, we make the definitions
 ^ = 2^BB ~~ ^ IB^ 7/1 
D___  ^ I/’2T If-* If2
& — 2  BB ~  IB 11 /B’
C  =  \ k I b ,
D  =  K ) tb K ^ K ] b ,
E  =  \ k %b .
Then recalling that S  is obtained simply by block Gaussian elimination, some te­
dious matrix manipulation shows that S  (=  K bb  — KJb KJj K i b ) may be written 
in the form
(&i -f k2)A —k2D (h  +  k2)E - h  D 0
- k 2D T (k\ +  k2)B (k\ 4- k2)E 0 - h D 7
( h  +  k2)E T { h  +  k2)ET (ki +  k2)C ( h  +  k2)ET ( h  +  k2)ET
- k i D T 0 (k\ -+- k2)E (fci +  k2)B - k 2DT
0 - h D ( h  -1- k2)E —k2D (k\ 4- k2)A
(6.3.24)
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Recall that S  is SPD and hence has real, positive eigenvalues. Also note that S  
is block persymmetric. That is, generalising the definition in [25], if we define M  
as
r 0 0 0 0 In
0 0 0 In 0
M  =  o 0 h 0 0 , (6.3.25)
0 In 0 0 0
In o 0 0 0
where Im is the m x m  identity matrix, then M  is symmetric, M TM  = Un+i and 
S  has the property
S = M S t M.  (6.3.26)
A persymmetric matrix is symmetric about its northeast-southwest diagonal. 
Here we have a matrix, S', which is both symmetric and block persymmetric. 
Persymmetric matrices are briefly discussed in [25].
With the aim of showing that the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of
5, denoted Amax(5) and Amin(5) respectively, are independent of ki and fc2, we
consider the form of the eigenvectors of S.  Using the following results we will 
then be able to obtain expressions for ATOOX(5), Amtn(5) via the Rayleigh Quotient 
Theorem. We characterise the eigenvectors of S  using the following two subspaces 
of ^ n+1,
P  = {* € ,R4n+1 : x  = M x ) , (6.3.27)
Q = { x  € JR4n+1 : x  = - M x ) . (6.3.28)
Then we have the following two trivial results
LEM M A 6.3.1
R 4 n + 1  = p 0 g )
P ± Q .
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P ro o f  Let x  £ P f]Q .  Then by (6.3.27), (6.3.28)
x  =  M 2 x  =  M x  =  —
and hence x  =  0 .
Given any a: =  (* nT, x ° ,  x wT, x sT)T £ J?4n+1, consider
'  aj^ +  x s X 
a ^  +  a ^  
2xc 
S ^  +  aj®
X s  +  X N
 ^ a;^ — a;5 N
a ^ - a s ®
* 5 - a j JV
e g .
Then x  =  p  +  q. Hence ]R?n+1 =  P  © Q.
Furthermore, given p  G P , q € g , then by (6.3.27), (6.3.28) and the properties 
of M  we have
p Tg =  —(M p)TM q  =  —p TM TM q  =  —pTq .
Hence p Tqr =  0 as required. I
L E M M A  6.3.2
5  : P  — ► P,
5 :  g  — ► g .
(6.3.29)
(6.3.30)
P ro o f  We will show (6.3.29) only. (6.3.30) is analogous. Consider x  £ P, 
then using (6.3.26) and the symmetry of S,
S x  = M S M x  = M S x ,
and hence S x  £ P.
The preceding two lemmas help furnish us with the following result.
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L E M M A  6.3.3 Any eigenvector x  of S  can be uniquely expressed as
x  = p  -f <7, where p  £ P  and q  £ Q.
Furthermore, if x  has corresponding eigenvalue denoted by then S p  =  Ap  and 
Sq  ~  Aq.
P ro o f  It is immediate from Lemma 6.3.1 that any x  £ JR4n+1 can be 
uniquely expressed as
x  = p  + q, (6.3.31)
where p  £ P  and q £ Q. Hence for any eigenvector * with corresponding 
eigenvalue A we have unique p  £ P, q  £ Q such that (6.3.31) holds and
S p  +  Sq  =  S x  =  Xx =  \ p  +  A q.
Then, using Lemmas 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, it follows that
Sp  =  A p, and Sq  = A q,
as required. I
This knowledge about the form of the eigenvectors of S  will allow us to study 
the Rayleigh Quotient of S  and, given an eigenvector of S,  produce an explicit rep­
resentation of the associated eigenvalue. First recall that, given any normalised 
eigenvector of S, x  = (x nT , x eT , x c , x wT, x sT)T such that x Tx  =  1, then the 
associated eigenvalue, A =  x TSx.
Now for any x  £ IR?n+1
x TS x  = { h  +  h ) ( x NTA x N +  x e T B x e  + x w T B x w  + x s T A x s  + x ° C x c  
+2 x n T E x °  + 2 x b T E x °  +  2 x w T E x c  + 2x ^  E x c )
- 2 k2( x NTD x E + x s T D x w ) -  2ki(xNTD x w + x sTD x B). (6.3.32)
If x  € P  then x  takes the form ( x NT, x BT , x c , x ET , x n T ) t , i.e. 
x E =  x w , x N = x s , and so
x TS x  = 2(ki +  &2 ) { x n T  A x n  + x e T  B x e  +  \ .xc C x °
+ 2 x n T E x c  +  2 x e T E x c  -  2x n T D x e )  (6.3.33)
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i.e. we can extract a factor of (ki +  k2) from the expression for A. However if 
x  £ Q then x  takes the form ( x n T  , x e T  , 0, — x e T , — x n T ) t  and
x T S x  =  2(&i +  k2)(xNT A x n  +  x  e T  B x e )  +  4(ki — k2)xNT D x E. (6.3.34)
Hence if k\ =  k2 =  k then (6.3.33) and (6.3.34) imply that the condition number 
of S  will be independent of k. This is as expected as in this case S  is the 
Schur complement arising from (6.3.20) with the coefficient function a equal to 
the constant k. We now concentrate on the case k\ ^  k2. We would like to 
show that Amtn(5) and Amax(5) have corresponding eigenvectors, x min and x max 
respectively, which are elements of P  or are such that their component in Q 
satisfies qNTDqE =  0. We would then be able to deduce that k(S) is independent 
of &i, k2 when ki ^  k2, which is a somewhat more surprising result. The following 
theorem allows us to do this
T H E O R E M  6.3.4 Xmin =  Amtn (i9) has corresponding eigenspace, denoted 
N ( S  — XminI)) with elements a?min which satisfy
Xmin = P  + q where p  E P, q € Q  and q N* DqE = 0.
Similarly Amax =  Amax(5) has corresponding eigenspace, denoted N ( S  — Amox/) ,  
with elements x max which satisfy
Xmax = P + q where p  € P, q Z Q  and qN* D qE = 0.
P roof We shall only give the proof for X m i n . The result for Amax is achieved 
analogously. We assume for a contradiction that there exists a 
X m i n  € N ( S  ~  Xmin I)  SUch that
X m i n  = P  +  q ,
where p  € P, q  G Q and qNTDqE ^  0. Then q  ^  0 and by Lemma 6.3.3 we 
know that q £ N ( S  — Amtn/) . Hence
Amin (S) =  qTS q / q Tq.
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However by Lemma 6.3.5 (which immediately follows this proof), we can con­
struct a vector z  £ JR 4n+1 from q such that
z TS z  qTSq
< qT q =  Xmin(S).
This is a contradiction and hence q N DqE =  o as required. I
The following technical lemma was pivotal in the proof of Theorem 6.3.4.
L E M M A  6.3.5 Given any q £ Q with qNTD qE ^  0, we can construct vectors 
Z \ , z 2 € iR4n+1 such that
z ^ S z  i q TSq z%Sz2
qTq * 2 * 2
(6.3.35)
P ro o f  We show the left hand inequality in (6.3.35) only. The right hand 
inequality is obtained by a similar construction. First recall using (6.3.34), that 
given any q  £ Q we may write
q TSq 2{k\ +  k2)(qNTAqN +  qETB q E) +  4(fci -  k2)qNTD qE
qTq q T q (6.3.36)
If qNTDqE 7^  0 then we have the following two cases for (6.3.36). 
Case 1 Consider the case qNT DqE > 0 and introduce the vector







Then we have z f z i  = 2(qNTq N +  qETqE) =  q Tq and recalling (6.3.32),
z { S z i  =  2(&i -1- k2)(qNTA q N +  qE*BqE) — 4k2qNTD qE
< 2(ki +  k2)(qNTA q N +  qETB q E) +  4(fci -  k2)qNTD qE 
=  qTS q ,
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where the last inequality follows since ki > 0.
Case 2 Consider the case qNTDqE < 0, and introduce the vector
1 - ^ 2q N X






Then again z ' f z i  = qTq and using k2 > 0 we have
z^Szi  =  2(&i 4- k2){qNTA q N +  qETB q E) + A k ^ 7 DqE
< 2(ki + k2 ){qNTAqN + B q E) + A{ki -  k2)qNTD qB .
=  q TS q ■
In either case we have constructed a vector Z\ € 2R4n+1 satisfying the left 
hand inequality in (6.3.35). I
C O R O LLA R Y  6.3.6 k(S) is independent of ki, k2.
P ro o f  We have
A m a a ^ 'S ')  =  * T7
where x^axXmax =  1. By Theorem 6.3.4 we know that x max =  p  +  qf, with p  € P , 
q € Q and qNT DqE =  0. Then
* maxSvmaX = pTSp + 2pTSqr + =  pTSp + qrTSqr,
using Lemmas 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. Hence, using (6.3.33) and (6.3.34), x ^ ax5 * max 
is the product of (k\ +  k2) and the Schur complement matrix for the problem 
(6.3.20) with a =  k\ — k2 =  1. Since an analogous statement holds for Am,-n(5), 
the results follows. I
R em a rk  6.3.2 At first sight, it may appear that the uniform grids used in both 
the above examples play a crucial role in our arguments. However this is not
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entirely the case. In fact, for the two subdom ain case it suffices to have a grid 
which is sym m etric about y =  while the grid used in the four subdom ain 
exam ple needs to be sym m etric about y — \  and x =  Then the argum ents 
in this section will still hold and hence the Schur com plement m atrices in either 
problem  will be conditioned independently of ki and k2-
6 .3 .3  Further num erical exam ples
It appears th a t the checkerboard arrangem ent of the  coefficients may provide us 
w ith a surprisingly w ell-conditioned Schur com plement m atrix  as we increase the 
num ber of subdom ains in the problem , provided each subdom ain coincides with 




Figure 6.3: 3 x  3 checkerboard, n — 2.
In the first of our numerical examples we have divided the square domain
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into 9 equal substructures and considered the PDE problem (6.3.20). Here the 
function a takes two distinct positive values, ki, &2, in a checkerboard pattern 
starting with k\ in the top left corner. We triangulate each substructure using a 
uniform grid with n2 interior nodes and edges orientated from bottom left to top 
right. Then we have constructed the Schur complement matrix for this problem 
with a piece of MATLAB code.
Figure 6.3 shows a plot of k(S) against the log of the ratio In this
case k(S) is not constant but tends rapidly to constants independent of A^ /Aji as 
togioCfo/fci) dioo. This is not quite the independence that we have seen in 
our two previous examples. However here we have made no attem pt to employ 
a symmetrical mesh or node numbering (a non-trivial task in the 3 x 3  case). 
Hence the slight dependence of the conditioning on A^ /Ari may be caused by our 
“non-optimal” mesh. It remains an open question to define a mesh so that /c(5) 
is independent of k\, A?2 in this example.










Table 6.3: 3 x 3 checkerboard, n =  2.
The condition number of S  is reflected in the results given in Table 6.3 where 
we solve the Schur complement system by CGM. We see that the number of 
iterations required for convergence is essentially independent of A /^A .^
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For our second experiment we increase the size of the checkerboard still further 
and observe a similar behaviour. To do this we utilise the power of the parallel 
computer to solve the Schur complement systems by CGM (see Chapter 7 for 
implementation details). Here again we discretise with uniform mesh that has 
n2 nodes interior to each of the m 2 substructures. Table 6.4 shows again that, 
for varying sizes of checkerboard, the CG method converges independently of 
the ratio of the coefficients provided we assign one subdomain to each of the 
checkerboard squares.
log lo (^ /^ l)
CG iterations to convergence
m  =  8 m — 16 m =  32
-10 23 43 84
-8 23 43 84
-4 23 43 84
-2 23 43 83
0 18 35 67
2 23 43 83
4 23 43 84
8 23 43 84
10 23 43 84
Table 6.4: m x m  checkerboard, n =  2.
Although these checkerboard examples represent rather artificial conditions 
they are sometimes used for computational tests of parallel algorithms (see, for 
example, [5], [6]). While it is true that these problems give rise to poorly con­
ditioned stiffness matrices, K , we have seen that, at least with a uniform grid, 
this conditioning can be made independent of the coefficients if the system is first 
reduced to the Schur complement problem.
Having said this, we must stress that these are very special circumstances. 
Table 6.5 shows that even for the two-valued coefficient problem of Section 6.3.1,
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if we choose to use 4 equal subdomains then k(S) increases with the ratio ^ /^ i -





Table 6.5: Two-valued coefficient, 4 equal sudomains, n = 2.
Hence, in general, reducing to the Schur complement system merely reduces 
the size of the problem we wish to solve by CGM. The conditioning of that system 
will still be very much dependent on the jumps in the coefficient function. For 
this reason, Section 6.5 will address the question of finding preconditioners for 
CGM applied to (6.2.19). First we recall some basic facts about the CGM.
6.4 Preconditioned conjugate gradient method
In many cases which we shall encounter, to attem pt to solve (6.2.19) by CGM 
would require a large number of iterations for the algorithm to reach a satisfactory 
convergence. That is, to achieve
||z — z*||s < e\\x — * 1||5,
would require
k > ^log ( I )  \ / k(S) + 1.
Hence the performance of CGM as an iterative method depends greatly on the 
condition of 5, and, as pointed in Section 6.2, this in general grows linearly with 
the number of degrees of freedom and with the ratios of the coefficients across 
subomain boundaries. Therefore we require a method of reducing the condition 
number of the iteration matrix. We do this via the preconditioned conjugate
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gradient method (PCGM), with preconditioner 5, an SPD matrix which has to 
be chosen. The PCGM is:
•  Choose x 1.
Set r 1 =  c — S x 1
•  Solve
S z 1 =  r 1
•  Put p 1 =  z 1.
• Then for k =  1 ,2 .. . ,  iterate
x k+1 =  x k +  (*kPk, r k+1 = r k — ctkSpk,
where




S z k+1 = r k^ \
pk+1 =  2 t + i  +  pkpkt
fa = {zk+1, r k+1) / ( z k, r k)
Then we have the well-known theorem (again see [39]):
TH EO REM  6.4.1
(i) r k = c — S x k, k > 1.
(ii) || x  -  x k ||5<  2
/c—1




P ro o f  By the algorithm, (i) is true for k = 1. Suppose (i) is true for some 
k  > 1. Then again by the algorithm,
r k+l  =  r k -  S ( a kp k) =  r k _  S (X k+1 _  X k)
= c - S x k - S x k+1 + S x k = c - S x k+\
so (i) holds for k +  1, and hence for all k by induction.
Since S  is chosen to be SPD, we have S  = E TE  with E  nonsingular. By 
defining x k =  E x k, p k = E p k, r k = E~Tr k, it follows that x k, r k,p k are the 
iterates of the standard conjugate gradient algorithm applied to the matrix system
S x  =  c,
where S  = E~TS E ~ X, and c =  E~Tc. This system has solution x  =  Ex .  Hence 
by (6.2.15),
\ \ x  — x k ||s<  2
But
|| E z  | | |=  (E~TS E ^ E z ,  E z )  =  ( S z , z )  = || z  | | | ,
and the eigenvalues of S  are the same as the eigenvalues of E~XS E  =  S'-1 S'. Hence 
(6.4.39) implies the proof of (ii). H
It is clear that the rate of convergence of PCGM decreases as \Jk(S~xS) in­
creases. An optimum preconditioner is one for which this condition number is 
independent of the number of degrees of freedom in the finite element discretisa­
tion. In practice, we require not only that this condition number stay as small as 
possible, but also that the preconditioner is relatively easy to invert as we have 
the solution of the “preconditioning solves” , (6.4.37) and (6.4.38), to consider at 
each step.
X  -  x 1 ll-o (6.4.39)
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6.5 The preconditioners
This work draws heavily on the approach used by Smith, [66]. In order to estimate 
the condition number of the matrix S'-1 S', we prove an inequality of the form
k x t S x  <  x TS x  < ~k x t S x , x  E [II*], (6.5.40)
with constants ac,7c. From (6.5.40) it follows that
ac(S,-1S) =  k ( S ~ 1/2S S ~ 1/ 2) <  k / k .
We will in fact consider two different preconditioners and an inequality of the 
type (6.5.40) can be shown for each.
In order to describe our preconditioners for (6.2.19) we require the following 
notation.
For any substructure edge E  containing nodes in II*, define the restriction 
operator R e  : [II*] [II*] by
xp if p is an interior node of E ,
0 otherwise.
Recall that the interface between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions 
must occur at a coarse grid node and must also be a Dirichlet node. R e  is self 
adjoint with respect to the usual inner product on [II*] and the matrix
Se — R e S R e
is the submatrix of S  with rows and columns corresponding to interior nodes of 
E.
Similarly for any coarse grid vertex V  E 11#, define R y  : [II*] i-> [II*] by
Xp if p = V  or p is an interior point of 




(.R y x ) p = <
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Then
iSV =  R v S R y
just contains rows and columns corresponding to nodes p E II/* which are “adja­
cent” to V.
Define the operator Rjj : [II/*] [II/J by linear interpolation at the nodes of 
II#. That is, for x  € [II/J take the function on r (Jd O #  which has the value xp 
at each p € 11#, has the value 0 at p 6 OCId and is linear on each edge of I\ 
Then, R]jX is the restriction of this function to 11/*. P #  is not self adjoint, and 
its adjoint is denoted R h • Now set
S„ = Rh SRJj .
The preconditioner S  which is used in (6.4.37) and (6.4.38) is, in its most 
general form, defined by
S - ' =  E  R I S e 1R e +  E  R v S v ' R v  +  R th S h R h - (6.5.41)
Edges E  Vertices V
  A
The calculation of S  r  for r  € [II/*] thus requires the solution of many local in­
dependent subproblems corresponding to edges/vert ices, together with a problem 
of size |II# | (the “coarse grid problem”). To examine the optimality properties 
of S  we need to examine the condition number of
= : ' £ p E + ' £ Pv + Ph , (6.5.42)
E  V
where for i = E, V  or H  we have
Pi = R j S - ' R i S .
The following lemma shows that Pt is the orthogonal projection onto 
[!!*]< := Im{ R j }  = {x  = R j y : y  6 [II*]},
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with respect to the inner product
(*>»)s =  (Sx,y) .  (6.5.43)
L E M M A  6.5.1 For i = E , V  or H  and x  £ [II/J,
( ( I  -  P i ) x , R j y ) s  =  0, for all y  £ [II/J.
P ro o f  Using the fact that ( R f ) 2 =  R f  (twice), we have
(P iX ,R jy ) s = ( S R j S - 1R iS x , R j y )  = (RiS R j S r 1R i S x , R f y )
= ( R i S x , R j y )  = ( S x , R j y )  = ( x , R f y ) s . ■
Thus (6.5.42) is a sum of orthogonal projections onto subspaces of [II/J. Such 
sums are examined in abstract in Section 6.6.1 and this theory is applied in 
Section 6.6.2 to two particular cases of (6.5.41):
•S'-1 =  £  R y S y ' R v  + R T„S-h ' R H.
Vertices V
s ~ l = £  R TBS-El R E + RTHS-Hl R„.
Edges E
6.6 Convergence theory
6 .6 .1  A b stra ct th eo ry  o f  a d d itiv e  Schwarz m eth o d s
Let V  be an finite-dimensional vector space with inner product (•, *)a and induced 
norm || • ||a =  {’i 'YJ2- If U is a subspace of V and UL := { r  6 V : (v ,ti)a =  
0, u  6 £/}, then V  =  U © U1- (see for instance [35, page 129]) and each v  £ V  
then has a unique representation as t? =  u  +  u 1 , where u  £ U, and u L £ UL. 




orthogonal projection of V  onto U (with respect to (•, •)<*)• It is easily seen that 
a linear mapping P  : V —*■ U is the orthogonal projection onto U if and only if
( P v , u ) a = ( v ,u ) a, V E V, U E U.
We collect the important properties of P  in the following proposition.
P R O P O S IT IO N  6.6.1 Let P  be the orthogonal projection o f V  onto U . Then
(i) P 2 = P,
(ii) ( P v , v ' ) a = ( v ,P v ' )a, v, v* E V,
(Hi) ( v , v ) a > { P v ,v )a > 0 , v  E V.
Proposition 6.6.1 shows that the linear transformation P : V  —► V  is positive 
semidefinite with maximum eigenvalue 1. In fact the only possible eigenvalues are 
0 and 1. Lemma 6.6.2 extends this result to the case when P  is a sum of projec­
tions onto mutually orthogonal subspaces of V.  (A set Ui, . . . ,  Uk of subspaces of 
V  are called mutually orthogonal if for all i ^  j  we have
(tl>i,t£j)a =  0, U{ € Uj € Uj').
L E M M A  6 .6.2 Let U i , . . . ,U k  be mutually orthogonal subspaces of V , and, 
for each i, let Pi be the orthogonal projection o f V  onto U{. Then P  := E?=i Pi 
is the orthogonal projection o f V  onto U := U\ 0  . . .  © Uk- Consequently
(v,v)a > ( P v , v ) a >0 , v  G V.
P ro o f  Observe that if Ui 6 U{ and if j  ^  i then for all v  6 V, (PjUi, v)a = 
(iii,Pjv)a =  0. Hence PjUi = 0. Now let u  £ U, i.e. u  =  with Ui E Ui for 
each i. Then if v  E V, we have
(Pv, u )a =  =  1 2 Y l ( V<Pi
j i j i
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=  £ (» > « > •).=  (*>>“ )«•
3
Thus P  is the orthogonal projection onto U  and the inequalities now follow from 
Proposition 6.6.1. H
In Lemma 6-6.3 we give the generalisation of Lemma 6.6.2 to the sum of 
projections onto a sum of subspaces which, although not themselves mutually 
orthogonal, can be decomposed into subsets of mutually orthogonal subspaces. 
Lemma 6.6.3 gives an upper bound on the spectrum of P .  Lower bounds are 
given in Lemma 6.6.4.
In Lemmas 6.6.3 and 6.6.4 we suppose that Ui, i =  1, • • •, s are subspaces of 
V , that P{ is the orthogonal projection of V  onto Ui and we set P  =  J2i=i Pi-
L E M M A  6.6.3 Suppose the subspaces {U j }  can be distributed into p subsets 
S i , . . . ,  <Sp such that each Uj belongs to one and only one St- and such that each 
Si is a mutually orthogonal set of subspaces. Then
> ( P v , v ) a >  0, v  £ V.
P ro o f  . For each i, define Vi =  Pji and Ui =  Yhj Uj where the sums are 
over all j  such that Uj £ Sz. Then by Lemma 6.6.2,
(v ,r ) a > ( V i V , v ) a > 0 ,  v  e  V.
Since P  =  Vi, we have
v
p{v, v )a > Y^{ViV, v ) a =  ( P v ,  v ) a > 0 ,  V £ V,
t=l
as required. H
L E M M A  6.6.4 (P.L. Lions’ Lemma, see [45] or [19, Lemma 2.1]). Suppose
that each v  £ V  has a representation v  = £ J=1 Ui with Ui £ Ui for each i, and 
such that
s




(Pv,  r ) 0 > c02(v, t?)a, v  e  V.
P ro o f  We have, on utilising Proposition 6.6.1,
IMIa =  M V )a =  X ) ( v , M t‘)a =
i i
Hence applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in V  and then in Ms, we have
1/2 ( \ 1/2
MI2 < S  PWI- M«  ^ | 2  H l^laj jSlWla}
<  C o l k l l a f e l l ^ l l a l  .
using the hypothesis. Hence
IMIa <  =  c ^ ( P tv , r ) a =  c£ (P r ,r )a,
t X
which implies the result. H
6 .6 .2  P ro p ertie s  o f  th e  p recond ition ers
A.
Let us now return to (6.5.41). By (6.5.42) and Lemma 6.5.1, S  S  is a sum 
of orthogonal projections (and hence is symmetric) with respect to (*,‘)s- The 
spectrum of S'-15  can now be bounded using the abstract theory of Section 6.6.1, 
with upper and lower bounds obtained from Lemmas 6.6.3 and 6.6.4 respectively. 
The following two results can be deduced from [19]. (There the original system 
(6.1.2) and not the Schur complement system (6.2.19) was considered, and some 
minor modifications are necessary to produce the following results. However 
the proofs in [66] suggest the necessary modifications.) The upper bounds are 
relatively trivial.
T H E O R E M  6.6.5 With S  given by (6.5.41),
A m„ ( S ~ ' S )  <  C ,
with C independent of h and H.
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P ro o f  First observe that the edge spaces p / J ^  can be distributed into a number 
of subsets of mutually orthogonal subspaces of [II*], and the number of such 
subsets is bounded independently of h and H . To see this, consider the undirected 
graph with a node for each edge space and a connection between any two nodes 
if the edge spaces that those nodes represent are not mutually orthogonal. It 
is immediate from our construction of the substructures that any edge is not 
orthogonal to, at most, 6 others. Hence any node in our graph is connected to, 
at most, 6 others. Now consider colouring the graph in such a way that no two 
nodes that are connected are the same colour. It follows from the above argument 
that we need, at most, 7 colours to do this. Now distribute the edge spaces into 
subsets which contain all the edge spaces of the same colour and we have, at 
most, 7 subsets which, by definition, contain mutually orthogonal subspaces
Hence, by Lemma 6.6.3 applied in the space p/i], the sum of the edge projec­
tions in (6.5.42) has maximum eigenvalue which is bounded independently of h 
and H.  Similarly the maximum eigenvalue of the sum of the vertex projections in 
(6.5.42) is also bounded independently of h and H . Since the maximum eigenvalue 
of Ph is 1, the maximum eigenvalue of S~YS  is bounded independently of h and 
H.  ■
Lower bounds are somewhat more technical to prove. To apply Lemma 6.6.4 
we have to find the smallest number Co such that any vector * € p / J  can be 
represented as a sum of vectors in the subspaces p / J , - ,  i = E, V, H  in such a way 
that the energy increases at most by a factor of cj. Then the smallest eigenvalue 
of the sum of projections (6.5.42) is bounded below by c^2. The first step in 
doing this is to recall Lemma 6.2.3, which shows, for any x  € p / J
( * ,35)5 =  x TS x  =  x t K x ,  
where x  is the discrete harmonic extension of *  as defined by Remark 6.2.1.
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C ase A We first consider the case of the preconditioner defined by (6.5.44). In 
[19] (and also in [66]) it is shown for this preconditioner how x  may be expressed 
in terms of discrete harmonic extensions of vectors in [Il/Ji, i = V,H.  The 
corresponding increases in energy proved there together with Lemma 6.6.4 lead 
to the following result.
T H E O R E M  6.6.6 I f  the sum  over the edges is deleted from  (6.5.41), then
Ami„ (5 -15) >  C, 
with C  independent o f  h and H .
This immediately gives us the following corollary.
C O R O LLA R Y  6.6.7 With S  defined by (6.5.44) we have
KiS- 'S )  < C,
where C  is a constant independent o f h ,  H.
Thus we have shown that if the preconditioner is constructed from solves in 
vertex spaces together with the coarse grid solve, then it is optimal, in the sense 
that the eigenvalues of S~l S  remain bounded with respect to changes in h or H.
C ase B We now consider the preconditioner defined by (6.5.45). We now proceed 
by using a refinement of the arguments in [19], [65] and [66] to show that this 
preconditioner is “weakly sub-optimal”. Moreover our arguments also show that 
k(5 -15) is independent of jumps in the coefficient function a. We show this by 
using the decomposition of Q, into the substructures f O b s e r v e  that if * G [II/J 
then
x TS x  =  x T ^ 2 S ^ x ^  = ^ x ^ TS ^ x ^ j  x  € [lift]. (6.6.46)
i  i
Then, in the procedures that follow, we may first define a preconditioner S ^  for 
each S ^  and then set
S x  = Y ,  S ^ x M ,  X  e  [lift], (6.6.47)
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where, as before, summation means “extension by zero then summation”. Thus
x T S x  =  x  £ [II/J, (6.6.48)
and so if is a “good” preconditioner for S^%\  we expect that S  will be a 
“good” preconditioner for S.
We begin by showing how the edge space plus coarse grid preconditioner can 
be viewed in terms of a change to a hierarchical basis.
Consider any vector x  defined at the fine grid nodes on all of We can
partition it into x T =  (* £ ,* # ), with x e  containing the values of x  at interior 
nodes of substructure edges and x r  containing values at substructure corners 
(i.e. coarse grid nodes). We can also express x  in terms of the hierarchical 
basis obtained simply by taking the standard basis vectors at interior nodes of 
substructure edges and adding those vectors which axe standard basis vectors on 
the coarse grid nodes and linear between them. If y  is the vector of coordinates 
of * with respect to this new basis, then
(6.6.49)
The matrix appearing on the right-hand side is the change of basis matrix 
from standard to hierarchical basis. In fact is the linear interpolant to
y H evaluated at interior nodes of substructure edges. The relationship (6.6.49) is 
for all x  and y  defined at the fine grid nodes on but it can also be used
for x  and y  £ [II/J, by simply understanding x  and y  to be extended by zero 
at nodes on dfId - Analogously, for each i, a nodal vector x ^  on dCl^ may be 





x H 0 I y H
1
nii)T 1 v ( e
. x » . i o i . A
(6.6.50)
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The matrix in (6.6.50) is simply the minor of that in (6.6.49), obtained by select­
ing only the rows and columns corresponding to fine grid nodes on dOb). With 





q(i)T o ( 0  




Since the change to hierarchical basis often produces a better conditioned stiffness 
matrix (see, for example [74]), (6.6.51) is approximated by discarding the off- 
diagonal blocks and replacing the block SEE^ by an approximation 5 '^  which 
neglects coupling between nodes on different edges of fib). This yields the block 
diagonal matrix:
6(0 0 
^ E E  u o ' +
0 0 o(0^ E E c(0 D E H 0 n r ':=
q W  
_ *->E Hn §b)U ^H H 0 0 7?b)k , h I q( 0 ^ H H 0 I
(6.6.52)
which contains four independent diagonal blocks, one for the interior nodes of 
each of the edges of Qb) p}us a diagonal block which relates the values at the four 






Z>EE u I -7?b )T 1
i---
- 1 ?e i n ^b) u d h h  m 0 I
(6.6.53)
which we use as a preconditioner for S b). Then, defining S  by (6.6.47) yields
5  =
Here See  is block diagonal with the blocks containing the restrictions of S  to the 
interiors of each of the edges of the substructures and Shh is just a coarse grid 
approximation to 5, using linear interpolation and its adjoint as grid transfer




-n H i _ 0 S h h 0 I
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operators. The inverse of S  is, explicitly,
A 1
S'-1 = See  0 +
0
1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 Shh K h I
(6.6.54)
which coincides with (6.5.45). Note that
0 TZff
0 I
= R Th ,
where Rjj is the interpolation operator introduced earlier. Therefore each precon­
ditioning step consists of independent local solves at interior nodes of substructure 
edges plus a global coarse grid solve. By a refinement of the arguments in [19], 
[65] and [66] we can now prove the following theorem.
T H E O R E M  6.6.8 For each i there exists a constant Cb) such that
(C(i)) 1( l+ lo g ( tf / f c ) ) -V ,'>T,£(i>*(,'> <  <  5x ^ t S ^ x ^ ,  (6.6.55)
for all x b) 6 [nj^]. The constants depend only on the restrictions of the 
coefficient a to the subdomain fib).
P ro o f
C ase I: If dfib) n  diln ^  0, then Sb) an(j 5(0 are SPD and
*<>-. f 0 1 [ 0  n W  1 [ 0 0 1 [ 0 05(l) := +  »  6 6 56) 
0 0  0 1  0 s%H n y  1
Let E  denote the interior of any of the edges of Tb) and define subspaces of
Pi0] by
v£> =  {»M e  P i° ]  : *J° =  0, p i  E},
vj)1 =  Im
0 n ($ T
0 I
Let P jj denote the orthogonal projections (with respect to the inner product 
induced by 5*'*) of p i° ]  onto and Vj?*. A short calculation, analogous to that
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done in the proof of Lemma 6.5.1, then shows that S b) 15 b) =  
where the sum is over the edges E  of rb). The well-known additive Schwarz 
theory (e.g. [19], [20], [66]) can now be applied. Since are orthogonal
projections, the largest eigenvalue of 5 b) 15b) is no more than 5. To bound the 
smallest eigenvalue we combine the estimate in [19, §5] with the procedure in [66, 
Theorem 4.1] (which transforms energies induced by to energies induced by 
5 b)) to show that each x b) £ [Ilj^] has the representation ®b) =  Y,e x ^e +  
where £ V g \  * #  £ and where
^ x ^ S ^ x Q  +  x {$ TS ® x $  < C {i)( 1 +  \og(H/h))2x ^ TS {i)x {i\
E
where C b) depends on the variation of the coefficients a in fib) and not on H  or 
h. Then a simple application of Lemma 6.6.4 shows that the smallest eigenvalue 
of 5 b)- 15 b) is bounded below by Cb)_1(l +  log(H/h))~2. Expressing this using 
the Rayleigh quotient induced by 5 b) yields (6.6.55).
C ase II: If 0 fib) U dttD = 0, then K b'> is the stiffness matrix corresponding
to a pure Neumann problem for a PDE with only order second terms. Letting 
I j f , denote the unit vectors in [II#], [Ilj^] respectively, it is easily seen 
that both 5 b) and 5 b) are SPD on the restricted space Im(5 b)) =  Im(5 b)) =  
{ sp an (l^ )}±. Similarly 5 # #  is SPD on {span(l# J}1 . The matrix on the 
right-hand side of (6.6.56) is well defined on Im(S'b)) =  Im(5b)), and is a left- 
inverse for 5 b). The arguments of Case I can then be repeated for this case 
with [n ^ ], and being replaced by their orthogonal projections onto 
Im(5b)). This yields inequalities (6.6.55) for all *b) £ Im(5b)). But since 
Ker(5bl) =  Ker(5b)) =  {Im(iS'b))}-L9 (6.6.55) is also true in this case for all
e  [n « ]. ■
Now we can sum (6.6.55) over all substructures and recall (6.6.46), (6.6.47) 
to obtain the following corollary.
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C O R O LLA R Y  6.6.9 With S  given by (6.5.45) we have
ac(5-15) < 5m ax((7^)(l +  \og(H/h))2.
R em ark . The two-dimensional analogue of the results in [65] shows that k(5 _15) 
is independent of the coefficient jumps and also that it grows logarithmically with 
H/h.  Corollary 6.6.9 provides a more precise statement of these facts, with both 
results provided by a single statement.
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Chapter 7
The M asPar M P-1
7.1 Introduction
In the last decade, all branches of numerical analysis have been affected by the 
ideas and the realisation of vector and parallel computing. Early machines by 
Cray and IBM allowed vector operations to be carried out. Recently the emphasis 
has been mainly on parallel processing, with a large number of manufacturers and 
architectures to choose from.
The main aims of parallel processing lie in the following three areas
• S peed . There is a continuing desire to solve existing problems in ever 
decreasing times. The optimum speed-up on a machine with n processors is 
achieved when the code executes n times faster than on a single processor. 
Many of the algorithms in numerical linear algebra are currently being 
implemented in parallel in order to achieve, hopefully, near optimal speed­
up.
• Size. Many of the applications in the worlds of computational fluid dynam­
ics and semiconductor device modelling lead to problems with very large 
numbers of unknowns (typically (9(106)). In many of these examples this is
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simply too many for one machine and hence a parallel architecture becomes 
necessary.
• C om plex ity . Although the advent of parallel computers is a new phe­
nomenon, potentially parallel algorithms most certainly are not. The ar­
chitectures now available make the implementation of these algorithms a 
viable possibility. This is most notable in the area of domain decomposition.
This intensive period of interest in parallel processing has seen many different 
parallel architectures offered to the scientific community. At present, we are still 
confronted with two, basically different, types of parallel architecture.
There are MIMD (multiple instruction multiple data) machines which, for 
simplicity, can be viewed as an interconnected cluster of workstations. Each 
is free to execute its own code on its own data and then must send or receive 
information when it requires it from another processor. Clearly such machines can 
perform several independent tasks at once. However, care is required to ensure 
that their asynchronous behaviour does not allow bottle-necks in any parallel 
implement at ions.
Alternatively there are SIMD (single instruction multiple data) machines. 
These typically have a large number of relatively small processors which work in 
lockstep, executing the same instructions on their individual data. Clearly for 
these types of machines to work effectively the task they are required to do must 
be inherently parallel. The MasPar MP-1 is an example of a SIMD architecture.
7.2 The MasPar system
7 .2 .1  M achine arch itecture
The MasPar MP-1 is a fine grained, massively data-parallel processing system. 
Each model has at least 1024 simple parallel data processor elements (PE’s). The
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machine comprises two major pieces: a front end and a data-parallel unit (DPU). 




















Figure 7.1: MasPar MP-1.
T h e  F ron t E nd . This is a processor that runs an implementation of a UNIX 
operating system that provides services to the data-parallel system. The front 
end performs all operations that cannot be implemented in parallel on the array 
of PE ’s.
T h e  D a ta  P a ra lle l U n it (D P U ). This is the part of the system that performs 
all the parallel processing. The DPU consists of an array of PE’s, an array control 
unit (ACU), and PE communications mechanisms.
T h e  A CU . This is a load/store processor with its own registers, data and in­
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struction memory. It controls the PE array, sending data and instructions to 
each PE simultaneously. It also has the capability of performing serial opera­
tions. This means that, using MasPar Parallel Application Language (MPL), it 
is possible to write a program that executes entirely on the DPU. However this 
is not practical in real applications as the ACU is not as powerful as the front 
end machine. In MasPar Fortran the compiler decides whether to use the DPU 
or the front end in a manner that is transparent to the user.
T h e  P E  array . Each PE is a load/store arithmetic processor with dedicated 
register space and RAM. Each has a 1.8 MIPS control processor, forty 32-bit 
registers and 16 KBytes of RAM. They are arranged in a 32 x 32 matrix. Each 
non-overlapping 4 x 4  group of PE’s is called a cluster. The IK PE array has 
64 such clusters which are important in Global Router communications. The PE 
array is where all the parallel data is processed. Variables that axe declared to be 
parallel (either by default or by the user) are located on the PE array. The PE’s 
work in lockstep, all receive the same instruction simultaneously from the ACU. 
The user has the ability to mask sections of the array so that certain PE’s are 
disabled. However for optimal strategies all P E ’s should be employed as often as 
possible.
P E  C om m unica tions. There are three communication paths within the Mas­
Par system. The use of these different types of communication has a marked 
effect on the performance of any parallel code.
X —N e t C om m unica tion . Each PE in the array has the ability to communicate 
with one of its 8 nearest neighbours. These are called X-Net communications and 
the array is joined in a toroidal wrap so that every processor has 8 neighbours. 
X-Net communications can be incremented so that a processor can communicate 
with processors in a straight line along the directions of its nearest neighbours. X - 
Net communications are the quickest communication path in the MasPar system. 
G lobal R o u te r . The global router network allows random communication be­
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tween any two processors on the PE array. PE clusters are involved with global 
router communications. The system can communicate with all PE clusters simul­
taneously but only one PE per cluster at any one time. A PE communicating with 
itself or any other PE in the same cluster means that cluster cannot communi­
cate with any other at that time. Hence, in general, global router communication 
is slightly slower than X-Net communication but in many applications may be 
more general purpose. When programming in MPL the user can explicitly se­
lect between X-Net or Global Router communications. This control is lost when 
using MasPar Fortran but the mechanism chosen by the compiler is, in general, 
transparent in the source code.
A C U —P E  B us. This communication is most often used from the ACU to the 
P E ’s. In this case the ACU broadcasts instructions and data to the PE’s. It is 
also required in the transition from parallel to serial execution and back again. 
The nature of the front end machine means that serial execution is extremely 
slow and hence should be avoided to obtain efficient use of the machine.
When programming in MPL the user may make explicit statements to com­
municate between the ACU and the PE array. MPL allows low level access to 
the DPU. When using MasPar Fortran (an adaptation of FORTRAN90) the user 
requires less knowledge of the DPU, however this is at the expense of some control 
over the communication mechanisms employed on execution.
The MasPar has a sophisticated debugging facility called the MSD (MasPar 
Symbolic Debugger). This allows the user to control and observe a program that 
is executing on both the front end and the DPU. The debugger shows the user a 
listing of the source code, allows the insertion of user specified breakpoints and 
shows the values of any desired variables. It can also show which of the PE’s are 
enabled at any one time.
For a more detailed discussion of the MasPar machine architecture we refer 
the reader to [52].
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7.3 Programming languages on the M P-1
7 .3 .1  M asP ar p a r a lle l ap plications lan guage (M P L )
MPL is the lowest level programming language that the MasPar supports. It is 
based on Kernighan and Ritchie C and can be used for DPU system programming 
similar to the way that C can be used on traditional machines. It gives the 
programmer the ability to explicitly assign variables to the DPU and to choose 
between communication mechanisms. This is in addition to the advantages of 
data structures already inherent in C. There are also library routines supplied to 
support MPL.
7 .3 .2  M asP ar Fortran
MasPar Fortran is based on the widely used FORTRAN77 programming language 
with array processing features added from the FORTRAN90 ANSI standard and 
other enhancements from DEC’s VAX Fortran. These extensions allow the pro­
grammer to effectively use the data-parallel processing capabilities of the MasPar 
system. FORTRAN77 is a subset of MasPar Fortran and as such FORTRAN77 
code (under certain restrictions) can be run on the MasPar system. However such 
code does not make use of the parallel processing capabilities and will essentially 
run on the front end with an execution time reflecting this. To use the DPU 
effectively the user must modify his code with FORTRAN90 array statements to 
take advantage of the data-parallel hardware.
7 .3 .3  P rogram m in g in M asP ar Fortran
Typically, FORTRAN77 operations on arrays are executed element by element 
using iterative DO loops. FORTRAN90 allows the user to write simple statements 
to perform array calculations and matrix operations. MasPar Fortran includes 
additional array assignments using the WHERE and FORALL statements, both
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of which have limited parallel capability, and which are not in FORTRAN90. In 
MasPar Fortran the user does not need to explicitly state which variables are 
stored on the front end and which are stored on the DPU. The compiler will 
determine which parts of the code can be executed in parallel and which in serial 
by the way they are used in the program and allocate storage accordingly. Recall 
that it is undesirable to execute on the front end as this is very slow compared 
with the DPU and involves PE-ACU communication. The compiler will issue 
a warning when it comes across a section of code that cannot be executed in 
parallel and then, hopefully, the user will be able to make alterations to the code 
to make it run in parallel. This, of course, requires knowledge of the architecture 
of the machine and how MasPar Fortran works. The following is an example of 
how MasPar Fortran executes array calculations in parallel.
E x am p le  7.3.1. Recall that, in FORTRAN77, to add two matrices we would 
need the following coded loop
REAL A(10,10), B(10,10), C(10,10)
DO 30 I =  1, 10 
DO 30 J =  1, 10
A(I,J) =  B(I,J) +  C(I,J)
30 CONTINUE
Hence this iteration involves 100 serial steps before we have completed the 
matrix addition. In FORTRAN90 this matrix addition is coded in the following 
way
REAL A(10,10), B(10,10), C(10,10)
A =  B +  C
On a serial machine with a FORTRAN90 compiler this would still be executed
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in 100 steps. However, on the MasPar system, compiled with the MasPar Fortran 
compiler this operation would be carried out on the DPU in one parallel step. In 
order to understand which MasPar Fortran' commands will be executed in parallel 
the user must first know a little about how arrays are mapped to the DPU.
D efau lt M a sP a r F o rtra n  A rray  M app ing . Any array used in FOR- 
TRAN90 syntax is mapped to the DPU using canonical array allocation. This 
proves to be efficient for many array operations. On the MasPar machine ar­
rays are mapped onto the PE grid by columns and rows. If the array is one­
dimensional then it is mapped in a serpentine fashion onto the PE grid (starting 
at the top left processor). If an array is two-dimensional then the first dimension 
is mapped onto columns of the PE grid and the second dimension is mapped onto 
the rows. Hence the array A(3,2) is mapped as follows
A (l)l) A(2,l) A(3,l)
A(l,2) A(2,2) A(3,2)
If a two-dimensional array exceeds 32 by 32 then the overspill is placed into 
layers of the PE memory. Similarly if the array has more than two dimensions 
then the first two dimensions will be mapped across the PE grid and the remaining 
dimensions will be allocated to PE memory. The user can override this default 
mapping by using mapping directives but for our application the default mapping 
was found to be adequate. Hence returning to Example 7.3.1, we see that the 
matrices A, B and C would be mapped to the top left 10 x 10 square of processors 
and then each processor would add its element value of B and C and store the 
results in A.
M asked an d  E lem en t A rray  A ssignm ent. In addition to performing 
operations in parallel on entire arrays, as in Example 7.3.1, MasPar Fortran in­
cludes two extensions which allow the programmer to perform operations on array 
sections or elements. These are not part of the FORTRAN90 ANSI standard.
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Firstly, in array assignment statements, the assignment of values can be 
masked according to the value of a logical expression appearing in a WHERE 
statement. The logical expression is evaluated first and the assignment state­
ment is executed at elements that have the value TRUE. If an ELSEWHERE 
statement is also included then this is then executed at elements having the 
value FALSE. For example we could evaluate sign(A) as follows
WHERE (A .GE. 0.0)




Secondly, a parallel array assignment can be specified in terms of array ele­
ments or array sections using a FORALL statement. The statement can take up 
to 3 integer subscripts, each of which can be incremented in a desired step size. 
The default step size is 1. The version of the compiler available to us would only 
generate parallel code provided the assignment statement following the FORALL 
command was sufficiently simple and involved each of the subscripts only once. 
For instance, the following code will be executed in parallel
FO RA LL(I=l:N ,J=l:N ) H(I,J) =  1.0 /  REAL(I+J)
If the FORALL statement cannot be executed in parallel then a warning will 
be issued at compile time. The FORALL assignment will not execute in parallel 
for intrinsic functions, user written functions, triple FORALL indices, functions 
of FORALL indices, non-scalar array references or transformational intrinsics.
We found that if a FORALL statement had to be executed in serial because the 
compiler could not make it parallel, then its execution time increased markedly. 
The following example illustrates this.
E x am p le  7.3.2. First consider storing two N by M matrices in the memory
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of each PE and then trying to add the two matrices. The matrices would be 
declared as follows
REAL A(IX,IY,N,M), B(IX,IY,N,M), C(IX,IY,N,M)
The FORALL statement gives a very quick and simple way of doing this.
F0RALL(I=1:IX,J=1:IY) A(I,J,:,:) =  B(I,J,:,:) +  C(I,J,:,:)
Alternatively we could execute this operation in a DO loop stepping through the 
elements of the matrices. This is written as
DO 1 =  1, N 
DO J =  1, M
A(:,:,I,J) =  B(:,:,I,J) +  C(:,:,I,J)
ENDDO
ENDDO
Experiments were carried out with the above code and execution times are as 
follows
IX IY N M FORALL DO loop
32 32 50 10 15 mS 40 mS
As the table above shows, since the FORALL statement could be implemented 
fully in parallel by the compiler, it is a quicker method than the DO loop. Notice 
also that the DO loop has a certain degree of parallelism as all the processors are 
doing a single addition at any one time. This is an example of a successful use of 
the FORALL statement. However we now examine an example where FORALL 
is not suitable.
E x am p le  7.3.3. Consider storing an N by N matrix and a N by 1 vector in 
the memory of each PE. Hence we have two arrays assigned by
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REAL A(IX,IY,N,N), X(IX,IY,N)
Now suppose we wish to form the product of the matrix A(I,J,:,:) with the 
vector X(I,J,:) on each of the processors. The FORALL statement would appear 
to be the correct command to use with the intrinsic function MATMUL which 
multiplies any two conforming matrices together. Hence we would write
F0RALL(I=1:IX,J=1:IY) Y(I,J,:) =  MATMUL(A(I,J,:,:),X(I,J,:)) 
Alternatively we could implement a DO loop again
DO 1 =  1, N 
DO J =  1, N
Y(:,:,I) =  Y(:,:,I) +  (A(:,:,I,J)*X(:,:,J))
ENDDO
ENDDO
Various experiments were run with different size matrices and different amounts 
of the PE grid used. Timings were taken for the two different methods of per­
forming the matrix-vector multiplications. In the following table S.O indicates 
that the machine crashed due to PE stack overflow. This means that in the course 
of execution a PE has exceeded its memory limit.
IX IY
n==10 n==20
DO loop FORALL DO loop FORALL
5 2 10 mS 210 mS 40 mS 634 mS
10 10 10 mS 1740 mS 40 mS 6130 mS
25 20 10 mS 8530 mS 40 mS S.O
25 30 10 mS S.O 40 mS S.O
32 32 10 mS S.O 41 mS S.O
In all of these cases the FORALL statement is executed in serial because it is 
being used with an intrinsic function. A warning to this effect is given at compile
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time. Hence all calculations are done on the (slow) front end. Now compare this 
with the DO loop version which is executed on the DPU. We see that as long as 
we do not exceed 1024 matrices this calculation will be done in N2 steps. Hence 
the execution times are only increasing when N increases and not as we use more 
of the PE array. The speed-up is quite remarkable and we see that for problems 
covering a large proportion of the PE grid the FORALL statement is unable to 
cope with the instruction and causes a stack overflow.
These observations have proved extremely useful in the implementation that 
we now have running on our machine. By understanding how arrays are allocated 
and the limitations of some of the MasPar Fortran commands we have been able 
to reduce the amount of serial execution to a bare minimum.
For a more detailed discussion of MasPar FORTRAN programming features 
we refer the reader to [51] and [54].
7.4 Im plem entation of domain decom position al­
gorithms
Our implementations have all been in MasPar Fortran. On a machine such as the 
MasPar it is natural to assign one or more processors to each of the substructures 
in our problem. For ease of exposition we will assume that each substructure is 
associated with just one processor. Each processor assembles its own substruc­
ture stiffness matrix as a preprocessing step. The solution of the local Dirichlet 
problems to obtain the local Schur complement matrices, S ^ \  is at present done 
by the conjugate gradient method. This can be done in a highly parallel fashion, 
with the matrix-vector multiplies being performed by the DO loop outlined in 
Example 7.3.3 above. As the philosophy of these domain decomposition algo­
rithms is to keep the sub-problems as small as possible, this conjugate gradient 
loop will converge in a handful of steps. The construction of the local modified
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right-hand side vectors, c^), can be achieved at the same time by appending the 
vectors b ^  to the matrices K fy  in the conjugate gradient solver.
In order that the implementation is efficient we must ensure that all the local 
Schur complement matrices are approximately the same size. A small number 
being much larger than the rest would cause a considerable bottle-neck in the 
code as the DO loops on the associated processors would be significantly longer. 
Ideally all the should be the same size. In practice this may mean differing 
physical sizes of substructure if we intend to grade the mesh.
Now, given any x  6 [II/J, we can store the local vectors (containing 
the nodal values of on each processor. S'blajb) can be formed in parallel 
as described in Example 7.3.3, then for each node on T, add up the results 
from each substructure containing that node. Clearly, if the substructures are 
mapped to the PE grid in a sensible manner, this addition involves only X-Net 
communication and is therefore inexpensive. In practice a global vector is never 
stored. The added values are returned to the associated locally stored vectors. 
Inner products can also be evaluated in a similarly efficient way. There is just one 
addition across the whole PE array and this is done using the built-in function 
SUM. The only trick required is in taking account of the fact that all vertex 
values of a vector are stored up to 4 times and all edge values up to twice on the 
PE array.
The remaining implementation issue is the efficient solution of the precondi­
tioning problems defined in Section 6.4. To find and explicitly invert the local 
edge preconditioners (as suggested in [66]) would be a very significant preprocess­
ing step and would require far too much of the PE memory. Likewise the coarse 
grid matrix is large (in our implementation as large as 961 x 961) and hence 
would be far too expensive to construct and then explicitly invert. Instead our 
implementation involves iterative solution of the preconditioning problem. That 
is, each preconditioning step is done by a sequence of “inner iterations” .
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V ertex space preconditioner.
By our definition of the discretisation in Chapter 2, each substructure vertex is 
surrounded by, at most, 4 substructures. Here we shall consider the problem with 
entirely Dirichlet boundary, in which case every vertex is surrounded by exactly 
4 substructures. Problems with a partly Neumann boundary can be handled in 
an analogous manner with some small amount of additional work to handle the 
vertices on the Neumann boundary. A typical vertex space is shown in Figure
7.2.
Figure 7.2: A typical vertex space.
Following the notation in Chapter 6, for a vertex V  G 11#, the associated 
vertex space [II#] y  consists of vectors in [II/J which are zero except at the black 
nodes depicted in Figure 7.2.
Then on each vertex space, we can consider the solution of the local problem,
S y Z y  =  R y T
for z y  G [II/Jvs where R y r  is the restriction of r  G [II/J to vertex space [II#]v, 
and Sy  is the minor of S  containing rows and columns corresponding to the
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nonzero nodes lying on [II//] y. If we denote the minor of 5 b) containing rows 
and columns corresponding to nonzero nodes of [II//] y by 5{? then it is clear that
Sv  =  £  s £ \
i
where the sum is just over the four substructures surrounding V. Hence the 
multiplication of any vector x y  E [H//]y by Sv  is equivalent to Y i  S$Xy*  where 
x $  is just those elements of x y  which also lie on r*b). Also the product 
is equivalent to 5'bl«b) nodes of [H//]y where Xy  is the extension by zero of 
xty  to a vector of nodal values on Tb). As we already have the matrices 5b) 
available to us, then the product S y X y  is easily formed. Furthermore, instead of 
performing all four matrix-vector multiplications in parallel, if we step around 
the vertex V  performing the multiplications individually, all the vertex spaces 
can be dealt with at once. Hence all the products S y X y  are evaluated in highly 
parallel steps. Therefore on an m x m  array of processors we can solve‘up to 
(m — l ) 2 vertex space problems at once. We stop the inner CG loops when the 
largest residual from the individual problems drops below some user specified 
tolerance.
Edge space preconditioner.
Recall, by the definition of the discretisation in Chapter 2, each substructure 
has exactly four edges and four vertices. On each edge, E, containing unknown 
nodal values we require the solution to the local problem
S e e * e  =  R e t .
where R e t  is the restriction of r  E [ n j  to edge E and S e e  is the sum of the 
local matrices 5 ^  from the substructures containing edge E.
It is clear from Section 6.5 that 5 ^  is the minor of 5b) containing rows and 
columns corresponding to the nodes lying on edge E. Hence, although it would 
be expensive in terms of memory to actually form and factor Se e , it is extremely
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cheap to multiply by S e e  given that we already have the local Schur complement 
matrices
Given x e , a vector of values corresponding to nodes on edge E, then by 
our discretisation E lies in at most two substructures, and say. We 
first extend x e with zeros to a vector of nodal values on and multiply this 
by The values of the result at nodes of E are then just SEEx E. Repeat
this procedure on and then add the two vectors Se e x e  and Se e Xe to
obtain the required product. This addition requires only X-Net communication. 
Furthermore, all processors can be performing the local multiplications at once 
and hence the whole operation only requires two steps. In the case of an entirely 
Dirichlet boundary on a quadrilateral domain, by storing information about the 
southern and eastern edges in each associated processor, we can complete all the 
local multiplications in two sweeps. Each sweep containing, at most, two parallel 
steps. When we introduce some Neumann boundaries we may need one extra 
sweep to cope with the multiplications in the boundary substructures.
W ith the ability to perform these multiplications cheaply and in parallel it is 
easy to solve the edge space problems by an inner iterative method such as the 
conjugate gradient method.
Coarse Grid Preconditioner.
As mentioned earlier, the coarse grid matrix S h h  is potentially large and is 
certainly not suited to direct inversion on a massively parallel SIMD architecture. 
However, once again we find that multiplication by S h h  can be achieved relatively 
cheaply and with a high degree of parallelism.
In the preprocessing stage that generates the local Schur complement matrices 
S M on each processor we also derive the local coarse grid matrices S $ H. On each 
processor we generate the relevant matrix 1Z$T which linearly interpolates from 
nodes of the coarse grid to nodes in the edge spaces on The S$ H are then 
formed by premultiplying S ^  by 1Z$ and postmultiplying by 1Z$T. Each of these
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• A (t)multiplications can be done on all the processors simultaneously. The stored SHH 
are just 4 x 4  matrices and the 'R^j T can subsequently be overwritten when we 
are pushed for memory space.
W ith the local coarse grid matrices we can then locally and in parallel multiply 
by a local coarse grid vector and then add at the coarse grid vertices to obtain 
the global product. This again only requires X-Net communication and because
A /  A
of the fixed, small size of the SHH this is guaranteed to be an extremely quick 
operation. Hence with the cheap multiplication, the coarse grid problem is also 
solved with an inner conjugate gradient iteration.
7 .4 .1  S top p in g  criterion .
Firstly we need a stopping criterion for the outer PCGM loop. To do this consider 
the error at the kth step, defined by
-.k _e =  x  — x
where * is the exact solution of S x  =  c. Then using the definition of z k in the 
preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm,
S e k = c -  S x k =  r k =  S z k 
where S  is the preconditioner. Hence
||e‘ || <  \\S~l S\\ ||z*||.
Therefore if ||5 -15|| is bounded independently of the number of substructures 
and the mesh diameter of the triangulation then monitoring \\zk \\2 will provide 
a robust estimate of the error. If no preconditioning is used then we monitor 
This is not as good an estimate of the error at the kth step, but is readily 
available to us. Hence, in order to achieve a reasonably accurate solution, the
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stopping criterion for the unpreconditioned problem will have to be smaller than 
that for the preconditioned problem.
We also require a condition to halt the inner CG loops which are approxi­
mately solving the preconditioning problems. Obviously we need a fairly accurate 
solution but at the same time do not want to waste time solving to too high an 
accuracy in the initial stages of the outer PCGM loop. So fax we have used the 
following criterion
If TOL x ||7*outer|j2 >  3 x 10-4 then 
| | f \ W r | | 2  <  3 X  10"4
else
||^ * m n e r ||2  ^ max{10 7,TOL x | |r ottteT.||2}
end if
where r tnner. is the residual from the inner iteration, r outer is the residual from 
the outer PCGM iteration and TOL is some user specified tolerance.
7.5 Prelim inary numerical results
So far, in our implementations of this algorithm, we have made some further 
simplifications mainly to reduce the storage overheads on our machine and also 
to ease the coding. Firstly we have divided the domain into m  x m  equal square 
substructures and assigned each substructure to a PE. Hence 32 is the maximum 
value of m we have run. The domain has then been triangulated with a uniform 
mesh consisting of n x n nodes internal to each substructure. Therefore the fine 
mesh diameter, h, is equal to l / (m (n  +  1)). This gives us an equal load balance 
on each of the P E ’s throughout the computation. Subsequently no processors are 
left idle, waiting for others to finish calculations.
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In our first implementation of the algorithm we had the ability to run the code 
with either no preconditioning at all, vertex preconditioning only, vertex space 
plus coarse grid preconditioning or edge space plus coarse grid preconditioning. 
In all of the following preliminary examples the (outer) iteration was stopped 
when the two-norm of the monitored residual dropped below 3 x 10-4 .
E xam ple  7.5.4 Poisson’s equation
—A u =  4 in ft =  [0,1] x [0,1], 
u — 0 on dQ.
m n H h No precon V ertex  O nly
V ertex  
H- C oarse
Edge +  
C oarse
8 1 1/8 1/16 14 9 6 5
8 3 1/8 1/32 21 10 7 6
8 5 1/8 1/48 26 10 7 7
8 7 1/8 1/64 30 10 7 8
8 9 1/8 1/80 34 10 7 8
8 11 1/8 1/96 36 11 7 9
16 1 1/16 1/32 27 17 6 5
16 3 1/16 1/64 40 18 7 6
16 5 1/16 1/96 50 18 8 7
32 1 1/32 1/64 52 32 7 5
32 3 1/32 1/128 78 33 8 5
32 5 1/32 1/192 95 33 9 6
32 10 1/32 1/352 127 34 14 8
Table 7.1: Poisson’s equation
In all cases the inner loop tolerance (TOL) was fixed at 10 3. Here the 
condition number of S  grows only with the number of unknowns in the problem.
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Hence in Table 7.1 we see that, for a fixed number of substructures, the number 
of iterations to convergence without any preconditioning increases as h decreases. 
Notice also that if we fix the total unknowns and vary the number of substructures 
that we use, then convergence is quickest for the smallest number of substructures. 
This is because we have fewer substructure boundary unknowns in this problem. 
However we have larger problems to solve in order to find the Schur complement 
matrix in this case and hence the preprocessing step will take longer.
We see that if we use the vertex space preconditioner alone, convergence is 
independent of the number of mesh points in each substructure, but slows as the 
number of substructures increases. Also the number of iterations is still rather 
high. On the other hand, if we use vertex space plus coarse grid preconditioning 
then we see that we have convergence independent of both the number of sub­
structures and the fine mesh diameter. The slight rise in the number of iterations 
required as we increase n is due to our inexact solution of the preconditioning 
problems. Indeed, if we use a TOL of 10-5 for the case m =  32, n =  10 then we
find that the iteration converges after 7 steps. This is in full accordance with the
theory of Chapter 6.
Finally we see that convergence using the edge space plus coarse grid precon­
ditioner is weakly effected by the ratio H/h.  We find that we cannot improve the 
convergence by solving the preconditioning problems more accurately. Having 
said this, convergence would still actually appear quicker than the vertex space 
equivalent in most of the above cases.
E x am p le  7.5.5 Two-valued rough coefficient (see, e.g. [27])
—V.(aVit) =  4 in 17 =  [0,1] x [0,1],




ku  y > 0.5, 
k2, y < 0.5.
In this example, k(S) not only grows with the number of unknowns in the 
problem, it is also proportional to max{&i, &2}/min{&i, £2}. Table 7.2 gives re­
sults obtained with an inner loop tolerance of 10-3 .
m n H h h h N o precon
V ertex  
+  C oarse
E dge -f 
C oarse
32 1 1/32 1/64 1 102 413 9 5
32 3 1/32 1/128 1 102 657 9 5
32 1 1/32 1/64 1 103 983 9 5
32 3 1/32 1/128 1 103 1767 17 5
Table 7.2: Two-valued rough coefficient
We now begin to see the effect of the discontinuous coefficient. Without 
preconditioning the CG method takes a prohibitive number of iterations to con­
verge. It has now become essential to precondition the CG method. Both the 
preconditioning strategies result in a large reduction in the number of iterations 
required for convergence. We also see that the so-called “optimal” vertex space 
plus coarse grid preconditioning method is weakly effected by the jump in the 
coefficient. Alternatively, the edge space plus coarse grid preconditioner provides 
a method which is robust to the jumps in a. Again, by choosing a tighter inner 
loop tolerance, we may have improved upon the result for the vertex space plus 
coarse grid preconditioner in the last row of Table 7.2.
Obviously this inner loop tolerance is unsatisfactory and Table 7.3 shows 
even more clearly what a crucial role it can play in determining the number of 
iterations required for convergence.
We conclude from Table 7.3 that if we do not solve the preconditioning prob­
lems accurately then, at best we can expect to perform more outer iterations to
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reach convergence, and at worst, we lose orthogonality of the search directions 
and fail to converge in a reasonable number of iterations at all. In the light of the 
extremely large jumps occurring in the coefficients in the semiconductor equa­
tions it was decided to concentrate on an implementation of the edge space plus 
coarse grid preconditioner. Although the convergence of this method is weakly 
effected by the ratio H/h,  the results in examples 7.5.4 and 7.5.5 indicated that 
this effect would be less than that of the jump in the coefficient in the vertex 
space plus coarse grid method.
m n h k2
In n e r
T olerance N o P reco n E dge +  C oarse
32 3 n r 3 103 n r 4 6824 18
32 3 n r 3 103 lO"5 6824 12
32 3 n r 3 103 10"6 6824 11
32 3 io~3
COOT—H n r 8 6824 10
32 3 10‘ 3 103 H r9 6824 10
Table 7.3: Two-valued rough coefficient
T im in g s We have taken timings for the solution of S x  =  c in the above 
examples. For the small or relatively well conditioned problems we find that the 
code is quickest without any preconditioning. This is mainly due to the overhead 
in solving coarse grid problems which are generally large. However when we 
progress to the very badly conditioned problems, such as the last example, then 
preconditioning is necessary to obtain adequate turn around times. In the last 
example the code was twice as quick when preconditioning as it was when no 
preconditioner was used. Having said this, the code was still considered too slow 
given that our goal was to recursively solve problems with much larger jumps 
in the coefficients such as those arising in the Gummel iteration (see Chapter 
5). The bottle-neck in the implementation was the solution of the coarse grid
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problems. Clearly these are crucial in order to obtain convergence in a small 
number of outer iterations and hence a more efficient method of inverting the 
coarse grid matrix was sought.
7.6 Further improvements
The first modification to the code was to eliminate the user specified inner tol­
erance. We first tried a fixed number of steps for the inner iterative solver. This 
proved unsatisfactory as the choice of this number was somewhat of a “black art” 
(as the choice of the inner tolerance had been), and the solution to the coarse 
grid problems would become inaccurate as the jumps in the coefficient became 
significant. Instead we chose to solve the preconditioning problems to a fixed 
accuracy. Example 7.5.5 above had shown us that the stopping tolerance needed 
to be very small if the convergence properties outlined in Chapter 6 were to be 
observed when the jump became large. Because of this, we opted to iterate the 
inner loops until the two-norm of the residual fell below lO-10.
The one remaining task was to speed up the coarse grid solve. Several im­
provements in the coding of the coarse grid loop had meant that each step of 
the iteration was executed extremely quickly. It seemed unlikely that we could 
extract the desired speed-up just by a more efficient syntax. The real problem 
lay in the fact that, although the coarse grid problem is smaller than the original 
problem, it is still relatively large and potentially ill-conditioned when the jumps 
in the coefficients are large. Hence the CG method applied to this problem was 
taking a prohibitively large number of iterations to converge. Coupled with this, 
we were estimating the error at each step of this inner iteration by the two-norm 
of the coarse grid residual. This is not a very reliable error estimator and hence 
we would sometimes exit the coarse grid solver with a poor solution to the coarse 
grid problem.
The answer was to precondition the coarse grid CG method. However, since
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we would now be “preconditioning the preconditioner” it was imperative that the 
preconditioner be as cheap and as easy to implement as possible. Our experi­
ences with the one-dimensional semiconductor problems had already shown that 
diagonal scaling was very successful when solving the linearised electron and hole 
continuity equations. Also using the diagonal of your matrix as a preconditioner 
in the CG method is a well-known cheap and often effective strategy. Now recall 
that we have already formed and stored the local coarse grid matrices Sjj in the 
existing version of the code. Hence, for the cost of an extra 4 x 1  vector on each 
processor, we could easily evaluate and store the diagonal of Sh • This merely 
involves adding 4 values from substructures (and hence processors) surrounding 
each vertex. This operation already existed as a subroutine for use in calculating 
the coarse grid residual.
Hence we have updated our version of the algorithm, solving the precondi­
tioning problems to within a fixed tolerance and using a CG loop with diagonal 
preconditioner for the solution of the coarse grid problem. The results given 
in the following section will hopefully expose the advantages of this improved 
implementation.
7.7 More model problems
E x am p le  7.7.6 Semiconductor geometry.
Both the old and the new version of the code were run on the model problem
—V.(aVu) =  0
over the domain shown in Figure 7.3 with Dirichlet conditions on the parts of the 
boundary indicated with arrows and homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions 
elsewhere. We take u to be 0 on the upper Dirichlet boundary and 0.2 on the 
lower Dirichlet boundary. The coefficient function a is taken to be piecewise 
constant with value c\ in region A and c<i in region B.
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In the tables that follow, “time” is the wall clock time in seconds that the 
solver took, “E t0*” is the total number of inner edge space iterations and uCtotn is 
the total number of inner coarse grid iterations for that run. Both cases 1 and 2 
refer to preconditioning with edge space plus coarse grid preconditioner. However 
case 1 is the original version of the code which does not employ any precondition­
ing of the inner coarse grid CG iteration whereas case 2 is the improved version 
of the code with diagonal preconditioner for the inner coarse grid CG iteration. 
In Tables 7.4 and 7.5 all inner solves are iterated until the monitored residual 
becomes less than 10-10.
(0, 1) ( } , 1) ( § , 1) (1, 1)
(0 , 1 )
(0,0) (1,0)
Figure 7.3: Domain of computation.
Table 7.4 again shows the effect of increasing the ratio H/h.  This causes a 
slight increase in the number of preconditioned iterates required. The table also 
shows only a modest speed-up gained by preconditioning the coarse grid problem. 
At first this appears disappointing, but it should be realised that since there is 
only a relatively small jump in the coefficient in this example then the coarse 
grid problem will not be too badly conditioned. Hence diagonal preconditioning
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of the coarse grid problem is not having a great effect.
m n Cl c2
Case 1 Case 2
its time E t o t C t o t its time E t o t C t o t
8 3 lO '1 10+1 7 44.9 24 575 7 36.7 24 222
16 3 10"1 10+1 7 78.6 24 1460 7 52.2 24 438
32 3 lO"1 10+1 8 161.5 27 3615 8 96.0 27 958
Table 7.4: Outer loop stopping tolerance of 3 x 10 4
m n Cl c2
C ase 1 Case 2
its time E t o t C t o t its time E t o t C t o t
32 1
CO1O 10+3 12 397 13 14175 12 67 13 1288
32 1 10"4 10+4 13 435 14 15565 12 69 13 1316
32 1 10"5 10+5 12 404 13 14445 12 70 13 1317
Table 7.5: Outer loop stopping tolerance of 3 x 10 7
Table 7.5 shows how the edge space plus coarse grid preconditioner is robust 
to the jump in the coefficient provided the jump occurs along substructure edges. 
In these examples the coarse grid problem is becoming badly conditioned and 
we see that by diagonal preconditioning the inner solve we can have a dramatic 
effect on the solution time. In fact, we are seeing a speed-up of nearly 6 times 
over our original implementation. This is due entirely to the reduction in the 
required number of coarse grid iterations. Note also that, although we reduce 
this number by a factor of about 11, we only obtain a speed-up of 6 since each 
inner coarse grid iterate in case 2 will be slower than that in case 1 due to the 
extra preconditioning operation.
In Table 7.6 we perform all inner solves to a tolerance of 10-12. This ex­
ample is reflective of the size of jump one would expect to see in the continuity 
equations for a semiconductor model. We were very encouraged to see that our
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improved code again performed nearly 6 times faster than the original version. 
Furthermore, to solve this problem without any preconditioning at all took 1058 
seconds. Obviously, in this case the outer stopping tolerance was considerably 
reduced as we were only monitoring the residual of the CG iteration. This is 
some 13 times slower than using our latest implementation of the preconditioner. 
With these results we could proceed to an implementation of Gummel’s method 
for a two-dimensional problem with the code developed above performing the 
linear solves.
Case 1 C ase 2
m n Cl C2 its time E t o t C t o t its time E t o t C t o t
32 1 10~8 10+8 12 458 19 16446 12 83 19 1715
Table 7.6: Outer loop stopping tolerance of 3 x 10 7
Table 7.7 gives numbers of unknowns for problems of the size that we have 
discussed above.
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m n T otal unknow ns S u b s tru c tu re  b o u n d a ry  unknow ns
8 1 225 161
8 3 961 385
8 5 2209 609
8 7 3969 833
8 9 6241 1057
8 11 9025 1281
16 1 961 705
16 3 3969 1665
16 5 9025 2625
32 1 3969 2945
32 3 16129 6913
32 5 36481 10881
32 10 123201 20800
Table 7.7: Problem sizes
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Chapter 8
M assively parallel solution of a 
sem iconductor problem
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the solution of the model semiconductor problem
— \ 2Aip +  6{exp(t/> — v) — exp(tu — z{>)} — d = 0, (8.1.1)
— V.(exp(,0 — u)Vu) — apvr(ip, v, w) = 0, (8.1.2)
— V.(exp(iu — VOVw) -f apwr(tj>, v, w) — 0, (8.1.3)
on the domain Cl shown in Figure 8.1 with boundary conditions and doping 
profile, d, as indicated. This represents a two-dimensional p-n  diode with con­
tacts indicated by the arrows at the boundary. The boundary conditions given 
are such that the diode is in reverse bias, with an applied voltage of olUt • 
Once again we have used the statistics given in [62], which give the values
A2 =  1.6715 x 1(T7, 8 = 1.22 x 10"8, /3 =  18.2218 and a = 3.17 x 10~15.
We also use pv = pw = 1/450.
For simplicity, we divide f I into m  x m  equal square substructures , where 
m  is a multiple of 4. This ensures that the collision point between the Dirichlet
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and Neumann boundary conditions on the top boundary is a node of the coarse 
grid and that the jump in d occurs entirely along substructure edges. We do this 
because, in many practical examples, we have seen a sharp jump in the potential 
at doping profile interfaces. Each substructure is then further divided with a 
uniform triangulation containing n -f 2 nodes along each substructure edge. We 
then discretise (8.1.1)—(8.1.3) by the finite element method with piecewise linear 
elements.




=  - a, v = w = a(0 , 0) (1, 0)
Figure 8.1: Model diode problem.
As discussed in Chapter 2, we use mass lumping for the zeroth order terms and 
take the harmonic average of the exponential coefficients in (8.1.2) and (8.1.3). A 
more detailed account of how this is achieved computationally is given in Section
8.3. The system (8.1.1)—(8.1.3) discretised in this way can be expressed as
A2(Ar(0 )^+ A rD (0)^JD)+diag{iu}[^(exp(^r—V )—expfVT—^ ) ) —d] =  0, (8.1.4)
K ( -  V ) V  +  K d ( 9  -  V ) V D -  (TPvr (V ,  V , W )  =  0, (8.1.5)
K ( W  -  V ) W  +  K d (W  -  V ) W D +  a p wr ( ¥ , V , W )  =  0. (8.1.6)
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Here w  is the vector of weights obtained from the quadrature rule (2.3.45) and r  
is the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination rate, (1.4.46) discretised by the Galerkin 
method with a nodal quadrature rule.
We then employ the Gummel iteration which was introduced in Chapter 2 
and analysed (for r =  0) in Chapter 5. This implementation is executed on 
the MasPar MP-1 which was discussed in Chapter 7. Much of the coding of 
this algorithm in an efficient parallel manner is non-trivial. An overview of 
the Gummel algorithm is shown in Figure 8.2. In the following two sections we 
discuss how the potential and continuity equations in the Gummel loop are solved 
on a massively parallel machine. Finally we give numerical results obtained from 
extensive use of the parallel Gummel solver.
8.2 Solution of the potential equation
Recall from Chapter 3, given (V ,W)  € # (fi) , the discretised potential equation 
may be written in the form
F ( 9 )  = A 2( K V  +  K d 9 d ) +  g ( 9 )  = 0. (8.2.7)
Then the Jacobian of (8.2.7) can be written
J ( ? )  = \ 2K  + g<t(* ) ,  (8.2.8)
where g  ^ is the diagonal Jacobian matrix of g. We solve (8.2.7) by the quasi-
Newton method introduced in Chapter 3. That is, given lower and upper solu­
tions, x k, y k respectively, the updated solutions are defined by
= x k _  y * ) ) - ^ * * ) ,  (8.2.9)
yk+1 = y k _  (A (x kt (8.2.10)
where




Set up constants 
Set up initial guess
Potential routine
Solve potential equation by 
quasi-Newton method
Stiffness routine
Construct stiffness matrix 
for electron continuity eq’n
Continuity routine 
Solve electron continuity 
equation by PCGM
Stiffness routine
Construct stiffness matrix 
for hole continuity equation
Continuity routine 
Solve hole continuity 
equation by PCGM
Driver routine
Read m, n, aUr
Output routine









Dump V, V , W  to file
C End )
Figure 8.2: Overall flow of control.
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Hence at each step of the iteration we have two problems of the form
A ( x k, y k)z  = F ,  (8.2.12)
to solve. In order to achieve this with the domain decomposition solver described 
in Chapter 7 we must first reduce (8.2.12) to a Schur complement problem. To 
do this write
Gk :=
and recall that Gk is a diagonal matrix. Then (8.2.12) can be expressed as
(8.2.13)
where the notation follows that introduced in Chapter 6. For example, Gk is the 
(diagonal) submatrix of Gk corresponding to nodes interior to the substructures. 
We can then reduce (8.2.13) to the Schur complement form








K b b 0 ) \ ZB j k F b )
S zb  = c (8.2.14)
where
S  = (a 2K bb + GkB) -  A2K jB (a2K u  + Gf)  '  A2K IB, (8.2.15)
c  = F b -  \ 2K jB (A2K n  +  G f f 1 F , .  (8.2.16)
The fact that the quasi-Jacobian matrix, A, may be decomposed into a con­
stant part, A2K ,  and a diagonal part, Gk, that depends on x k, y k, is extremely 
useful in its construction on the MP-1. Firstly it means that K  need only be 
constructed once and then, at each step of the quasi-Newton iteration, we need 
only consider the elements of g ^  evaluated at x k and y k in order to construct 
Gk. Secondly, when using a uniform mesh, the local stiffness matrices, K ^ \  will 
be identical on each substructure and hence only one copy need be constructed. 
This will greatly reduce storage overheads. A graded or non-uniform mesh will, 
of course, disallow this but the same philosophy may be applied to any group of
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substructures that are identically triangulated. This may well occur in a refine­
ment of an initially uniform mesh.
A flow chart indicating the algorithm used to solve the potential equation 
is given in Figure 8.3. In that diagram rup, riow denote the residuals produced 
by the present upper and lower solutions respectively. The solution of the Neu­
mann problems to form the Schur complements is done by a CGM routine with 
a stopping tolerance of 10~7. This ensures reasonable accuracy for these small, 
relatively well-conditioned problems. In practice we have found that the linear 
solves required in the quasi-Newton method are best performed without precon­
ditioning. This is because the systems involved are strongly diagonally dominant 
and hence only require a few CG steps to converge. As we have already seen in 
Chapter 7, in this case the quickest solution method is not to precondition. This 
CG loop had a stopping criterion of 10-8 . The (k +  l)th  quasi-Newton iteration 
ceased when
max{||(il(«t,»*))-1f  («*)||a, I K ^ ,  j/‘))-1F(y*)||2} < 3 x 10-.
8.3 Solution of the continuity equations
Given any * t+\  V k, W k, to solve the continuity equations (8.1.5), (8.1.6) we 
must construct the stiffness matrices arising from a finite element discretisation of 
(8.1.5), (8.1.6) incorporating the harmonic average of the exponential coefficient 
function. First recall the definition of the harmonic average: Given X  6 S h ( Q)  
we define X  E  S / i ( H ) ,  given on each triangle T  by
exD (X |T ) =  { ^ ) / r e x p ( _ x ) }  •
Hence given any vector X  of nodal values of X , for each triangle we wish to 
calculate f T e x p ( —X ) .  As X  E  Sh ( f l )  this can be easily done analytically. It is
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C Start ^
Set ||rUJ,||2, ||rzotu||2 Construct
to 2x TOL ^(0 zfb) isi1)
For each z, calculate 
r iK 0 /^*(0> W
Evaluate
/  Input: /
/ ( V , W ) , x 0, y 0/
Potxcgm routine
For each z, form
+  G 'f V 'A 2^
For each z, construct
c «
Solve routine
Solve S z  — c
by CGM
I
For each *, calculate
»W
Evaluate
F ( y k) i , F ( y k)B
Potxcgm routine
For each z, form 
(A2A '^  +  GkIii)) - 1\ 2K f )B
For each z, construct
S&,  cW
Solve routine
Solve S z  = c
by CGM
Calculate rUT> 2Calculate r/ou, 2
7*uv 2 >TOL?
Yes — > TOL^ > i £ < C l|r„plb >TOL?
r u  b >TOL?
(  End )
Figure 8.3: Potential equation solver.
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most convenient to map each triangle T  to the standard triangle K  with vertices 
(0,0), (0,1) and (1,0) and perform the integration over K.
We denote the vertices of any triangle T  as N i , N 2 ,N 3 with coordinates 
* i =  (®n, £12) ^  x 2 = (x2\ , x 22)T, «3 =  (^3i ,^ 32)T respectively. Then, refer­
ring to Figure 8.4, consider the mapping M  from the standard triangle K  to any 
triangle T  in Q given by
N 2
M ( p )
P-
Ni
Figure 8.4: The mapping M.
M(p) : = P l X !  +P2*2 +  (1 -  P i - P 2 ) * 3 - (8.3.17)
M  takes K  into T  such that —> Ni for all i. Then, denoting the Jacobian of
M  as J  we have,
£ 1 1  — £ 3 1  x2\ — X3 1
X l 2  ~  X 32 X 22 ~  X 32
and hence
J  =
det(J) =  det
1 x n  x 12
1 321 X22





Hence for any X  6 Sh(tt)
f  exp(—X (*)) dx\dx 2 =  f  2exp(—X (x ))A (T )  dpidp2
J T  J K  ,
= 2A(T) I  exp(—X (M (p ))) dp\dp2
J K
Therefore at each new Gummel iterate we axe left with two calculations of 
the form,
/  exp($(M (p)))dpidp2 for each T  in f2. (8.3.20)
J K
For the electron continuity equation $  =  V k — Wk and for the hole continuity 
equation $  =  \Fk — W k. If we denote the value of $  at Ni by i =  1,2 ,3 , then 
we have
4>(.M(p)) =  3>iPi +  $2P2 +  (1 — Pi — ^2 ) ^ 3  =  $ 3  T Pi(^2 — ^ 3 ) H" ^2 ( ^ 1  — $ 3 )*
If we now make the assumption that $ 1 , $3 are pairwise disjoint then we
have
/  exp($)dp 
J T
r l  r l - p i
=  / /  exp ( $ 3  + P i ($2 -  $ 3 )  +  P2($1 -  $ 3 ) )  d p 2 dp i
Jo Jo
= JQ eXP(^3 +  Pl(^2 -  ^ 3) +  P2($l -  ^ 3))] dpi
1 f l
 —  /  exp($i +  p i ($ 2 -  $ 1)) -  exp($ 3 +  P i ( $ 2  -  $ 3 ) ) d p i
1 — Jo
exp($i +  pi ($2 -  $ 1))
1 r 1
$1 — $3 [$2 — ^1 
1
$2 — ^3
exp($3 - f  P i ( $ 2  -  $ 3 ) )
= $7 3 $; (i7T $;(exp($2) -  “ Pt**)) -  $73$7(exp($2)_ exp($3
exp(^i) exp($2)_____________exp($3)
( $ 1  — 4>2) ( $ 1  — ^ 3 ) ( $ 2  ~  ^ l ) ( $ 2  — ^ 3 ) ( $ 3  ~  $ l ) ( $ 3  — ^ 2 )
If $  attains the same value at any two of the three nodes of T  we can express 
(8.3.20) in a similar way using an appropriate limit. Furthermore, to ensure 
accurate computation, we should also consider the cases when the difference in $
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at any two nodes is very small as this will induce rounding error in our calculation 
of (8.3.20). This analysis was done in practice but the code produced was so long 
that our somewhat limited front end machine found it impossible to compile. 
Therefore we have made the approximation that whenever
|$ t- -  $ j | < 10-3 for i , j  =  1,2,3 i ^  j ,
we set 4>t =  and use the appropriate calculation for (8.3.20). This does 
away with the need for complicated Taylor expansions but will also lead to some 
(small) inaccuracies. Recall from earlier numerical experiments in Chapter 4 that 
in many cases $  is of the order of 18.
W ith the harmonic average on each triangle T  computed and stored on the 
appropriate processor, stiffness matrix construction is then a simple task of con­
structing the element stiffness matrices for K {0), multiplying each entry by its 
harmonic average, and then adding up to create the global stiffness matrix. This 
can then be reduced to the Schur complement matrix as we have done for our 
model problems in Chapter 7. A flow chart to illustrate this process is given in 
Figure 8.5
In contrast to the potential equation solver, it was found essential to use pre­
conditioning on the solutions of the linearised continuity equations. As these are 
particularly ill-conditioned problems with large jumps in the coefficient functions 
expected interior to the domain, we have used the edge space plus coarse grid 
preconditioner (6.5.45) detailed in Chapter 6. This PCG loop was halted when 
the residual fell below 10-5 . This may seem a more generous stopping tolerance 
than that used for the linear solves in the potential equation, but it should be 
noted that here we are monitoring the preconditioned residual which is a (much) 
better estimate of the error.
Therefore the implementation of the continuity equation solver is identical to 
that given for the edge space plus coarse grid preconditioner in Chapter 7. It is 
the construction of the stiffness matrices that has required some additional work.
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For each z, construct
S « , c «
Construct
For each z, 
construct r S 7
For each z, form
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For each z, form
if (*')A zz
Calculate right hand side 
vectors b fi.br)
Rhs routine
Figure 8.5: Stiffness matrix construction.
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For this reason we do not give a flow chart for the solution of the continuity 
equation, referring the reader instead to the details given in Chapter 7.
Finally before we present some numerical results, we comment that the Gum­
mel iteration was continued until the solutions at the A:th step gave residuals less 
than their respective specified tolerances at the (k +  l)th  step.
8.4 Numerical experim ents
Exam ple 8.4.1 Small applied voltage (20mV)
In Table 8.1 below we give results obtained with the recombination rate, r  in 
(8.1.2), (8.1.3), switched off. Here “time” refers to the wall clock time in seconds 
that each solver took. “Etotn and “Cto ” are the total numbers of inner edge space 
and coarse grid iterations respectively. “G it” is the Gummel iteration number.
The first thing to notice is that, in each case, after the first Gummel iteration 
the value of obtained was extremely close to the eventual solution and hence 
only a negligible amount of work was required in the quasi-Newton solver at 
subsequent Gummel iterates. For this reason we have not included solution times 
for the potential equation as this essentially constitutes a one-off overhead at the 
beginning of the Gummel process. As we can see the number of quasi-Newton 
iterates in the first Gummel iterate is unaffected by the value of h = l/m (n  +  1). 
For the potential equation in subsequent Gummel iterations we use the converged 
upper and lower solutions from the previous Gummel iterate as starting guesses. 
Although these cannot be guaranteed to be upper and lower starting values for 
the new potential equation, our new quasi-Newton method appears to be robust 
enough to cope with this.
Secondly note that the overall number of Gummel iterations required for 
convergence appears to be independent of H  or h. The theoretical results of 
Chapter 5 tell us that, at worst, we can expect the convergence to deteriorate 
logarithmically with h. The times per linear solve, although reasonably fast for
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such a difficult problem, are a little slower than the solve times from the model 
problems in Chapter 7. This is because the coefficients in the continuity equations 
do not now have simple jump discontinuities across substructure boundaries, 
but rather they exhibit a layer behaviour, where the variation may be smeared 
over several mesh widths. The preconditioner, (6.5.45), described in Chapter 6 
therefore does not completely remove their influence. This is also reflected in the 
number of PCG iterates required for each linear solve. These can now be quite 
significant. This number also increases as h is decreased and is probably due to 
the improved resolution of the layers.
Finally for this example, in Table 8.2 we include results for the same problem 
with the recombination rate switched on. Obviously the number of quasi-Newton 
iterates required at the first Gummel step is unaffected, and again we see that 
this is independent of h as predicted theoretically in Chapter 3. We also see 
that, for this example near equilibrium, the recombination rate has no affect on 
the total number of Gummel iterations required, but so far a proof of this fact 
has eluded us. The extra work required to solve the systems with non-trivial 
right hand side is reflected in the increased number of PCG iterates and hence 
execution times.
E xam ple  8.4.2 Increased applied voltage (lOOmV)
Table 8.3 shows results obtained with an increased applied voltage. The infor­
mation has now been summarised, so that “Quasi-Newton its” is those required 
in the first Gummel iterate. Once again, the quasi-Newton iterates in subsequent 
Gummel iterations are negligible. “Time” now refers to the cumulative wall clock 
solve times for both the continuity equations.
The increased applied voltage has inflated the contraction constant for the 
Gummel mapping. This is in full concurrence with the theory of Chapter 5. Hence 
we now require 25 Gummel iterations for convergence when the recombination 
rate is switched off. We also see a very modest increase in the required quasi- 
Newton iterates, presumably because our initial guesses have altered in relation
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to the solution. The overall increase in Gummel iterations has brought about an 
increased execution time also. Finally we see that the scheme still converges if 
we turn on the recombination rate, although in this case the required number of 
Gummel iterations and hence the execution time has modestly increased.
Table 8.4 gives results obtained from executing the code on the M P-2 available 
to us in Sunnyvale, California. This is a 16K machine, i.e. it has a 128 x 128 
array of processors. Furthermore each processor has 64K of RAM. However, due 
to share arrangements, we are allocated a IK segment of the PE array. The 
results again show that there is only a modest increase in the required number 
of iterations when the mesh size is decreased. It should be pointed out that, 
since the MP-2 incorporates different chips than the MP-1 the floating point 
arithmetic may be executed slightly differently, which in itself could result in a 
slight change in the number of iterations required. Although the timings show 
that the code runs reasonably efficiently on a larger machine, they should not 
be compared with the times obtained from the MP-1 as it was not possible to 
obtain solitary access to the MP-2. This meant that the code would occasionally 
be swapped out of the DPU, resulting in longer run-times.
Figures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 are plots of the converged potential electron quasi- 
Fermi level V , and hole quasi-Fermi level W  respectively. They are the solutions 
for the problem of the reverse bias diode with lOOmV applied voltage, recombi­
nation switched on and m  =  16, n =  1.
The plots are obtained by downloading the results file obtained from the 
MP-1 at Bath to a MATLAB code which outputs the results as a mesh plot of 
a matrix. Hence in Figures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 the mesh appears to be rectangular, 
but this is just an effect from the plotting routine. The solutions have also been 
rotated in these figures so that the point (0, 0) represents (0, 1) in the domain of 
computation.
In Figure 8.6 we see the sharp interior layer that is present in the electrostatic 
potential. In fact our rather coarse mesh does not resolve this layer very well at
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all. We see that there is a need for mesh refinement about the doping interface. 
This would involve some significant alterations to the present code. We also see 
that the solution does not suffer any of the instabilities which would be expected if 
standard finite element methods were used to solve the semiconductor equations 
in natural variables. Figures 8.7 and 8.8 show the layer behaviour of the quasi- 
Fermi levels. Again there are regions of rapid change within the domain although 
this is somewhat more smeared than in the case of the electrostatic potential. We 
see that for this relatively small applied voltage example, the incorporation of a 
recombination term does not result in the loss of a maximum principle for the 
quasi-Fermi levels. However a proof of this observation has yet to be given.
Finally, in Figure 8.9 we have taken the trouble to reconstruct the electron 
current from the electrostatic potential and electron quasi-Fermi level shown in 
Figures 8.6 and 8.7 respectively. The current is computed as a post-processing 
step in the parallel code and then plotted using a MATLAB graphics routine. 
The domain is oriented as in Figure 8.1. We see that, despite the large variation 
in both and V , the resulting current is small and relatively smooth. This is 
consistent with the reverse bias configuration of the device. The slightly increased 
current about the point (0.25,1) is probably due to the rather coarse mesh and 
the singularity at that point. Again, some mesh refinement would be preferable. 
A similar plot for the hole current shows very little action anywhere in the domain 
and is therefore not included.
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G P o t E qn E lec tro n  C ont E qn H ole C ont E qn
m n it its its time E to t C tot its time E to t C tot
8 1 1 53 113 147 116 3820 44 45 45 1078
2 4 25 25 26 581 28 30 29 711
3 0 20 21 21 485 23 24 24 570
4 0 10 10 11 239 13 13 14 316
5 0 8 8 9 191 7 8 8 172
6 0 1 2 2 42 2 3 3 63
7 0 0 1 1 22 1 2 2 42
8 0 0 1 1 22 0 1 1 21
T otals 57 177 215 187 5402 118 126 126 2973
16 1 1 54 207 463 210 13941 45 78 46 2226
2 3 27 48 28 1331 29 52 30 1459
3 0 21 36 22 994 23 41 24 1150
4 0 11 19 12 529 9 16 10 451
5 0 9 16 10 438 8 14 9 389
6 0 1 3 2 89 1 3 2 87
7 0 0 2 1 46 1 3 2 86
8 0 0 2 1 45 0 2 1 42
T otals 57 276 589 286 17413 116 209 124 5890
32 1 1 55 238 1004 242 32513 46 140 47 4372
2 2 66 204 67 6363 28 89 29 2801
3 0 19 55 20 1697 23 71 24 2213
4 0 5 16 6 497 7 22 8 690
5 0 3 11 4 346 9 27 10 830
6 0 1 6 2 177 1 5 2 149
7 0 1 6 2 187 1 5 2 148
8 0 0 3 1 94 0 2 1 72
T otals 57 333 1305 344 41874 115 361 123 11275
Table 8.1: Reverse bias applied voltage 20mV, recombination off.
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G P o t E qn E lec tro n  C ont E qn H ole C on t E qn
m n it its its time E t o t C t o t its time E t o t C t o t
16 1 1 54 207 467 210 13941 100 185 101 5288
2 3 115 207 116 5911 28 50 29 1409
3 0 21 36 22 1001 23 41 24 1160
4 0 10 18 11 488 9 16 10 444
5 0 7 13 8 350 9 16 10 443
6 0 1 3 2 90 1 3 2 88
7 0 1 3 2 90 1 3 2 86
8 0 0 2 1 45 0 2 1 43
T o tals 57 276 749 372 21916 171 316 179 8961
16 2 1 54 222 626 451 14719 81 196 164 4242
2 3 65 157 132 3392 28 68 58 1440
3 0 20 47 42 957 22 53 46 1109
4 0 12 29 26 583 13 32 28 656
5 0 8 20 18 401 8 20 18 415
6 0 1 4 4 91 1 4 4 91
7 0 0 2 2 46 1 4 4 90
8 0 0 2 2 46 0 2 2 44
T otals 57 328 887 677 20235 154 379 160 8087
Table 8.2: Reverse bias applied voltage 20mV, recombination on.
m n Q u asi-N ew to n  its G um m el its T im e (s) r
16 1 61 25 2284 off
16 1 61 27 3006 on
Table 8.3: Reverse bias applied voltage lOOmV.
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m n Q uasi—N ew ton its G um m el its T im e (s) r
32 1 61 30 2512 off
32 1 61 28 3856 on
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A .l  Bounding the 2—norm of K  1
We require an upper bound for | | i f -1 ||2 defined in Chapter 3. First recall since 
K  is symmetric positive definite we have
I I* -1 ||a =  p { K ~ l ) =  A rnax^"1) =  l / W * ) .
Hence, bounding | | i f -1 ||2 above is equivalent to bounding Amjn(i(r) below. We 
do this via the following lemma.
L E M M A  A. 1.1 Assuming our mesh satisfies the assumption (2.2.8), then 
there exists constants c and C only depending on 71 such that for all V  € Sh(A), 
V  =  Yli vi<t>i we have
C % | 2 <  | |V |I 2 , (a) <  C h \v \\  (A .1 .1 )
where |.| denotes the 2-norm on ]Rn.
P ro o f  It is sufficient to show that for each interval, 7t- =  [a:t_ i,x t], i =
1, . . . ,  n +  1, and each V  € Pi(Ii) we have
+  V? )  <  ||V||?j(li) <  C h & U  +  v?), (A.1.2)
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where -Pi(/») denotes the space of linear functions on 7t. Result (A. 1.1) then 
follows directly from (A. 1.2) by summation over all intervals.
Firstly we show (A. 1.2) holds when 7t =  [0,1]. Let Ai, A2 be the basis functions 
for 7 \([0 ,1]) and define
Mv) =  S \ v f d x
Jo
M v )  = +
where rj = (771, 772)^ and V (x) =  771 Ai(ar) +  772^ 2(37). Note that f i  and / 2 are 
continuous functions of 17 E M2. Now consider the quotient
M n )  =  v  € M2,
We wish to prove that there is a constant C such that
M v )  < C ,  rj e  M2, (A.1.3)
This corresponds to the right-hand inequality in (A. 1.2) when /,• =  [0,1], To do 
this note that
M m )  = for all fi € R ,  /i /  0,
i.e. / 3 is homogeneous of degree zero. Hence it is sufficient to prove that
M * l )  < C , f j e B , B  =  {rj € M2 : |t|| =  l}  . (A.1.4)
But fs  is continuous on B  (in particular / 2 ^  0 for 17 E B) and B  is closed and 
bounded in 1R2, and thus / 3 has a maximum on B. This gives us (A.1.4) and thus 
(A.1.3) and (A.1.2) in the case 7t- =  [0,1]. The left-hand inequality in (A.1.2) 
can be proved similarly for the case 7t- =  [0, 1].
We now show the right-hand inequality in (A. 1.2) for an arbitrary interval 
a:,-]. The left-hand inequality is analogous. Consider the mapping F  which 
takes our unit interval to and set
x =  F(t) =  Xi-i +  th i, t E [0,1].
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Then, given V £ -Pi (A) we have
V (x) = V(F {t)) := V(t), t G [0,1], 
where clearly V  G -Pi([0,1]) and
r  (V{x))2dx = r  (V{i))2dx = f 1 h i(V (t))2dt
JXi  — 1 —1 •'O
< Chi(r}\ +  rfc) =  C h i iv ^  +  vf)
as required.
C O R O L LA R Y  A .1.2 Amin{K) ^  ch
P ro o f  Recall that if V  = € Sh{A) then
a(V ,V) := f \ v ' ) 2dx = v TK v .
Jo
Hence by ellipticity of a(*, •) on H£(A) and Lemma A.1.1,
v TK v  _ a(V, V)  .  £TH1 ^ ,
| t > | 2  | t » | 2  “  | v | 2  -  ’
Hence by the Rayleigh Quotient Theorem we have
\n in (^ 0  — ch
A .2 Properties of ip
L E M M A  A .2.1 Let ip(x) =  (ex — l) /x , x £ JR. Then tp : JR i— > M is
positive, monotonic increasing and convex on JR.
P ro o f  We first show that is positive and monotonically increasing. Note
that <p(x) —► oo as x —*• oo and <p(x) —> 0 as x —> — oo. Also
(p'(x) = ((x -  l)ex +  l ) /x 2.
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Therefore <p'(x) =  0 if and only if ex =  1/(1 — x) and
ip'(x) —» oo as x —> oo, 
ip'(x) —» 0 as x —> —oo,
However if 1 > x > 0 then
o o  k OO
eI =  E T 7 < E I * =  (1 - :rr 1-
k=0 Jk=0
Also, if x > 1, then 1/(1 — re) <  0 < ex. Finally, if x < 0 and ex — (1 — x)-1 then 
consequently
e -  =  l +  ( - aO +  t g £  +  . . . ,
a contradiction. So ex =  (1 — x)_1 has a single route at x = 0. Hence <p'(x) can
only be zero at x =  0. But expanding <p' as a power series we obtain
2
=  ((x — x)  +  (x 2 — x 2 / 2 )  +  0 (x3))/x 2 —» 1/2 as x —► 0.
So (^'(x) > 0 for all x and hence : M  1— > M  is positive and monotonically 
increasing. Finally we show that <p is convex on JR.
So
0 0  1  „  7 — 1  0 0  1 „  7, _  ^  1 x J _  ^  1 ®
9  ~ j £  0 +!) 0 ~ i)! ~ h 0 0’+ 2) J!
0 0  1 r J -2  0 0  j
9 " =  2 O' +  1 ) O' -  2)! =  2 0 +  3) F  (A'2'5)
So y?" > 0 on x > 0 and hence 9? is convex on a; >  0.
Also <p'(x) =  ((x — l)ex +  l )/^ 2 and so
/// \ x 2((x — l)ex +  ex) — ((x — l)ex +  l)2x ex(x2 — 2x  +  2) — 2
^  =  I 4 =  ~3
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Now by (A.2.5) <p"{x)  =  1/3 at x  =  0 and by the above expression <p"{x)  —► 0+ as 
x  — > — oo. Hence <p"(x )  >  0, x  £  ( — oo, 0) unless <ptt( x )  =  0 for some x  £ ( — oo, 0). 
However p ” =  0 if and only if ex = 2 / { x 2 2 x  +  2) for some x  < 0 which occurs 
if and only if
e~x = 1 — x +  x 2/2  for some x < 0. (A.2.6)
Putting y =  —x then (A.2.6) is true if and only if
ey = 1 +  y +  y2/2  for some y > 0. (A.2.7)
But this is a contradiction. Hence cp" > 0, x £ M  and thus (p is convex. I
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